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Abstract

Improvements in DNA sequencing technologies have made it possible to determine the

genetic makeup of many organisms. Computational analyses of the massive amounts

of sequence data available have produced many insights into evolutionary and devel-

opmental biology. For example, comparison of the full genome sequences of human

and mouse discovered that the majority of functional sequence in the human genome

does not code for protein. Much of this functional non-coding sequence appears to

act in a regulatory role, dictating the precise tissues and developmental time points

in which each protein should be produced.

This dissertation describes three major contributions to the computational anal-

ysis of regulatory elements. First, I describe the Genomic Regions Enrichment of

Annotations Tool (GREAT), a novel statistical method and associated web-based

tool developed to infer the biological functions of regulatory elements based on the

functions of their putative target genes. I demonstrate its marked improvement over

current methods at interpreting functional enrichment signals for a variety of regula-

tory element types.

Next, I discuss a computational methodology developed to identify medium- to

large-scale (10-100,000 nucleotide) genomic deletions from whole genome sequences

of multiple mammals. Using this methodology, I quantify the dispensability of highly

conserved non-coding elements (CNEs) as their likelihood to be deleted in a subset

of species. Despite their genomic prevalence and apparent redundancy in function,

CNEs are very rarely lost in extant species. Even more surprisingly, there is a very

weak relationship between dispensability and nucleotide conservation level. Sequences

under purifying selection at moderate levels of nucleotide conservation are lost at a
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rate similar to those at perfect sequence conservation. Instead, evolutionary resis-

tance to loss is more strongly correlated with depth of sequence homology, as ancient

enhancers are more resistant to deletion than ones that arose more recently in evolu-

tion.

Finally, I present the discovery and analysis of human-specific genomic deletions.

By comparing the genome sequences of five species including human and our nearest

ape relative, the chimpanzee, I identified 583 regions present in non-human species

that contain highly-conserved sequence but are surprisingly deleted in humans. Sta-

tistical analyses indicate that these deletions occur preferentially near steroid hormone

receptor genes and brain-expressed genes that are known to inhibit proliferation. Ex-

perimental results provide particular examples that may have contributed to unique

human traits: the loss of an AR enhancer is correlated with the human loss of penile

spines and sensory vibrissae, and the loss of a GADD45G enhancer is correlated with

the human expansion of the cerebral cortex.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the medium used to encode information pertaining

to the development and function of living creatures. The human genome contains

roughly three billion nucleotides packaged into discrete linear chromosomes. From

a computational perspective, the entire genetic information of an organism can be

encoded as long strings over the small alphabet {A, C, G, T}. Deciphering the

precise instructions encoded within DNA, and how changes to the instructions alter

the development and function of organisms, are major questions within the fields of

biology and genetics.

Since the human genome was initially sequenced [105], the cost per nucleotide to

sequence DNA has dropped ≈ 100,000-fold [132]. The growth rate of our sequencing

capabilities has far exceeded that of Moore’s Law [161] and enables the sequencing of

many individuals [1] and many different species [84]. The wealth of biological data

now available has revolutionized the way biology is being performed today. Com-

putational genomics is a burgeoning interdisciplinary field that integrates aspects of

computer science, genetics, statistics, and mathematics to address questions of biolog-

ical interest. Problems in computational genomics span many biological disciplines,

as computational methods are applicable to virtually any domain in which large data

sets must be mined and analyzed effectively. Examples include (but are not limited

to) the assembly of full genome sequences from short fragments [219, 167, 12, 138], effi-

cient alignment of similar DNA sequences [5, 204, 114, 137], gene prediction [34, 101],

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

ribonucleic acid (RNA) and protein folding [178, 174], assessment of evolutionary

constraint on homologous sequences from distinct organisms [207, 57], and gene set

enrichment analysis [218, 100].

Cis-regulatory elements are a fascinating class of functional regions in the genome.

They act as the “control layer” within the genome, dictating in which cell types and at

which time points genes should be expressed. A fuller understanding of cis-regulatory

elements will be a prerequisite to deciphering the complexity of organismal develop-

ment in its entirety.

1.1 Organization

The following chapters will describe our current understanding of cis-regulatory el-

ements, the contributions this dissertation provides to their analysis, and areas of

further study. Chapter 2 serves as a background for understanding the landscape

of the human genome from a computational perspective and provides motivation for

the study of cis-regulatory elements. In Chapter 3, I introduce the problem of de-

termining the functions of a set of cis-regulatory elements based on their genomic

positions, describe the statistical methodology and web-based tool we developed to

address the problem, named GREAT, and demonstrate GREAT’s marked improve-

ment over current methods at inferring the functions of multiple distinct types of

cis-regulatory elements. In Chapter 4, I describe a computational methodology to

identify large-scale deletions from whole genome sequences and quantify the func-

tional importance of highly conserved non-coding elements. Chapter 5 extends this

methodology in the application to human-specific losses of highly conserved DNA in

its impact on human-specific evolution. Finally, in Chapter 6 I provide some ideas for

future research in the study of cis-regulatory elements and their impact on human

evolution and disease.



Chapter 2

Cis-regulatory elements

This chapter introduces salient features of cis-regulatory elements: why they are

believed to be important, how they can be identified within the genome, their function

and genomic composition, their involvement in disease, and why they may be an ideal

substrate on which evolution can act.

2.1 Background

One of the most surprising findings from the initial sequencing of the human genome [105]

was the relative paucity of protein-coding genes. Since genes encode the information

required to generate proteins, and proteins play key roles in nearly all cellular pro-

cesses, it was assumed that the number of protein coding genes correlated with the

complexity of an organism. In reality, there are only ≈ 21,000 genes in the hu-

man genome [52], similar to the ≈ 19,000 found in the nematode Caenorhabditis

elegans [223], markedly fewer than the ≈ 45,000–55,000 found in rice [249], and dra-

matically fewer than early predictions of up to 2,000,000 human genes [113]. The lack

of correlation between gene number and organismal complexity suggests two possible

(and compatible) scenarios to generate organismal complexity: single genes encoding

multiple proteins and the presence of additional functional sequences that do not en-

code proteins. We now know that both of these scenarios are active within humans.

Alternative splicing of pre-mRNA is a method to generate diversity in the protein

3
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products within an organism [23]. Additionally, many distinct classes of functional

non-coding sequence have been discovered that regulate expression of protein-coding

genes. Cis-regulatory elements are of much interest as they act to regulate the initia-

tion of transcription, when the majority of gene regulation is thought to occur [150].

2.2 Cis-regulatory element identification

Comparative genomics is a powerful methodology for identifying functional genomic

sequences. DNA replication is not perfect, with mutations occurring in humans at a

rate of roughly 10−8 per base pair (bp) [248, 192]. Mutations with beneficial or no

functional consequences may be passed down through generations, but mutations that

cause a negative fitness effect are less likely to be propagated. Given two organisms,

an expected sequence identity between their genomes can be calculated based on the

DNA mutation rate, the generation times of the organisms, and the total time since

the organisms shared a common ancestor. Regions of higher sequence identity than

expected are thus likely to be functional, since the evolutionary force of purifying

selection has culled organisms containing harmful mutations in the regions.

Human and mouse last shared a common ancestor between 84–99 million years

ago [166, 214], providing an ideal evolutionary separation time to measure genomic

constraint since enough time has passed that constrained elements can be differ-

entiated from non-functional sequences, but the species are closely related enough

that much non-functional DNA can still be aligned. The sequencing of the mouse

genome [241] thus enabled comprehensive comparisons to the human genome. By

aligning the sequence of repetitive elements inserted into the genome of the human-

mouse ancestor in the extant human and mouse genomes, an estimate of the neutral

rate of sequence evolution was calculated. When binned into 50 bp segments, align-

ment scores for these ancestral repeats followed a normal distribution, as would be

expected for neutrally evolving sequence. By performing whole genome alignments

between human and mouse, calculating the distribution of alignment scores for all

sequences, and scaling and comparing the distributions from ancestral repeats and

whole genome alignments, an excess of highly conserved sequences within the whole
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genome alignment was seen. This excess sequence under purifying selection comprises

roughly 5% of the genome [241]. This estimate has remained robust or even increased

as additional genomes became available for comparison (rat [107], dog [141]) and

comprehensive functional study of 1% of the human genome occurred [224]. Since

genes comprise only 1.5% of all human genome sequence, this implies that over two

thirds of the functional sequence in the human genome does not code for protein.

Additionally, since the total amount of functional DNA includes sequences not un-

der detectable pan-mammalian purifying selection, this estimate of the total role of

cis-regulatory elements in the genome is likely an underestimate.

Efforts to identify conserved elements within the human genome have evolved

from simple absolute nucleotide identity calculations [16, 246] to more sophisticated

techniques that utilize the rates of neutral evolution within the species of interest to

examine resistance to insertions or deletions [145], estimate the number of rejected

substitutions within individual alignment columns [57], or apply phylogenetic Hidden

Markov Models in which conserved regions are assumed to evolve under a similar tree

scaled by a factor between 0 and 1 [207].

2.3 Cis-regulatory element function

Regardless of the conservation metric used, non-coding regions identified as being un-

der purifying selection in the human genome cluster preferentially near transcription

factors and genes involved in development [16, 246, 141, 237]. Systematic in vivo

screening of conserved non-coding elements (CNEs) in zebrafish [246] and transgenic

mice [179, 237] showed that many CNEs act as regulatory sequences driving reporter

gene expression in particular tissues during development, often in a subset of the

tissues in which the nearby genes are endogenously expressed. These results suggest

that CNEs frequently act as tissue-specific enhancers to regulate some fraction of

the expression of nearby genes. Strong interspecies non-coding conservation has been

accepted as a standard identification method for cis-regulatory elements that pos-

sesses decent specificity (40–50% of tested CNEs are cis-regulatory elements active
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at the mouse embryonic day 11.5 developmental stage [236]). Notably, while gene pro-

moters contain much important regulatory sequence, many vertebrate cis-regulatory

sequences lie distal to their target genes [135, 179, 237, 235].

2.4 Cis-regulatory element composition

Transcription factors are proteins that can bind DNA in a sequence-specific man-

ner [133]. The DNA sequences bound by a transcription factor are called its “binding

sites”. Cis-regulatory enhancers are composed of clusters of transcription factor bind-

ing sites (TFBS) [63, 25]. The presence of multiple TFBS in a single cis-regulatory

element indicates that multiple proteins are required to activate the regulatory ele-

ment, producing a combinatorial control of gene expression [191].

TFBS are generally short (6 to 12 bp in length) and degenerate sequences [20].

Computational prediction of functional TFBS from a single genome sequence is thus

fraught with false positives [33]. Restricting TFBS predictions to binding sites that

show evolutionary conservation in multiple diverged species, known as phylogenetic

footprinting, can reduce false positive TFBS predictions [25]. However, the perva-

siveness of binding site turnover likely causes phylogenetic footprinting methods to

omit many functional binding site predictions [200, 201].

Experimental methods to identify cis-regulatory elements have benefited greatly

from improvements in genome sequencing technologies. Of particular utility is the

protocol of chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by massively parallel sequencing

(ChIP-seq) [111, 148, 176]. ChIP-seq can identify the precise genomic locations to

which a TF of interest is bound. Downstream analysis of the binding profile of a TF

can include determining its sequence-specific binding preferences or predicting the

cellular functions regulated by the TF.

2.5 Cis-regulatory elements in disease

Gene expression alterations are mechanisms by which diseases occur. Cis-regulatory

element modifications have been linked to many abnormalities. Deletions of enhancer
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cis-regulatory elements reduce or eliminate target gene expression and are associated

with multiple diseases. A classic example of regulatory element disruption causing

disease involves the locus control region (LCR) of the β-globin locus (reviewed in [93,

136]). The hemoglobin tetramer that carries oxygen within human red blood cells is

composed of α-globin and β-globin molecules [54] . An imbalance in the levels of α-

and β-globins causes thalassemia and has been linked to the deletion of regulatory

sequences within the β-globin LCR [124, 74]. Similarly, deletion of a FOXL2 enhancer

is linked to blepharophimosis ptosis epicanthus inversus syndrome [22], deletion of a

POU3F4 enhancer is linked to deafness [64], deletion of a SOX9 enhancer is linked to

Pierre Robin sequence [19], and deletion of a SHOX enhancer is linked to Leri-Weill

dyschondrosteosis [198].

Single point mutations within cis-regulatory enhancers can also abrogate gene

expression by eliminating transcription factor binding sites within cis-regulatory el-

ements. Disruption of an AP-2alpha binding site within an enhancer of IRF6 is

associated with cleft lip [190]. Similarly, a point mutation that disrupts an MSX1

binding site within a SOX9 enhancer is associated with Pierre Robin sequence [19],

mutation of a Six3 binding site within a SHH forebrain enhancer suggests a link be-

tween disrupted SHH expression and holoprosencephaly [109], and a point mutation

within a RET enhancer causes RET expression to decrease and is associated with

Hirschsprung disease risk [78].

Alternatively, diseases can arise from novel aberrant gene expression domains

gained by mutation or duplication of cis-regulatory sequences. For example, a single

point mutation in an enhancer located 1 Mb from its target gene SHH causes preaxial

polydactyly due to the gain of SHH expression in the anterior region of the developing

limb [135]. Duplications of regions containing cis-regulatory enhancers of SOX9 are

associated with brachydactyly and nail aplasia [130].

These data emphasize that proper gene expression is essential for normal devel-

opment and provide clear evidence linking the alteration of a cis-regulatory sequence

to aberrant expression of its target gene, which in turn produces phenotypic conse-

quences for the organism harboring the regulatory alteration.
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2.6 Cis-regulatory elements in trait evolution

Cis-regulatory elements have been proposed to drive the majority of organismal com-

plexity [123, 38, 39]. The heart of the argument for regulatory elements driving

evolution has to do with the pleiotropy of mutations–how many distinct effects the

mutation produces. Barring somatic mutations, every cell within an organism con-

tains an identical copy of the entire genome sequence. Mutations to the coding region

of a gene will cause an altered protein to be made throughout the organism. The

more pleiotropic a gene is, the more likely a mutation will be deleterious to the

gene’s ability to perform its function in one or more processes [216]. On the other

hand, the abundance of highly conserved sequences surrounding genes suggests that

cis-regulatory elements may be more modular, with each cis-regulatory element per-

forming a unique role to affect gene expression in a particular tissue at a particular

time point in development [62, 234]. This fine-grained control of gene expression via

modular cis-regulatory elements provides a mechanism by which pleiotropic genes

can alter single traits via gene expression changes while expression in other tissues

remains wholly unaffected.

Examples abound in which developmental changes occurred as a result of mod-

ifications to cis-regulatory elements [17, 135, 88, 187, 152, 159, 43]. Some of the

most dramatic regulatory changes driving evolution are those in which complete loss

of gene expression is not viable. One example concerns the essential gene Pitx1, in

which mouse experiments that eliminate Pitx1 expression entirely cause prenatal and

perinatal lethality [131]. The parallel loss of a Pitx1 enhancer within multiple freshwa-

ter populations of threespine stickleback fish causes the loss of a pelvic spine [43]. The

region shows multiple signatures of positive selection, indicating that the enhancer

loss (and concomitant pelvic spine loss) was beneficial to the populations of freshwater

lakes. Regulatory alterations to other master developmental genes such as Ubx and

yellow drive morphological diversity within Drosophila species [215, 88, 187], further

emphasizing the role that cis-regulatory elements can play in driving developmental

trait evolution.



Chapter 3

Regulatory element functional

analysis

Comparative genomic and experimental methods are enabling the genome-wide iden-

tification of cis-regulatory elements. However, unlike genes, whose constituent protein

domains and corresponding functions can be recognized from sequence data alone, the

grammar of cis-regulatory elements remains unknown. Functional analysis of a set of

cis-regulatory elements thus relies on a “guilt by association” methodology in which

each cis-regulatory element is assumed to be affecting all the functions of all genes

it putatively regulates. Existing techniques strongly favor specificity over sensitivity

when assigning cis-regulatory elements to target genes by only considering binding

events that occur within proximal promoters as functional regulatory elements. Ow-

ing to the distal nature of much vertebrate gene regulation, this limited assignment

severely hampers the interpretation of cis-regulatory element function. Additionally,

genome structure (in particular, the uneven distribution of genes within the genome)

renders efforts to increase assignments inappropriate within the existing statistical

framework for enrichment. This chapter presents a new method for functional inter-

pretation of cis-regulatory sequences that overcomes both drawbacks.

We developed the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT)

to analyze the functional significance of cis-regulatory regions identified by localized

9
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measurements of DNA binding events across an entire genome. Whereas previous

methods took into account only binding proximal to genes, GREAT is able to prop-

erly incorporate distal binding sites and control for false positives using a binomial test

over the input genomic regions. GREAT incorporates annotations from 20 ontologies

and is available as a web application. Applying GREAT to data sets from chromatin

immunoprecipitation coupled with massively parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq) of multi-

ple transcription-associated factors, including SRF, NRSF, GABP, Stat3, and p300 in

different developmental contexts, we recover many functions of these factors that are

missed by existing gene-based tools, and we generate testable hypotheses. The utility

of GREAT is not limited to ChIP-seq, as it can also be applied to open chromatin,

localized epigenomic markers and similar functional data sets, as well as comparative

genomics sets.

The coupling of chromatin immunoprecipitation with massively parallel sequenc-

ing (ChIP-seq) is ushering in a new era of genome-wide functional analysis [111,

148, 176]. Thus far, computational efforts have focused on pinpointing the genomic

locations of binding events from the deluge of reads produced by deep sequenc-

ing [110, 118, 194, 228, 232]. Functional interpretation is then performed using gene-

based tools developed in the wake of the preceding microarray revolution [119, 4, 71].

In a typical analysis, one compares the total fraction of genes annotated for a given on-

tology term with the fraction of annotated genes picked by proximal binding events

to obtain a gene-based P value for enrichment (Figure 3.1a). This procedure has

a fundamental drawback: associating only proximal binding events (for example,

under 2–5 kb from the transcription start site) typically discards over half of the

observed binding events (Figure 3.2a). On the other hand, the standard approach

to capturing distal events–associating each binding site with the one or two near-

est genes–introduces a strong bias toward genes that are flanked by large intergenic

regions [144, 220]. For example, though the Gene Ontology [9] (GO) term ‘multicel-

lular organismal development’ is associated with 14% of human genes, the ‘nearest

genes’ approach associates over 33% of the genome with these genes. This biologi-

cal bias results in numerous false positive enrichments, particularly for the input set

sizes typical of a ChIP-seq experiment (Figure 3.2b, Figure A.1). Building on our
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experience in addressing these pitfalls [16, 15, 144] we have built a tool that robustly

integrates distal binding events while eliminating the bias that leads to false positive

enrichments.

3.1 Results

Here we describe GREAT, which analyzes the functional significance of sets of cis-

regulatory regions by explicitly modeling the vertebrate genome regulatory landscape

and using many rich information sources.

3.1.1 A genomic region-based binomial test for long-range

gene regulatory domains

GREAT associates genomic regions with genes by defining a ‘regulatory domain’ for

each gene in the genome. Each genomic region is associated with all genes in whose

regulatory domains it lies (Figure 3.1b).

High-throughput chromosomal conformation capture (3C) approaches such as

5C [72], Hi-C [139] or enhanced ChIP-4C [202] are providing first glimpses of ac-

tual gene regulatory domains. Because we still lack precise empirical maps, however,

GREAT assigns each gene a regulatory domain consisting of a basal domain that ex-

tends 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream from its transcription start site (denoted

below as 5+1 kb) and an extension up to the basal regulatory domain of the nearest

upstream and downstream genes within 1 Mb (GREAT allows the user to modify

the rule and distances). GREAT further refines the regulatory domain of a handful

of genes, including several global control regions [212], with their experimentally-

determined regulatory domains. GREAT can also incorporate additional locus-based

and genome-wide data as they become available.

Given a set of input genomic regions and an ontology of gene annotations, GREAT

computes ontology term enrichments using a binomial test over the genomic regions

that explicitly accounts for variability in gene regulatory domain size by measuring

the total fraction of the genome annotated for any given ontology term and counting
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Figure 3.1: Enrichment analysis of a set of cis-regulatory regions. (a) The current pre-
vailing methodology associates only proximal binding events with genes and performs a gene-list
test of functional enrichments using tools originally designed for microarray analysis. (b) GREAT’s
binomial approach over genomic regions uses the total fraction of the genome associated with a
given ontology term (green bar) as the expected fraction of input regions associated with the term
by chance.
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how many input genomic regions fall into those areas (Figure 3.1b). In the example

above, GREAT expects 33% of all input elements to be associated with ‘multicellular

organismal development’ by chance, rather than the 14% of input elements that a

gene-based test assumes. The binomial test over genomic regions integrates distal

binding events in a way that is robust to erroneous assignments of genomic regions

to genes. Namely, the longer the regulatory domain of any gene, and by extension

of any ontology term, the higher the expected number of regions associated with

this term by chance. Indeed, the genomic region-based statistic markedly reduces

the number of false positive enriched terms even when using very large regulatory

domains (Figure 3.2b, Figure A.1).

The binomial test treats each input genomic region as a point-binding event, thus

making it most suitable for testing targets with localized binding peaks. The binomial

test also highlights cases where a single gene attracts an unlikely number of input

genomic regions. To separate these biologically interesting gene-specific events from

term-derived enrichments that are distributed across multiple genes, we perform both

the genomic region-based binomial test and the traditional gene-based hypergeometric

test. In doing so we separately highlight ontology terms enriched by both tests (term-

derived enrichment) from those enriched only by the genomic region-based binomial

test (gene-specific enrichment) or the gene-based hypergeometric (regulatory domain

bias) (Figure 3.2c, Figure A.2).

GREAT supports direct enrichment analysis of both the human and mouse genomes.

It integrates twenty separate ontologies containing biological knowledge about gene

functions, phenotype and disease associations, regulatory and metabolic pathways,

gene expression data, presence of regulatory motifs to capture cofactor dependencies,

and gene families (Tables 3.1–3.3).

Core computations are performed by the GREAT server while subsequent brows-

ing is executed on the user’s machine. An overview of the tool’s functionality and

options when analyzing data is given in Table 3.4, and its web interface is shown

in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: Binding profiles and their effects on statistical tests. (a) ChIP-seq data sets of
several regulatory proteins show that the majority of binding events lie well outside the proximal
promoter, both for sequence-specific transcription factors (SRF and NRSF, [232]; Stat3, [46]) and a
general enhancer-associated protein (p300, [235, 46]). Cell type is given in parentheses: H, human;
M, mouse. (b) When not restricted to proximal promoters, the gene-based hypergeometric test
(red) generates false positive enriched terms, especially at the size range of 1,000–50,000 input
regions typical of a ChIP-seq set. Negligible false positive enrichment was observed for the region-
based binomial test (blue). For each set size, we generated 1,000 random input sets in which each
base pair in the human genome was equally likely to be included in each set, avoiding assembly
gaps. We calculated all GO term enrichments for both hypergeometric and binomial tests using
GREAT’s 5+1 kb basal promoter and up to 1 Mb extension association rule (see Results). Plotted
is the average number of terms artificially significant at a threshold of 0.05 after application of
the conservative Bonferroni correction. (c) GO enrichment P values using the genomic region-based
binomial (x axis) and gene-based hypergeometric (y axis) tests on the SRF data [232] with GREAT’s
5+1 kb basal promoter and up to 1 Mb extension association rule (see Results). b1 through b10
denote the top ten most enriched terms when we used the binomial test. h1 through h10 denote
the top ten most enriched terms when we used the hypergeometric test. Terms significant by both
tests (B ∩ H) provide specific and accurate annotations supported by multiple genes and binding
events (Table 3.8). Terms significant by only the hypergeometric test (H\B) are general and often
associated with genes of large regulatory domains, whereas terms significant by only the binomial
test (B\H) cluster four to six genomic regions near only one or two genes annotated with the term
(Table 3.9).
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Table 3.1: Human and mouse ontologies supported by GREAT version 1.2.6.

Ontology References

Gene Ontology
GO Molecular Function [9]
GO Biological Process [9]
GO Cellular Component [9]

Phenotype Data and Human Disease
Mouse Phenotype [32, 24, 208]
MSigDB Cancer Neighborhood* [28, 218]
MSigDB Cancer Modules* [205, 218]

Pathway Data
PANTHER Pathway [157]
Pathway Commons [41]
BioCyc Pathway [40]
MSigDB Pathway [218]

Gene Expression Data
MGI Expression: Detected [209, 32]
MGI Expression: Not Detected [209, 32]
MSigDB Perturbation [218]

Regulatory Motifs
MSigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs [218]
Transcription Factor Targets [142]
MSigDB miRNA Motifs [218]
miRNA Targets [142]

Gene Families
InterPro [103]
TreeFam [195]
HGNC Gene Families* [31]

* Ontology only supported in human.
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Table 3.2: GREAT version 1.2.6 ontology contents for human.

Ontology Terms Genes Direct Download
associations date

GO Molecular Function 2,800 14,401 43,207 5 Mar 2009
GO Biological Process 5,215 13,293 47,287 5 Mar 2009
GO Cellular Component 834 15,210 39,984 5 Mar 2009
Mouse Phenotype 5,781 5,377 96,704 22 Apr 2009
MSigDB Cancer Neighborhood 427 4,717 41,713 11 Mar 2009
MSigDB Cancer Modules 456 7,918 47,511 11 Mar 2009
PANTHER Pathway 150 1,983 4,676 9 Mar 2009
Pathway Commons 1,253 3,921 52,505 20 Jul 2009
BioCyc Pathway 288 693 1,860 13 Mar 2009
MSigDB Pathway 706 6,473 25,280 11 Mar 2009
MGI Expression: Detected 6,700 7,330 190,463 23 Mar 2009
MGI Expression: Not Detected 3,079 4,812 82,621 23 Mar 2009
MSigDB Perturbation 911 11,189 67,052 11 Mar 2009
Transcription Factor Targets 19 5,375 9,980 12 Mar 2009
MSigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs 615 11,777 154,911 11 Mar 2009
MSigDB miRNA Motifs 222 6,896 32,101 11 Mar 2009
miRNA Targets 9 1,095 1,199 12 Mar 2009
InterPro 6,587 15,228 53,630 3 Mar 2009
TreeFam 8,272 16,684 16,812 3 Mar 2009
HGNC Gene Families 238 4,616 5,021 6 Mar 2009
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Table 3.3: GREAT version 1.2.6 ontology contents for mouse.

Ontology Terms Genes Direct Download
associations date

GO Molecular Function 2,380 13,932 47,595 23 Mar 2009
GO Biological Process 4,539 12,805 45,480 23 Mar 2009
GO Cellular Component 686 14,548 34,827 23 Mar 2009
Mouse Phenotype 5,798 5,536 98,514 22 Apr 2009
PANTHER Pathway 149 1,759 4,023 9 Mar 2009
Pathway Commons* 83 116 206 20 Jul 2009
BioCyc Pathway 275 888 2,109 13 Mar 2009
MSigDB Pathway 456 3,479 10,778 11 Mar 2009
MGI Expression: Detected 6,701 7,730 194,545 23 Mar 2009
MGI Expression: Not Detected 3,119 5,121 87,257 23 Mar 2009
MSigDB Perturbation 248 7,419 23,073 11 Mar 2009
Transcription Factor Targets 6 1,194 1,377 12 Mar 2009
MSigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs 615 9,117 127,459 11 Mar 2009
MSigDB miRNA Motifs 222 5,948 28,369 11 Mar 2009
miRNA Targets 1 97 97 12 Mar 2009
InterPro 6,281 16,096 51,140 3 Mar 2009
TreeFam 7,953 16,974 17,040 3 Mar 2009

* The mouse Pathway Commons ontology contains considerably less data than its human counterpart because many
input databases in Pathway Commons are specific to human pathways.
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Table 3.4: GREAT parameters, filters, and options, and their effects.

Parameter Effect

Region - gene association rule Determines how gene regulatory domains are calculated. When
we allowed for distal associations, the sets we examined
remained robust regardless of the exact choice of association
rule. Our default rule (basal and extension) models a current
hypothesis of gene regulatory domains.

Region - gene association rule parameters Determine the length of each inferred gene regulatory domain.
As we show, when the right statistical model is used,
including distal associations of up to 1 Mb can strongly
increase biological signals.

Statistical significance visual filter Highlights statistically significant results in bold font.
Multiple test correction options and thresholds for
significance can be modified.

Binomial fold enrichment filter Complements P value by requiring that statistically
significant terms have strong biological effects. Often
filters ontology terms that apply to thousands of genes.

Observed gene hits filter Shows only enriched terms for which input regions select at
least this many genes. Helps avoid enrichments owing to
many regions selecting a small number of genes.

Minimum annotation count threshold Increases statistical power by reducing the number of tests
performed, by testing only ontology terms associated
a priori with at least this many genes.

Display type Summary display shows only terms statistically significant
by both binomial and hypergeometric tests. Full display
ignores the statistical significance filter and shows terms
that meet all other criteria.

Export Export tables individually or in batches into a file of
tab-separated values or publication-ready HTML.

UCSC custom tracks Clicking a specific region from within a term detail page
region opens the University of California Santa Cruz Genome
Browser [116] focused on that region, with
two custom tracks automatically loaded – one for the total
set of input regions and another for the subset of regions
associated with the chosen term.
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a         b

c         d

Figure 3.3: Screenshots of the GREAT version 1.2.6 workflow. (a) The input screen lets
the user choose an organism, input a set of cis-regulatory regions, and alter the mapping of cis-
regulatory regions to genes. (b) The main output screen displays enriched terms from 20 different
ontologies. Controls let the user set significance criteria and level of detail and download HTML or
tab-separated output files. (c) The individual term details screen displays information related to
the enrichment of a particular ontology term. (d) Clicking any region in a term details screen opens
a UCSC Genome Browser display focused on that region that includes custom tracks for the entire
set of input regions and for the subset that contributes to the term.
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3.1.2 Comparison of enrichment tests and gene regulatory

domain ranges

To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we compared GREAT results to previ-

ously published gene-based analyses as well as to enrichments from the Database for

Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [100]. Most gene-based

tools assess enrichments in a very similar manner; we chose DAVID as a representa-

tive gene-based tool owing to its popularity and its ability to test a breadth of data

sources similar to that of GREAT (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5: Comparison of several enrichment tools.

Primary use Ontologies Web Real-time Reference
supported based response

GREAT Cis-regulatory regions Many Yes Yes [154]
DAVID Gene sets Many Yes Yes [100]
Babelomics Gene sets Many Yes No [3]
OntoTools Gene sets GO, chromosome Yes Yes [120]
GOstat Gene sets Only GO Yes Yes [14]
GoMiner Gene sets Only GO No N/A [250]

We analyzed eight ChIP-seq data sets from a range of human and mouse cells and

tissues (Table 3.6), each with a different distribution of proximal and distal binding

events (Figure 3.2a).

We tested each data set in six different ways: (i) by reproducing the original

study’s list of enrichments, or using DAVID on the set of genes with binding events

within 2 kb of the transcription start site where an original analysis was missing;

(ii) by using GREAT with the default regulatory domain definition (basal promoter

5+1 kb and extension up to 1 Mb); (iii) by using GREAT’s hypergeometric test on

the set of genes with binding events within 2 kb of the transcription start site, to

control for the different gene mappings and ontologies in DAVID and GREAT; (iv)

by using GREAT with a 5+1 kb basal promoter and a more limited 50 kb exten-

sion; and (v, vi) by using GREAT with either one (v) or two (vi) nearest genes up
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Table 3.6: Data sets analyzed by GREAT.

Dataset Species Tissue References

Serum Response Factor Homo sapiens Jurkat cells [232]
Neuron-Restrictive Silencer Factor Homo sapiens Jurkat cells [232]

GA-Binding Protein Homo sapiens Jurkat cells [232]
p300 Mus musculus Embryonic limb [235]
p300 Mus musculus Embryonic forebrain [235]
p300 Mus musculus Embryonic midbrain [235]
p300 Mus musculus Embryonic stem cells [46]

Signal transducer and Mus musculus Embryonic stem cells [46]
activator of transcription 3

to 1 Mb (Table 3.7 and 3.8, Table A.1–A.38). GREAT invariably revealed strong

enrichments for experimentally-validated functions of the specific factors, as well as

for testable – and, to our knowledge, novel – functions. It also implicated subsets of

regulatory regions in driving the assayed developmental processes and in activating

key signaling pathways. In a majority of data sets, distal binding events were essential

to recover known functions, strongly suggesting that many of the distal associations

are biologically meaningful (see below). Furthermore, in most sets, restricting regu-

latory domain extension to 50 kb retains many enriched terms but omits roughly half

of both the binding events and the genes implicated using the full 1-Mb extension.

Although including distal associations is crucial, the exact distal association rule is

not – the default, nearest gene, and two nearest genes rules (tests ii, v, vi) behaved

very similarly. Additionally, inclusion of the small set of experimentally-determined

gene regulatory domains we curated from the literature made very little difference

in the rankings of any of the sets (data not shown). We present the analysis of four

ChIP-seq data sets below and discuss the remainder in Section A.2.

3.1.3 Serum Response Factor binding in human Jurkat cells

First, we analyzed a set of genomic regions bound by the Serum Response Factor

(SRF) in the human Jurkat cell line identified via ChIP-seq and mapped to the genome
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using the quantitative enrichment of sequence tags (QuEST) ChIP-seq peak-calling

tool [232]. This data set’s authors applied existing gene-based enrichment tools,

which did not discern specific functions of SRF from the set of regions it binds [232],

and concluded that SRF is a regulator of basic cellular processes with no specific

physiological roles (results reproduced in Table 3.7).

Table 3.7: Previously published [232] gene-based ontology enrichments for regions bound
by SRF in human Jurkat cells.

Term P value

nucleus 5.18× 10−70

protein binding 2.16× 10−50

cytoplasm 6.67× 10−27

transcription 4.13× 10−26

nucleotide binding 1.04× 10−23

metal ion binding 1.92× 10−22

zinc ion binding 5.76× 10−20

RNA binding 3.38× 10−18

regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 1.15× 10−15

ATP binding 4.84× 10−15

Listed are the top enriched GO terms found using a gene-based analysis of the 1,936 genes
with an SRF binding peak within 2 kb (adapted from [232]). Though the large number of
selected genes produces strong P values, the enriched terms yield only a broad view of SRF
functions. The first actin-related term, ‘actin binding’ is ranked 28th (data not shown).

Although SRF is indeed a regulator of basic cellular functions, numerous studies

have implicated SRF in more specific biological contexts. SRF is a key regulator of

the Fos oncogene [42] and has also been described as a ‘master regulator of actin

cytoskeleton’ [158]. Neither FOS nor actin appeared in the top ten hypotheses gen-

erated by the previous study (Table 3.7). The same was true when we used GREAT

with only proximal (2 kb) associations (Table A.1).

However, GREAT analysis of the most significant SRF ChIP-seq peaks [232]

(QuEST score > 1; n = 556) using the default settings (5+1 kb basal, up to 1 Mb

extension) prominently highlights the key observation that gene-based analyses were

unable to reveal: SRF regulates genes associated with the actin cytoskeleton [158]

(Table 3.8).
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Table 3.8: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of SRF using the default basal
plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream
and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension of 1 Mb,
using the highest-scoring SRF peaks anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n =
556).

Ontology Term Binomial Binomial Hyper Distal Support

P value Fold P value Binding±

Gene Ontology: actin cytoskeleton 6.91× 10−9 3.05 2.22× 10−7 38.9% [158]

Cellular Component cortical cytoskeleton 4.03× 10−6 5.90 5.41× 10−4 54.5% [158]

Gene Ontology: actin binding 5.21× 10−5 2.03 2.74× 10−5 51.4% [158]
Molecular Function

Transcription Factor SRF targets 4.97× 10−76 13.22 9.79× 10−68 14.3% positive
Targets, Identified control

by ChIP-chip YY1 targets 1.45× 10−6 2.09 0.0084 20.4% [168]*

E2F4 and p130 0.0047 2.01 0.0027 44.4% Novel†

E2F4 0.0194 2.08 0.0031 36.4% Novel†

Predicted SRF variants 4.54× 10−28 to 3.69 to 1.71× 10−25 to 17.4% to positive

Promoter Motifs 4.19× 10−12 15.46 2.04× 10−9 28.6% controls

GABPA/GABPB 4.20× 10−9 3.67 6.68× 10−6 27.6% Novel†

Motif NGGGACTTTCCA 1.02× 10−4 2.12 8.30× 10−5 20.0% Novel†

EGR1 1.71× 10−4 2.03 0.0013 46.9% Novel†

Pathway Commons TRAIL signaling 2.37× 10−7 2.45 1.71× 10−5 46.3% [21]

Class I PI3K signaling 9.92× 10−7 2.56 4.45× 10−5 44.1% [183]

TreeFam FOSL2 / JDP2 / FOS / 9.66× 10−9 27.89 1.21× 10−6 28.6% [42]‡

FOSL1 / FOSB / ATF3

Enriched terms for a variety of ontologies obtained using GREAT analysis (5+1 kb basal, up to 1 Mb extension) of
proximal and distal binding events. The enriched terms highlight experimentally validated functions and cofactors of
SRF that lend immediate insight into its biological roles as well as propose testable hypotheses of SRF functions that
are, to our knowledge, novel (see Results). Shown are all binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05
with a genomic region fold enrichment of at least two that are also significant at a false discovery rate of 0.05 by the
hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring SRF peaks anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 556).
± The fraction of binding peaks contributing to the enrichment located > 10 kb from the transcription start site of
the nearest gene.
* Known interactions often also give rise to novel hypotheses; for example, SRF is known to co-regulate some genes
with YY1, and GREAT identifies many additional genes potentially bound by both SRF and YY1.
† Hypothesis: SRF acts with E2F4, GABP, EGR1, and a previously uncharacterized binding motif to co-regulate
target genes (see Results for supporting evidence).
‡ SRF is known to regulate Fos and Fosb [42]; GREAT highlights three other members of the FOS family that may
also be regulated by SRF.
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As postulated above, using both genomic region-based and gene-based enrichment

tests does highlight informative GO terms more effectively than either test alone

(Figure 3.2c and Table 3.9). Moreover, when extension of regulatory domains is

limited to 50 kb, one third of the supporting regions and associated genes are lost,

and actin-related terms drop in rank (Table A.2).

Coupling distal (up to 1 Mb) associations with the many additional ontologies

available within GREAT provides a wealth of enrichments for specific known func-

tions of SRF. An enrichment analysis of TreeFam gene families [195] shows that SRF

binds in proximity to five out of six members of the FOS family. Two genes within

the Fos family, c-Fos and Fosb, are previously known targets of SRF [42]. The Tran-

scription Factor Targets ontology [142] has compiled data from ChIP experiments

that link transcription factor regulators to downstream target genes. GREAT shows

that many genes proximal to SRF binding events (in Jurkat cells) are also proximal

to YY1 binding events (in HeLa cells), consistent with experiments showing that

SRF acts in conjunction with YY1 to regulate Fos [168]. The top six hits in the

Predicted Promoter Motifs ontology [218] are all variants of the SRF motif generated

from different experiments and thus serve as strong positive controls of our method.

Using the Pathway Commons ontology [41], GREAT predicts that SRF regulates

components of the TRAIL signaling pathway and the class I PI3K signaling pathway.

Previous experimental work has demonstrated that there is an association between

SRF and TRAIL signaling [21] and that SRF is needed for PI3K-dependent cell pro-

liferation [183].

In addition to rediscovering and expanding specific known functions of SRF,

GREAT produces testable hypotheses even for this well-studied transcription fac-

tor. The Transcription Factor Targets ontology indicates that SRF binds near genes

regulated by E2F4 (in T98G, U2OS, and WI-38 cells; Table 3.8). SRF and E2F4

have not been shown to co-regulate target genes; however, both SRF and E2F4 are

known to interact with SMAD3 ([134] and [45]) and they may thus be co-regulators

of a common set of genes. The Predicted Promoter Motifs ontology reveals additional

potential cofactors and co-regulators. It is particularly useful given that many more

genes have characterized binding motifs than have genome-wide ChIP data available.
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Table 3.9: SRF Gene Ontology term enrichments highlight the benefits of coupling bino-
mial and hypergeometric tests. (a) Terms significant by both the binomial and hypergeometric
tests highlight many genes involved in the process with many genomic regions implicating the genes
as well. Skews between the fraction of genes annotated with the term and the fraction of the genome
that maps to one or more genes annotated with the term are generally modest. (b) Terms significant
by the hypergeometric test but not the binomial test arise either due to large differences between
the fraction of genes annotated with the term and the fraction of the genome that maps to one or
more genes annotated with the term or the association of a single genomic region to multiple genes
annotated with the term. (c) Terms significant by the binomial test but not the hypergeometric
test arise when many genomic regions cluster near one or few genes annotated with the term, and
indicate gene-specific enrichments rather than broad term-based enrichment.

a
Terms significant by both binomial and hypergeometric tests (B ∩ H, listed in

Table 1b)
GO ID Description Genes Hit SRF Peaks Fraction of Genes Fraction of Genome

GO:0015629 actin cytoskeleton 30 36 0.013185 0.021250
GO:0030863 cortical cytoskeleton 11 7 0.001859 0.003351
GO:0003779 actin binding 31 37 0.017483 0.032754

b
Terms significant by the hypergeometric test but not the binomial test (H\B)
GO ID Description Genes Hit SRF Peaks Fraction of Genes Fraction of Genome

GO:0010604 positive regulation of
macromolecule metabolic
process

53 61 0.033862 0.073249

GO:0005634 nucleus 284 279 0.284951 0.419860
GO:0009893 positive regulation of

metabolic process
54 62 0.036011 0.077215

GO:0005515 protein binding 397 351 0.423419 0.604715
GO:0019899 enzyme binding 33 37 0.018702 0.037255

c
Terms significant by the binomial test but not the hypergeometric test (B\H)
GO ID Description Genes Hit SRF Peaks Fraction of Genes Fraction of Genome

GO:0032796 uropod organization 2 5 0.000116 0.000100
GO:0035267 NuA4 histone acetyltrans-

ferase complex
2 6 0.000348 0.000231

GO:0043189 H4/H2A histone acetyl-
transferase complex

2 6 0.000407 0.000262

GO:0043534 blood vessel endothelial
cell migration

2 6 0.000290 0.000309

GO:0000212 meiotic spindle organiza-
tion

1 4 0.000116 0.000092
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In this case, it shows enrichment for SRF binding near genes containing GABP motifs

in their promoters. Notably, an independent experiment measuring GABP-bound re-

gions of the genome in Jurkat cells has found that 29% of SRF peaks occur within 100

bp of a GABP peak, suggesting that SRF and GABP may indeed work together [232].

We were able to generate this same hypothesis using GREAT, without observing the

GABP ChIP-seq data.

3.1.4 P300 binding in the developing mouse limbs

Second, we analyzed a recent ChIP-seq data set comprising 2,105 regions of the

mouse genome bound by the general enhancer-associated protein p300 in embryonic

limb tissue [235]. Of 25 such regions tested in transgenic mouse assays, 20 showed

reproducible enhancer activity in the developing limbs [235]. Our analysis shows that

GREAT identifies functions of enhancers active during embryonic development that

gene-based tools do not detect. DAVID analysis of the genes with proximal p300 limb

binding events produces only enrichments associated with transcription and involve-

ment in organ morphogenesis, with the closest enrichments being the very broad terms

‘organ development’ and ‘anatomical structure morphogenesis’ (Table A.5). In con-

trast, GREAT analysis of the 2,105 p300 limb peaks using the default settings (5+1

kb basal, up to 1 Mb extension) produces overwhelming support for their putative

functional role in limb development (Table 3.10).

GO enrichments highlight the regulation of transcription factors involved specif-

ically in embryonic limb morphogenesis. The Mouse Phenotype ontology [24] points

to the developing limbs and skull, hinting at the remarkable overlap of signaling pro-

cesses involved in head and limb development [243]. The p300 limb peaks are enriched

near genes in the TGF-β signaling pathway, which is known to be involved in limb

development [36], and the InterPro ontology highlights genes in the Smad family

containing the Dwarfin-type MAD homology-1 protein domain (Table 3.10) which is

known to mediate and regulate TGF-β signaling [127].

Perhaps the strongest validation for the GREAT methodology comes from the

MGI Expression: Detected ontology [32]. Notably, the enrichments highlighted most
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Table 3.10: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in limb using the default
basal plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb
upstream and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension
of 1 Mb.
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prominently by GREAT pinpoint the exact tissue and time point at which the ChIP-

seq experiment was performed [235], providing unique large-scale evidence for the

relevance of p300-bound regions to limb gene regulation. The top two ontology terms

suggest limb-specific expression during Theiler stage 19 (TS19), which corresponds

precisely with the embryonic day 11.5 time point at which the p300 limb peaks were

assayed [235] (Table 3.10). The GREAT enrichments all draw heavily from the ap-

propriate integration of distal binding events; over 75% of the binding peaks that

contribute to every GREAT enriched term occur further than 10 kb from the TSS

of the nearest gene (Figure 3.4, Table 3.10). Further emphasizing the importance

of distal binding, GREAT run with proximal (2 kb) associations retrieves only weak

enrichments for limb-associated genes and limb TS19, implicating 7-fold fewer genes

and 16-fold fewer p300 limb peaks as being involved in TS19 limb expression than

GREAT run with the default association rule (Table A.6). Moreover, GREAT run

with proximal associations completely misses genes with crucial roles in limb devel-

opment such as Gli3, Grem1, and Wnt7a [169].

We examined properties of the 2,105 p300 mouse embryonic limb peaks [235] in the

context of three known limb-related terms and a negative control term (GO cortical

cytoskeleton) using three different association rules. For each term, we examined the

relevance of distal binding peaks by comparing the experimental results to the average

values of 1,000 simulated data sets in which the 192 proximal ChIP-seq peaks within

2 kb of the nearest transcription start site were fixed and the 1,913 distal peaks were

shuffled uniformly within the mouse genome, avoiding assembly gaps and proximal

promoters (Figure 3.4). By design, simulation results for proximal, 2-kb GREAT

are identical to the actual data and are thus omitted. Lengthening a 2-kb proximal

promoter to a 50-kb extension, expected to increase genome coverage per term (pπ

in Figure 3.1b) by 25-fold, causes an actual increase of 19- to 24-fold; in contrast,

lengthening a 50-kb extension rule to a 1-Mb extension rule, expected to raise genome

coverage 20-fold, leads to an actual increase of only 2.5- to 6-fold because regulatory

domains are not extended through neighboring genes (Figure 3.4a). As regulatory

domains increase in length from only the proximal 2 kb up to 50 kb and 1 Mb, the

number of relevant genes with a p300 limb peak in their regulatory domain increases
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(Figure 3.4b). Indeed, when GREAT’s regulatory domains are extended up to 50 kb,

it correctly recovers limb terms, but still implicates only half the genes found with

the default association rule and yields P values many orders of magnitude weaker

(Figure 3.4 and Table A.7). The added genes selected only by distal associations

are typically enriched for limb functionality compared to simulated data. Similarly,

as regulatory domains increase in length, the number of p300 limb peaks associated

with a relevant gene in excess of the number expected by chance increases for all

limb-related terms (Figure 3.4c). The inclusion of distal peaks markedly increases

the statistical significance of the correct terms alone (Figure 3.4d), providing strong

evidence that many of these distal associations are biologically meaningful.

3.1.5 P300 binding in the developing mouse forebrain and

midbrain

Finally, we analyzed two ChIP-seq data sets comprising regions bound by p300 in

mouse embryonic forebrain and midbrain tissue [235]. Using the 2,453 forebrain

peaks, DAVID correctly highlights forebrain development (0.004 < P < 0.05), but

with terms implicating fewer than ten genes (Table A.10).

GREAT run with proximal regulatory domains (2 kb) ranks forebrain development

higher and is able to implicate additional genes and regions using its unique phenotype

and expression ontologies (Table A.11).

Using up to 50 kb extension adds additional related terms and raises the number

of genes associated with each term (Table A.12).

This trend continues when the extension is increased to up to 1 Mb, and only this

inclusion of distal binding allows detection of significant associations (P = 0.001)

with Wnt signaling genes that have known roles in forebrain development [253] (Ta-

ble 3.11). The default GREAT settings highlight the regulation of transcription

factors as well as mouse phenotypes in axonal tract formation that are affected by

defects in early stages of neuronal differentiation (Table 3.11). In particular, GREAT

offers enrichment for the basic helix-loop-helix family of transcription factors that are

known to play a prominent role in cell fate at this stage of development [184]. Other
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Figure 3.4: Distal binding events contribute substantially to accurate functional enrich-
ments of p300 limb peaks. (a) Fraction of the genome annotated with an ontology term for
three different association rules: only associating peaks within 2 kb of the transcription start site
(labeled 2kb), 5+1 kb basal and up to 50 kb extension (labeled 50 kb), and 5+1 kb basal and up to
1 Mb extension (labeled 1 Mb). (b) The number of genes annotated with the ontology term selected
by p300 limb peaks or by 1,000 simulated data sets (see text). (c) The excess number of genomic
regions associated with the ontology term beyond that expected by chance given the fraction of the
genome annotated with the term. (d) The statistical significance of enrichment for the term in the
p300 limb peaks compared to simulated data. *Statistical significance is measured using the hyper-
geometric test over genes for 2 kb to mimic current gene-based approaches, and using the binomial
test over genomic regions for 50 kb and 1 Mb. Error bars indicate s.d.; NS, not significant at a
threshold of 0.05 after false discovery rate multiple test correction; obs, observed; exp, expected.
Note scale changes on x axes.
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highly relevant findings of GREAT include the PANTHER Pathway enrichment for

the Notch signaling pathway and multiple enrichments for the Wnt signaling pathway

(Table 3.11. At this stage of forebrain development, the production of postmitotic

neurons and proliferative progenitors is indeed tightly regulated by both Notch and

Wnt signaling [206, 253].

When run on the 561 midbrain p300 peaks, DAVID does not yield significant

results (P > 0.05; data not shown). Nearly all of the 561 midbrain peaks lie distal

to genes: only 28 genes have a midbrain peak within their proximal promoter. Con-

sequently, “gene-based GREAT” identifies only three total enriched terms involving

seven total genes (Table A.15).

In contrast, GREAT with up to 1 Mb extension highlights twelve brain-specific

enriched terms (Table 3.12).

Many GREAT enriched terms are shared between the forebrain and midbrain

peaks, but GREAT correctly identifies midbrain-specific enrichments such as the GO

term ‘compartment specification’. Compartment specification is of interest, as within

this tissue at this developmental age, Fgf8 induces Wnt (also enriched within this

set) to set up a gene network that establishes the boundary between the midbrain

and hindbrain compartments [247]. GREAT with up to 50 kb extension is able to

highlight many of the same terms, but loses roughly half the associated genes and

regions and the Wnt enrichment (Table A.16).

Thus, GREAT repeatedly highlights remarkably specific and relevant terms that

gene-based enrichment analyses do not detect. In particular, our analysis shows that

ignoring distal binding events often leads to missing target gene associations, weaker

P values or even completely missed relevant enrichment terms.

3.1.6 Evaluation of GREAT usage patterns

The above results demonstrate the utility of GREAT at discerning functional enrich-

ments of cis-regulatory regions. However, the goals of deploying a bioinformatics

tool to the public are two-fold: not only should the tool address a novel question or

improve analysis over existing tools, but also the tool should be intuitive and easy
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Table 3.11: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in forebrain using the
default basal plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending
5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum
extension of 1 Mb.
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Table 3.12: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in midbrain using the
default basal plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending
5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum
extension of 1 Mb.
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enough to use to gain wide adoption within the community. These goals can be an-

alyzed by examining the usage patterns of GREAT since its publication and website

launch on May 2, 2010 (Figure 3.5).

After an initial flurry of interest in GREAT immediately upon publication, during

which time demo jobs contributed a substantial fraction of all jobs, the job submission

rate leveled around 40 per day through the 2010 calendar year and into the beginning

of 2011. In the past two months, submissions have grown dramatically, with peak

days servicing over 200 jobs (Figure 3.5a). Human data sets are most frequently run,

with mouse sets contributing a substantial but smaller fraction of all jobs run, and

zebrafish contributing a consistent but small number of jobs since its introduction

(Figure 3.5b). The usage growth can be separately quantified by the number of new

GREAT users received each day (measured as the number of unique IP addresses

running non-demo GREAT jobs). This user data corroborates the consistent number

of total jobs submitted in 2010 and early 2011 followed by a recent increase in total

jobs: the rate of new user adoption was relatively constant from June 2010 through

February 2011 with an average of 3.77 new users each day, and has undergone a

strong increase in the past two months (7.08 new users each day in March and April)

(Figure 3.5c).

This growth in usage is likely due in large part to recent demonstrations of

GREAT’s utility in independent analyses of cis-regulatory elements from a wide range

of cis-regulatory data of various types.

GREAT’s ability to identify functions of sequence-specific regulators has now been

repeatedly shown by groups other than ours. In particular, GREAT analyses of ChIP-

seq data for the sequence-specific transcription factors FOXA2 and PPARγ reinforced

their known role in regulating metabolic pathways in human and mouse [210]. Analy-

sis of ChIP-seq data for Prdm14 predicted a role of the protein in chromatin modifica-

tion and cell fate specification, and further experimental analysis confirmed Prdm14

as a regulator involved in mouse embryonic stem cell transcriptional network [147].

Analysis of predicted binding site motifs for a heterodimer of Emx2 and Pbx1, two

proteins whose compound knockout produces pelvic and proximal hindlimb skeletal

abnormalities, showed enrichment for hindlimb morphogenesis [37].
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Figure 3.5: GREAT usage patterns between launch on May 2, 2010 and April 30, 2011.
(a) The total number of jobs run each day binned by type. (b) The total number of jobs run
using the graphical user interface of GREAT or demos binned by species examined and month. On
November 19, 2010, the human hg19 assembly was introduced. On January 27, 2011, the zebrafish
Zv9 assembly was introduced. (c) The cumulative number of unique IP addresses that have run one
or more non-demo GREAT jobs.
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The utility of GREAT for analyzing compound epigenetic signatures was conclu-

sively demonstrated in an analysis of regions bound by p300 and BRG1 and possessing

the histone modification of monomethylation of histone H3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me1)

in human embryonic stem cells. Of these regions, “Class I” regions defined as also

containing acetylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27ac) showed GREAT enrich-

ments for processes in very early development, consistent with the demonstrated role

of these regions as active enhancers in hESCs [189]. “Class II” regions, defined as

containing trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3) rather than H3K27ac,

showed GREAT enrichments for later developmental stages. Strikingly, these Class

II regions were experimentally demonstrated to be ‘poised enhancers’ active in later

development, and GREAT analysis of a subset of Class II regions that change to

Class I regions upon neuroectodermal differentiation showed enrichment for neural

ectoderm and brain-expressed genes [189].

Finally, GREAT analysis of an evolutionary genomics set of conserved regions

present in chimpanzee and other non-human mammals, but deleted uniquely in hu-

mans, showed enrichment for steroid hormone receptor activity and genes expressed

in the brain that suppress cell proliferation or migration [155]. Targeted further ex-

periments of individual deletions contributing to those enriched functions identified

enhancer elements whose human loss may have contributed to unique human traits

(see Chapter 5 of this thesis).

3.2 Discussion

GREAT is a new-generation tool aimed at the interpretation of genome-wide cis-

regulatory data sets. It explicitly models the vertebrate cis-regulatory landscape

through the use of long-range regulatory domains and a genomic region-based en-

richment test, allowing analyses that take into consideration the large number of

binding events that occur far beyond proximal promoters. By accounting for the

length of gene regulatory domains, GREAT is able to highlight biologically mean-

ingful terms and their associated cis-regulatory regions and genes, in a manner that

remains robust if there are some false associations between input regions and genes.
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Moreover, these regulatory-domain definitions can naturally incorporate future results

from three-dimensional conformation capture studies [72, 139, 202], radiation hybrid

maps [175], and other emerging approaches for measuring the regulatory genome in

action. By coupling this methodology with many ontologies that span a wealth of

biological information types, GREAT produces specific, accurate enrichments that

provide insight into the biological roles of cis-regulatory data sets of interest.

We comprehensively tested GREAT on multiple ChIP-seq data sets and found

that it is able to reproduce many known biological facts that existing methods do not

detect, as well as suggest novel hypotheses for further experimental characterization.

In particular, our analysis shows that ignoring distal binding events often leads to

missing target gene associations, to obtaining weaker P values, or even to completely

omitting relevant enrichment terms. Besides ChIP-seq data, GREAT can also be

applied to the analysis of any data set thought to be enriched for localized cis-

regulatory regions. This includes functional genomic data sets of open chromatin,

localized epigenomic markers, and comparative genomics sets. GREAT may thus

prove invaluable in elucidating the cis-regulatory functions encoded in genomes.

GREAT is available online (http://great.stanford.edu); also provided is a

means for direct submission from other applications such as genome portals and peak

calling tools.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Gene set definition

Statistical enrichment of ontology terms is dependent upon the genome-wide gene

set used in the analysis. GREAT version 1.2.6 supports testing of human (Homo

sapiens NCBI Build 36.1, or UCSC hg18) and mouse (Mus musculus NCBI Build

37, or UCSC mm9). To limit the gene sets to only high-confidence genes and gene

predictions, we use only the subset of the UCSC Known Genes [99] that are protein-

coding, are on assembled chromosomes, and possess at least one meaningful Gene

Ontology (GO) annotation [9]. GO is an ontological representation of information
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related to the biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions of

genes. We rely on the idea that if a gene has been annotated for function it should be

included in the gene set, and if no function has been ascribed to a gene its status may

be unclear and thus it is best omitted from the gene set. In GREAT version 1.2.6, we

use GO data downloaded on March 5, 2009 for human and March 23, 2009 for mouse,

leading to gene sets of 17,217 and 17,506 genes for human and mouse, respectively.

A single gene may have multiple splice variants. As annotations are generally

given at the gene level, GREAT uses a single transcription start site (TSS) to specify

the location of each gene. The TSS used is that of the ‘canonical isoform’ of the gene

as defined by the UCSC Known Genes track [99].

3.3.2 Association rules from genomic regions to genes

For each gene, we define a ‘regulatory domain’ such that all non-coding sequences

that lie within the regulatory domain are assumed to regulate that gene. GREAT

currently supports three different parametrized association rules to define gene regu-

latory domains (Figure 3.6). The default basal plus extension association rule assigns

a ‘basal regulatory domain’ irrespective of the presence of neighboring genes that

extends (using default parameters) 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of the TSS

(Figure 3.6a). Each gene’s regulatory domain is then extended up to the basal reg-

ulatory domain of the nearest upstream and downstream genes, but no longer than

1 Mb in each direction. The choice of basal regulatory domain size and placement

was motivated by the location of histone modifications and measures of chromatin

accessibility near the TSS of genes [224], and the maximum extension distance is

based upon work showing that long-range distal enhancers can regulate expression of

target genes up to 1 Mb away [135, 150]. All three parameters (basal upstream, basal

downstream, and maximum extension distance) can be set by the user. In theory

a single base pair could be associated with all genes on the chromosome using this

metric, since each gene is guaranteed a basal regulatory domain. In practice, most

base pairs are associated with at most two genes.

The two nearest genes association rule extends each gene’s regulatory domain
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Figure 3.6: Computationally-defined gene regulatory domains. The transcription start site
(TSS) of each gene is shown as an arrow. The corresponding regulatory domain for each gene is
shown in matching color as a bracketed line. The association rule and relevant parameters used in a
run of GREAT can be altered via the web interface prior to execution. (a) The basal plus extension
association rule assigns a basal regulatory domain to each gene regardless of genes nearby (thick
line). The domain is then extended to the basal regulatory domain of the nearest upstream and
downstream genes. (b) The two nearest genes association rule extends the regulatory domain to
the TSS of the nearest upstream and downstream genes. (c) The single nearest gene association
rule extends the regulatory domain to the midpoint between this gene’s TSS and the nearest gene’s
TSS both upstream and downstream. All regulatory domain extension rules limit extension to a
user-defined maximum distance for genes that have no other genes nearby.
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from the TSS of the canonical isoform to the nearest upstream and downstream TSS

(Figure 3.6b), up to 1 Mb in each direction. This association rule limits each base

pair to be assigned to at most two genes.

The single nearest gene association rule extends each gene’s regulatory domain

from the TSS of the canonical isoform in each direction to the midpoint between the

TSS and the nearest adjacent TSS (Figure 3.6c), up to 1 Mb in each direction. This

association rule limits each base pair to be assigned to at most one gene.

For well-studied genes with experimentally-detected distal regulatory elements

(reviewed in [212]), we manually override the computationally-defined regulatory

domains. GREAT version 1.2.6 uses experimentally-validated regulatory domains

for SHH [135], genes in the β-globin locus [136], and LNP, EVX2, and HOXD10-

13 ([213]). Future releases of the tool will continue to refine regulatory domains

as technological advances including three-dimensional conformation capture stud-

ies [72, 139, 202] and radiation hybrid maps [175] further elucidate interactions be-

tween regulatory DNA and its target genes.

3.3.3 Binomial test over genomic regions

To account for the length variability within gene regulatory domains, we implemented

a binomial test over genomic regions that uses the fraction of the genome associated

with each ontology term as the probability of selecting the term. The binomial test

is executed separately for each ontology term π and is defined by three parameters:

1. n is the total number of genomic regions in the input set

2. pπ is the a priori probability of selecting a base pair annotated with π when

selecting a single base pair uniformly from all non-assembly-gap base pairs in

the genome

3. kπ is the number of genomic regions in the input set that cause annotation π

to be selected
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The test calculates the P value of the observed enrichment for term π as the prob-

ability of selecting annotation π at least kπ times in n attempts using the formula

below.

n∑
i=kπ

(
n

i

)
pi

π(1− pπ)n−i (3.1)

The binomial test first maps each input genomic region to the left median base

pair in its span, making it most appropriate for assessing enrichment of factors with

narrow, precise peaks. The value of pπ is calculated for each ontology annotation π as

the fraction of non-assembly-gap base pairs in the genome associated with annotation

π. Each input genomic region can then be thought of as a ‘dart’ thrown at the genome,

counting as a hit if the left median base pair is annotated with ontology term π. In

this test, the length of each gene’s regulatory domain is explicitly accounted for in

the calculation of pπ. This explicit use of regulatory domain size in the significance

calculation provides a proper assessment of the enrichment for ontology terms by non-

coding sequences. Importantly, since the binomial test incorporates the fraction of the

genome assigned to each gene in the calculation of statistical significance, it is robust

to variation in association rules and occasional misassignments of genomic regions

to distal target genes. Ontology terms assigned to genes that have large regulatory

domains are inherently downweighted so that each binding event associated with

the term contributes less to the resulting enrichment than binding events associated

with terms assigned to genes with small regulatory domains. However, enrichments

under the binomial test may arise from clusters of non-coding regions all near one

or a few genes with a particular ontology annotation, as well as from non-coding

regions associating with many genes that possess a particular ontology annotation.

The hypergeometric test over genes (described below) provides a measure of ‘term

coverage’ that can be used to identify terms significant by the binomial test that have

many annotated genes selected as well.
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3.3.4 Hypergeometric test over genes

The hypergeometric test over genes identifies all genes whose regulatory domains

possess one or more genomic regions from the input set and calculates enrichments

over the genes with respect to the defined gene set using a hypergeometric distribution.

More formally, the hypergeometric test is executed separately for each ontology term

π, and is defined by four parameters:

1. N is the total number of genes in the genome

2. Kπ is the number of genes in the genome that possess ontology annotation π

3. n is the number of genes selected because one or more input genomic regions

resides in their regulatory domains

4. kπ is the number of selected genes that possess ontology annotation π

The test calculates the P value of the observed enrichment for term π as the

fraction of ways to choose n genes without replacement from the entire group of N

genes such that at least kπ of the n possess ontology annotation π using the formula

below.

min(n,Kπ)∑
i=kπ

(
Kπ

i

)(
N−Kπ

n−i

)
(

N
n

) (3.2)

In particular, the hypergeometric test counts every gene only once even if it was

picked by multiple genomic regions. Terms enriched by the hypergeometric test thus

indicate a high ‘term coverage’ where a larger fraction of all genes annotated with

the term are selected by the input genomic regions than expected by chance.

An important aspect of the hypergeometric test is that the test is done entirely over

genes, and the input genomic regions are only used to identify genes that are included

in the list of n. Length variability within gene regulatory domains is not taken

into account. Recent studies have shown that length variability in gene regulatory

domains is present in common gene association definitions (e.g. single nearest gene

or two nearest genes) due to the uneven distribution of genes within the genome, and
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leads to enrichment biases toward genes involved in development, morphogenesis,

regulation, and signaling [220]. Though this bias should not be ignored (thus the

binomial test described above), the hypergeometric test does provide utility due to

its property of allowing a single gene only a fixed potential contribution to an ontology

term enrichment.

3.3.5 Foreground/background hypergeometric test over ge-

nomic regions

When a set of input genomic regions is selected from a superset of ‘background ge-

nomic regions’ (e.g. the repetitive elements that have been exapted into functional

roles selected from all repetitive elements in the genome [144]), one should consider

whether the input genomic regions differ in functional composition from the entire

set of background genomic regions as a whole. The foreground/background hyper-

geometric test over genomic regions poses this statistical question by mapping all

ontology annotations of each gene to all background genomic regions that lie within

its regulatory domain, and then calculates enrichments over the input genomic regions

with respect to the superset of background genomic regions using a hypergeometric

distribution. Formally, the foreground/background hypergeometric test over genomic

regions is executed separately for each ontology term π, and is defined by four pa-

rameters:

1. N is the number of genomic regions in the background set

2. Kπ is the number of genomic regions in the background set that lie within the

regulatory domain of some gene annotated with term π

3. n is the number of genomic regions in the foreground set

4. kπ is the number of genomic regions in the foreground set that lie within the

regulatory domain of some gene annotated with term π

The test calculates the P value of the observed enrichment for term π using the

hypergeometric equation shown above (Equation 3.2).



Chapter 4

Dispensability of mammalian DNA

The abundance of CNEs within vertebrate genomes provokes the question of their

importance as unique regulatory sequences. Experimental assays have demonstrated

substantial redundancy in function [89] and overlapping expression domains of cis-

regulatory elements [229, 15]. Furthermore, the variation in interspecies conserva-

tion levels for demonstrated cis-regulatory sequences [237, 235] raises the question of

whether the metric of sequence conservation is indicative of the functional importance

of the sequence. This chapter addresses these questions by assaying functional impor-

tance on an evolutionary timescale. By developing a computational methodology to

detect genomic deletions on a genome-wide scale, we can both quantify the likelihood

CNEs are lost within a species as well as identify individual CNE losses of potential

functional interest.

In the lab, the cis-regulatory network seems to exhibit great functional redun-

dancy. Many experiments testing enhancer activity of neighboring cis-regulatory

elements show largely overlapping expression domains. Of recent interest, mice in

which cis-regulatory ultraconserved elements were knocked out showed no obvious

phenotype, further suggesting functional redundancy. Here, we present a global evo-

lutionary analysis of mammalian conserved non-exonic elements (CNEs), and find

strong evidence to the contrary. Given a set of CNEs conserved between several

44
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mammals, we characterize functional dispensability as the propensity for the ances-

tral element to be lost in mammalian species internal to the spanned species tree. We

show that ultraconserved-like elements are over 300-fold less likely than neutral DNA

to have been lost during rodent evolution. In fact, many thousands of non-coding

loci under purifying selection display near uniform indispensability during mammalian

evolution, largely irrespective of nucleotide conservation level. These findings suggest

that many genomic non-coding elements possess functions that contribute noticeably

to organism fitness in naturally evolving populations.

Comparison to other mammals finds at least 5% of the human genome evolv-

ing under purifying selection [241]. Two-thirds of this genomic mass does not code

for protein [56]. Strong sequence conservation among mammals and conservation to

other vertebrates have repeatedly proven good indicators of gene cis-regulatory func-

tion [179]. Ultraconserved elements are some of the genomic regions most strongly

conserved during mammalian evolution, having resisted all changes between human,

mouse, and rat, along contiguous stretches 200 base pairs (bp) [16]. Point mutations

in these regions are under extreme purifying selection in the human population [112].

And yet, transgenic mice homozygous for four independent deletions of cis-regulatory

ultraconserved elements are viable and fertile in the lab, and display no obvious phe-

notypic abnormalities [2].

There are two compatible hypotheses that may explain this lack of phenotype.

One suggests that ultraconserved element deletions do not affect organism viabil-

ity because of functional redundancy among the large number of mammalian cis-

regulatory loci [237]. The other posits that ultraconserved element deletions most

likely lead to a selective disadvantage that either does not manifest itself under lab

conditions [11], or is too subtle to be observed in the lab but is large enough that

evolutionary pressures eliminate the mutation from the population [82]. We set out to

investigate the extent to which the loss of non-exonic sequence under purifying selec-

tion is tolerated in natural populations on an evolutionary timescale. While elements

with complete functional redundancy may be dispensable, the loss of elements that

provide unique functions may be deleterious and will not fix in natural populations.
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By surveying genomic losses during the last 100 million years of eutherian (placen-

tal mammal) evolution, we calculate evolutionary loss rate as a function of nucleotide

conservation. We find that ultraconserved-like elements, along with many thousands

of additional non-coding loci under purifying selection, are hundreds of fold less likely

to be lost than neutrally evolving DNA. These results suggest that the vast majority

of cis-regulatory sequences possess one or more unique functions whose loss is dele-

terious. Furthermore, a very weak relationship between nucleotide conservation and

evolutionary loss rate indicates that conservation %id (percentage of identical align-

ment columns) is a poor measure of the relative importance of conserved non-exonic

elements (CNEs).

4.1 Results

4.1.1 Ultraconserved-like element loss rates

To analyze the evolutionary pressures against CNE losses, we quantify the extent to

which rodents have discarded sequences strongly conserved in multiple mammalian

species. The computational pipeline to discover rodent-specific losses of mammalian

conserved DNA is divided into three conceptual steps: discovery of strongly conserved

mammalian sequence, identification of conserved sequence absent in rodents, and

removal of assembly, alignment, and structural RNA migration artifacts (Figure 4.1).

We use whole genome sequences of two rodents (mouse and rat), two primates

(human and macaque), and a close carnivore outgroup species (dog). By examining

sequences conserved between human, macaque, and dog, with no orthologous DNA

in either mouse or rat, we infer by parsimony that the sequence losses were fixed in

the rodent lineage prior to the mouse/rat split (Figure 4.2).

Forty-six percent (1327 Mb) of the human genome aligns at 50%id or greater to

macaque and dog. To avoid assembly and alignment artifacts, we examine only the

38.4% (1108 Mb) of the human genome alignable to macaque and dog that possesses

unique orthologous sequence in both rodents. We rely on the UCSC chaining and

netting algorithm to infer orthologous rodent sequences [115], and ignore regions
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Figure 4.1: The computational pipeline used to discover rodent-specific genomic DNA
losses. Total human sequence remaining after each step is displayed below icon. Human-dog-horse
and mouse-rat-dog computations were performed the same way.
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Figure 4.2: Phylogeny of species used to calculate pan-mammalian non-exonic loss rates.
(a) Molecular evolution phylogenetic tree adapted from [149], showing rapid rodent evolution. (b)
Evolutionary time phylogenetic tree adapted from [129], with updated rodent divergence given in
[107], showing similar branch lengths for the primate and rodent pairs.

where the chains and nets do not provide an unambiguous ortholog in both rodents.

By excluding these regions from consideration we slightly bias against regions with

paralogs. There are 218,824 distinct non-exonic sequences conserved at 90%id or

more between human, macaque, and dog. Only 4646 of them (2.12%) resemble any

other sequence in this set. We discard 7112 non-exonic sequences conserved at 90%id

or more between human, macaque, and dog due to ambiguity. 273 (3.84%) of the

7112 possess a eutherian paralog, suggesting an ascertainment bias, which however

affects only a small fraction of all non-exonic sequence we analyze.

By sliding a 100 bp window over the alignment, we compute the overall level of

primate-dog sequence conservation in the form of percentage of identical alignment

columns (%id). The choice of 100 bp as the sliding window size provides enough

resolution to identify distal functional elements and has proven effective in previous

functional studies [217]. We then find all such windows that are completely lost in

both rodents. By requiring complete window losses, we focus the study on losses of

longer functional units, to directly compare to the ultraconserved element knockout

experiments [2]. Smaller losses would eventually fall in the realm of individual binding

site turnover, and potentially be subject to gap placement artifacts. In total, 261 Mb
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of pan-eutherian sequence have no orthologous rodent DNA. We divide this set into

coding and non-exonic (neither coding nor untranslated region [UTR]) windows, and

compute the fraction of eutherian conserved bases lost in rodents per %id conservation

bin.

The non-exonic alignment, capturing 95.1% of all alignable bases, includes virtu-

ally all mammalian cis-regulatory elements characterized to date. We define ultraconserved-

like sequences as contiguous regions of 100 bp or more perfectly conserved between the

primates and dog. The non-exonic ultraconserved-like sequences encompass 1,691,090

bp of the human genome in regions up to 1016 bp in length. Of these regions, only

1447 bp are identified as lost in rodents, in stretches no longer than 184 bp (Fig-

ure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Maximum length of primate-dog non-exonic DNA lost in rodents.
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Thus, the rodent loss rate of non-exonic ultraconserved-like elements is 1447/1,691,090

≈ 0.086%. At 50%id–65%id, most aligning sequences are expected to be neutrally

evolving [149]. Roughly a quarter of all neutrally evolving primate-dog non-exonic

sequence (135,415,463 of 515,843,585 bp at 60%id) is lost in rodents (Figure 4.4a,e),

making non-exonic ultraconserved-like elements over 300-fold more indispensable than

neutral sequence.
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4.1.2 Dispensability of neutral DNA

While we expect the neutrally evolving sequence loss rate to be essentially uniform,

we observe a rodent tendency to retain more such sequences the less conserved they

are (50%id–65%id range in Figure 4.4e). We show that this phenomenon stems from

an enrichment of less conserved sequences immediately adjacent to coding exons.

We annotate each 100 bp window of the least conserved alignable sequence (50%id–

65%id) with its distance to the nearest exon, rounded up to the nearest kilobase.

We then compute the fraction of all non-exonic sequences aligned at 50%id–65%id

for each distance (truncated at 20 kb). We repeat the analysis for highly-conserved

sequences (85%id–100%id). The results (Figure 4.5a) show that poorly-conserved

sequences are over-represented near exons. Elements within 1 kb of the nearest exon

are markedly less likely to be lost in rodents (Figure 4.5b), suggesting that exons do

shield flanking DNA from many deletions that result in gene structure disruption.

In line with theoretical predictions [180], larger deletions are biased away from gene

structures, and consequently away from the least conserved alignable sequence. Loss

rates for sequences of decreasing maximum size show a monotonic decrease in slope

magnitude (Figure 4.5c) as the probability to disrupt gene structures is lessened. A

restriction to losses of at most 1000 bp shows a nearly constant rodent-specific neutral

sequence loss rate (Figure 4.5d).

4.1.3 Rodent dispensability under extended branch lengths

As we move from 100% identical primate-dog sequences into less conserved align-

ments, we expect the mixing of two populations: DNA under purifying selection, and

the slowly mutating tail of neutrally evolving sequence (Figure 4.4c). This mixing,

first observed genome-wide in the seminal mouse genome paper (Fig. 28 in [241]),

must at least partially account for the increase in rodent loss rate we observe the fur-

ther we move from 100% primate-dog identity (Figure 4.4e). Interestingly, intronic

and intergenic sequences face similar evolutionary pressures against rodent-specific

loss (Figure 4.6).

To separate the loss rate of DNA under purifying selection from slowly-mutating
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Figure 4.6: Abundance and loss rate of intergenic and intronic primate-dog sequences.
(a) Abundance of primate-dog intergenic DNA. (b) Abundance of primate-dog intronic DNA. (c)
Fraction of primate-dog intergenic DNA lost in rodents. (d) Fraction of primate-dog intronic DNA
lost in rodents.
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neutrally evolving loci, we search for eutherian tree topologies that will increase the

cumulative branch lengths between the three aligning species. The cumulative branch

lengths of a human-dog-horse alignment are longer than the branch lengths of a

human-macaque-dog alignment (Figure 4.2a), which suggests that neutrally-evolving

sequence will align at a lower conservation %id in the human-dog-horse alignment.

Forty-one percent (1182 Mb) of the human genome aligns at 50% or more to dog

and horse; 35% (1009 Mb) has a unique homolog in both mouse and rat. Nested

elements lost in rodents comprise 7.25% (209 Mb) of the human genome.

The abundance of non-exonic sequence in the human-dog-horse alignment (Fig-

ure 4.7a) shows a moderate shift in neutrally-evolving sequence toward lower conserva-

tion %id values when compared to its human-macaque-dog counterpart (Figure 4.4a).
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Figure 4.7: Abundance and loss rates of non-exonic sequences for the human-dog-horse
alignment topology. (a) Abundance of human-dog-horse non-exonic DNA. (b) Fraction of human-
dog-horse non-exonic DNA lost in rodents. y axis values at 80%id are shown as dashed-lines for
visualization purposes.

The rodent-specific loss rates of highly-conserved sequence are lower in the human-

dog-horse alignment (compare Figure 4.4e and Figure 4.7b), indicating that the ratio
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of functional sequence to highly-conserved neutral sequence is larger in the human-

dog-horse alignment than in the human-macaque-dog alignment. However, the slowly

evolving tail of neutral sequences may still contribute to correlate loss events with

sequence conservation in Figure 4.7b.

4.1.4 Dispensability of DNA under purifying selection

To investigate whether a correlation exists between conservation %id and dispensabil-

ity for non-coding sequence under purifying selection, we must ensure the neutral rate

of evolution is sufficiently large to separate sequence under purifying selection from

the slowly mutating tail of neutrally evolving sequence [241]. To increase the neutral

rate sufficiently we focus on mouse-rat-dog conserved elements deleted in the primate

lineage. While the divergence time between human and macaque is comparable to

that of mouse and rat, the two lineages exhibit markedly different substitution rates

(Figure 4.2). Rodents have evolved much faster than primates, both prior to and

following their respective splits [81]. Consequently, only 22.3% of the mouse genome

(573 Mb) is spanned by regions alignable to rat and dog, and 20.5% (527 Mb) has

a unique homolog in both human and macaque. Only 0.598% (15.3 Mb) of 100 bp

alignment windows is additionally lost in both primates.

By nearly doubling the neutral branch lengths of the three genomes we align, we

expect the dominant curve of neutrally evolving eutherian DNA to shift dramatically

toward lower conservation values. Indeed, the peak of the non-exonic abundance

curve shifts from 65%id for primate-dog to well below the 50%id marker of reliable

alignability for rodent-dog (Figure 4.4a–d). Based on the hypothesis that most losses

of functional elements will not fix, we expect the curve of sequences under purify-

ing selection to roughly retain its overall volume under increased branch lengths.

Furthermore, the mass of sequence should remain at similar conservation values, as

most tolerated mutations are the relative few that confer little to no fitness change.

To test these predictions we examine the preservation of coding exons, the largest

well-annotated genomic functional set, between our three tree configurations. With

increasing branch lengths, we observe both the predicted volume preservation and
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mild skew (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Abundance of coding exon sequences for all three alignment topologies. (a)
Abundance of primate-dog coding exon DNA. (b) Abundance of human-dog-horse coding exon
DNA. (c) Abundance of rodent-dog coding exon DNA.

Thus, we conclude that most of the non-exonic 42.8 Mb at 80%id–100%id between

rodents and dog in Figure 4.4b are under purifying selection. Of the 195,163 genomic

loci in this set, only 301 (0.154%) are lost in the primate lineage (Figure 4.4f). By

analyzing the relationship between conservation %id and loss rate, we see that the

loss rate (non-exonic bp lost in primates/non-exonic bp conserved in rodent-dog) at

100%id is 0, at 80%id is 0.00122, and the least-squares best-fit line of the data has

a slope magnitude of only 0.00006 (Figure 4.9a). The minuscule slope magnitude

suggests pan-mammalian indispensability of nearly all non-exonic DNA under puri-

fying selection, largely irrespective of substitution rate. Though we are restricted to

sequence of 80%id or greater when examining the loss rate of non-exonic DNA under

purifying selection to ensure the elements are functional, coding exon sequences con-

served at lower %id can be analyzed. The primate loss rate of non-exonic sequence is

also comparable to the primate loss rate of coding regions (0 at 100%id, 0.0000861 at

80%id, 0.00276 at 50%id), though the latter seems even more extreme (Figure 4.9b),

probably, as above, because an exon loss will often lead to gene function loss.
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Figure 4.9: Functional DNA loss rates. (a) Fraction of rodent-dog non-exonic DNA lost in
primates. (b) Fraction of rodent-dog coding exon DNA lost in primates. Total base pairs lost at
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the scale change on the x axis.

4.1.5 Deep sequence conservation and dispensability

By searching each eutherian element in our abundance curves (Figure 4.4a,b) in opos-

sum, platypus, chicken, frog, and teleost fish, we trace the most ancient species diver-

gence within the Euteleostomi (bony vertebrate) clade at which sequence homology

of the element is retained [160]. Interestingly, the rodent-dog conserved regions,

which at 83%id–100%id are presumably all functional, are dominated by regions

aligning to chicken (amniote node, Figure 4.10a,b). The primate-dog conserved re-

gions are qualitatively similar for conservation thresholds of 90%id–100%id. In both

cases, the less-conserved sequence is predominantly conserved only to dog, further

supporting the notion that the bulk of moderately conserved sequences is neutrally

evolving [241, 185].

By tracing the depth of sequence conservation in the loss curves a clear dispensabil-

ity ranking emerges (Figure 4.10c,d). Namely, the more deeply in the vertebrate tree

a non-exonic element possesses sequence conservation, the less likely it is to be lost in

either primates or rodents, at all levels of high conservation. Thus, depth of sequence

conservation provides a stronger measure of indispensability than conservation %id

alone. This finding reinforces the utility in sequencing additional non-mammalian
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Figure 4.10: Deep sequence conservation and indispensability of mammalian DNA. (a)
Abundance of primate-dog non-exonic DNA decomposed by conservation depth. Note x axis scale
and truncated dog conservation depth (up to 66 Mb at 80%id). (b) Abundance of rodent-dog
non-exonic DNA decomposed by conservation depth. Note x axis scale and truncated dog conser-
vation depth (up to 61 Mb at 65%id). (c) Fraction of primate-dog non-exonic DNA lost in rodents
decomposed by conservation depth. (d) Fraction of rodent-dog non-exonic DNA lost in primates
decomposed by conservation depth. Note the scale change on the y axis.
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species [77].

Repeating the analysis after adding the lizard genome draft (anoCar1) at the

amniote node yields qualitatively similar results (data not shown).

4.1.6 Robustness of loss event predictions

Mutational hotspots and positive selection can cause orthologous regions to be mis-

labeled as lost sequence. It is currently hard to estimate the magnitude of this phe-

nomenon in non-exonic sequences, as functional non-exonic elements are identified

largely via comparative methods. Coding sequences, the largest well-annotated set

of functional elements in the genome, are much better characterized. Consequently,

we examine mislabeled coding exon losses to estimate the false positive rate.

Rodent exons that preserve gene structure but are unalignable to their human

ortholog cause mislabeled coding exon losses (e.g., Figure 4.11).

MDQADDVSCPLLNSCLSES

+|   ||+ | | ||||||

VDPVVDVASPPLKSCLSES

SPVVLQCTHVTPQRDKSV

||+ |+||    ||+| |

SPLTLRCTQAVLQREKPV

VVCGSLFHTPKFVK

|| ||||+|||  +

VVSGSLFYTPKLKE

GRQTPKHISESLGAEVDPDMSW

| |||| |||||| ||||||||

G-QTPKPISESLGVEVDPDMSW

Figure 4.11: Mislabeled coding exon loss arising from accelerated evolution. Red arrow
indicates a coding exon of BRCA2 not aligned at the nucleotide level between human and mouse,
evident by lack of an overlapping net block [115] in both human and mouse. The corresponding
amino acid alignment below clearly shows this exon to be orthologous between the two species.

For each element labeled as a coding exon loss we examine the orthologous ge-

nomic region in both mouse and rat for evidence of an exon annotated by the UCSC

Genome Browser knownGene table of the species. Only 4.8% (27/567) of rodent-

specific coding exon losses possess an unalignable rodent exon that preserves gene
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structure. Interestingly, nearly half (12/25) of the genes harboring these exons have

been associated with recent positive selection in human or rodents (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Alignment-based misannotation of orthologous human and mouse coding ex-
ons.

Gene Name Hg18 Coordinates Positive Selection Evidence

ACYP1 chr14 74,591,998 74,599,180
AHRR chr5 426,185 446,466 [102]
BRCA2 chr13 31,797,502 31,798,307 [58]
C13orf16 chr13 110,790,405 110,793,769
C19orf24 chr19 1,228,300 1,230,106
C21orf13 chr21 39,700,148 39,700,266
C6orf57 chr6 71,330,352 71,333,684
CASP1 chr11 104,408,414 104,409,933 [240]
CCDC27 chr1 3,659,702 3,661,434
CCDC47 chr17 59,178,315 59,183,023
CCL25 chr19 8,027,414 8,033,639 Immune system response*
DKFZp762E1312 chr2 234,409,533 234,411,309
DKFZp762E1312 chr2 234,419,906 234,422,794
FKSG24 chr19 18,167,042 18,168,552
HTN3 chr4 70,932,875 70,933,531 [196]
ICOSLG chr21 44,474,747 44,479,569 [165]
IL4 chr5 132,043,372 132,045,491 [231]
IL4I1 chr19 55,084,643 55,084,800 [44]
MKI67IP chr2 122,202,466 122,204,891 [30]
MUC13 chr3 126,129,075 126,129,273
MUM1 chr19 1,311,947 1,315,329 Immune system response*
PLB1 chr2 28,719,370 28,720,788
PTPN13 chr4 87,920,257 87,921,128
TCL1B chr14 95,221,984 95,223,032
TNFRSF14 chr1 2,476,243 2,480,078 Immune system response*
TPRX1 chr19 52,994,285 53,003,834 [27]

*Immune system response genes are frequently under a rapid mutation rate [231].

4.2 Discussion

Recent lab experiments in mice [170, 2, 242, 59] and early theoretical predictions [254]

suggest great redundancy and flux among regulatory genomic elements. We examined

dispensability on an evolutionary timescale to assess the importance of regulatory

elements in a manner much more sensitive to small fitness effects not measurable in

the lab. Sequences perfectly conserved in multiple species show a strong selective

pressure against being lost in rodents. We conclude that in all likelihood the four
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ultraconserved element knockouts [2] also suffer an evolutionarily noticeable fitness

loss that either is too small to be detected (e.g., 1% change), or does not manifest

itself under lab conditions (where air is filtered, predators are absent, and water, food,

and mate are served).

The regions immediately flanking exons are enriched for poorly-conserved se-

quence. Though cis-regulatory modules have been shown to cluster preferentially

near transcription start sites [25], it is possible that distal regulatory elements prefer-

entially occur away from exons to provide modularity and flexibility for regulatory ele-

ments and exons to evolve under their different evolutionary pressures. Alternatively,

the presence of nearby strongly-conserved exons may encourage a disproportionate

fraction of poorly-conserved sequence to align [181].

The failure to identify a measurable phenotype in the ultraconserved knockout

mice [2] is unexpected, given that the deleted ultraconserved elements are verified

enhancer elements near ancient genes (Dmrt1, Dmrt2, Dmrt3, Pax6, Arx, Sox3, all

conserved to teleost fish) that produce marked phenotypes when inactivated or ex-

pression levels are significantly altered [2]. However, these results do have an ex-

perimental analog in coding sequences. Our limited ability to assay for phenotypic

changes in the lab can allow many deleterious effects to go unreported. To assess the

prevalence of published mouse gene knockout experiments in which no measurable

phenotype was identified, we examined results published in the Mouse Genome Infor-

matics database [79]. The database contains 4234 genes annotated with phenotypes

resulting from knockout experiments. 510 genes (12.0%) give rise to no measurable

phenotype in at least one knockout experiment. Of these, 284 genes (6.7%) have

no measurable phenotype for any knockout experiments. The set of genes for which

no measurable knockout phenotype was identified includes the ancient genes Gli1,

Hoxa7, and Dach2, which are conserved to Tetraodon nigroviridis (bony vertebrates),

Xenopus tropicalis (tetrapods), and Gallus gallus (amniotes), respectively. These

numbers also constitute an (potentially large) underestimate, as many journal edi-

tors hesitate to publish lack of phenotype results. Estimates of the fraction of genes

in which knockout experiments fail to identify a measurable phenotype run as high
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as 20% of all genes [11]. Complete functional redundancy may be quite rare, how-

ever, as a study in yeast recently showed a quantifiable mutant phenotype in some

environment for nearly all genes that produce no phenotypic consequences in rich

medium [96]. Similarly, multiple regulatory elements with an experimentally-verified

overlap in functionality [89] or overlapping expression domains during a particular

developmental stage [229, 15] suggest some functional redundancy exists among cis-

regulatory elements, but does not imply that these elements are completely redun-

dant. The demonstrated resistance of non-exonic sequences under purifying selection

to deletion on an evolutionary timescale suggests in fact that complete functional

redundancy of cis-regulatory elements is rare. In this context of partial redundancy,

small fitness losses undetectable by conventional lab assays may be expected.

An initial functional exploration of both more and less highly conserved cis-

regulatory elements under purifying selection shows that many drive expression in

similar precise patterns, irrespective of exact conservation level [237]. Our evolution-

ary analysis corroborates the notion of importance of cis-regulatory elements under

purifying selection, regardless of conservation %id. By looking beyond rodent losses

of primate-dog sequence to three mammalian configurations of differing total branch

lengths (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8), we observe a correlation shared between rodent

and primate losses that strongly suggests the mixing of loci under purifying selec-

tion with neutrally evolving ones is mostly responsible for higher loss rates as the

conservation %id is lowered. This observation suggests that deletion of the majority

of DNA elements under purifying selection leads to a fitness loss that is noticeable

on an evolutionary timescale. If so, most such deletions, at a wide range of fitness

effects, will be swept out of the population over time [82]. Indeed, our evolutionary

analysis shows that when mammalian DNA under purifying selection is isolated using

sufficient branch lengths, most loci in this set (of many thousands) are nearly equally

indispensable over millions of years of evolution.

In 1977, Allan Wilson and colleagues proposed that the rate of protein evolution

depends on a combination of the probability that a substitution will be compatible

with protein function and on the dispensability of the protein to the organism [245].

A rich body of protein literature in several organisms has since validated Wilson’s
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claim by showing that loss rate correlates with essentiality more than substitution

rate does [173]. Our evolutionary analysis suggests a similar scenario in cis-regulatory

elements under purifying selection. In further analogy to proteins, the dispensability

of cis-regulatory elements under purifying selection increases minimally as conser-

vation across species is lowered. Nearly all cis-regulatory elements under purifying

selection that make any meaningful contribution toward organism fitness (large or

small) are indispensable, regardless of exact inter-species conservation level. No pri-

mate losses occur in non-exonic sequences conserved at 97%id or higher in rodents

and dog, which precludes analysis of the exact relationship between conservation %id

and dispensability of these sequences. However, the relationship observed in the other

species configurations (Figure 4.7) indicate this is probably a consequence of the small

loss rate of primates in general, rather than a unique property of perfectly conserved

sequences.

In this study, we rely on sequence similarity methods to identify functional ho-

mologs across species. Sequences that possess redundant functionality but lack se-

quence homology may not be quantified using these methods. In particular, the ability

of vertebrate cis-regulatory sequences to shuffle individual binding sites [200] and our

inability to align many orthologous non-coding RNAs [227] may be contributors to

false positive losses of non-exonic sequences, and thus may partially account for dif-

ferences in the loss rates of non-exonic and coding sequences. Since this phenomenon

would increase our estimates of the loss rates of non-exonic elements, the small loss

rates of non-exonic sequences we report may even be slightly conservative.

By including sequence conservation depth information in the analysis of mam-

malian cis-regulatory elements under purifying selection, we achieve additional pre-

dictive power of the dispensability of an element. Regulatory elements that possess

sequence homology in distant species are less dispensable than those that are only

found in close species, at all levels of conservation %id. While low coverage genomes

are useful for extending branch-lengths of individual elements, the forthcoming avail-

ability of over a dozen high coverage mammalian genomes [90] will allow us to deploy

the presence/absence measure genome-wide to more accurately highlight indispens-

able genomic regions evolving at a range of rates.
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Our work serves to provide the evolutionary record of mammalian ultraconserved

and highly conserved element indispensability. Additional work will be needed to

better understand the extremes at which some genomic loci are conserved, as well as

the manifested irreducibility of the non-coding portions of our genome.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Identifying rodent-specific losses of mammalian con-

served DNA

The procedure we next describe is summarized in Figure 4.1. Five UCSC genome

assemblies were used throughout this study: human (hg18), macaque (rheMac2),

mouse (mm8), rat (rn4), and dog (canFam2). The phylogenetic relationships and

evolutionary distances between the species are shown in Figure 4.2.

To identify primate-dog conserved DNA, we created a multiple alignment of hu-

man, macaque, and dog using MULTIZ [26] on syntenic human-macaque and human-

dog pairwise alignments generated by running the BLASTZ [204] and UCSC chaining

and netting tools [115]. Each 100 bp window within the multiple alignment was an-

notated for conservation %id (the number of bases perfectly conserved between the

three species), recorded in human coordinates. Overlapping windows of the same

conservation %id were merged into single genomic intervals. Alignment reliability

concerns limited the set to three-way alignments of 50%id or more. Roughly 46.0%

(1327 Mb) of the human genome was categorized as alignable at this threshold.

The pairwise alignment files from human to mouse and from human to rat iden-

tified conserved elements potentially lost in the rodent lineage. To guarantee loss of

orthologous rodent DNA, we required losses only from pairwise alignments that were

one-to-one mappings, based on the UCSC chains and nets [115], leaving 1108 Mb

of human, macaque, and dog conserved sequence as candidates for rodent loss. We

identified rodent losses as the intersection of gaps from human to mouse and from

human to rat within the conserved regions defined above. Only elements of 50 bp or

larger (corresponding to indel mediated alignment windows of 100 bp at 50%id) were
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retained.

Rodent sequence assembly gaps have similar signatures to true rodent-specific

losses, as they appear in pairwise alignments to human as stretches of human sequence

that have no rodent orthologs. We removed all rodent assembly gaps from further

consideration.

We ran BLAT [114] on all remaining candidate losses to discover and remove

false positives arising from alignment artifacts and structural RNA migration since

the rodent.primate split. To further ensure that the elements were truly missing

from the rodent lineage, we ran the more sensitive BLASTN [177] of the human

sequence within candidate rodent-specific losses against a database of rodents that

included mouse NCBI Build 36.1, the Celera Genomics whole-genome mouse shot-

gun assembly, the mouse MGSC v3 assembly, and the rat RGSC v3.4 assembly. We

removed elements with significant similarity (E-score ≤ 10−10) found in any of the

four databases scanned. The stringent BLAST significance threshold identifies a very

limited amount of additional sequence (0.25%) beyond that discovered by the con-

servative BLAT screening. Further relaxing the significance level used to exclude

sequences runs the risk of preferentially excluding sequences that have diverged par-

alogs elsewhere in the genome. The resultant elements were classified as lost in

rodents, and comprised 9.04% (261 Mb) of the human genome.

We identified paralogs in the following manner: for each non-exonic sequence

conserved at 90%id or more between human, macaque, and dog, we look for a human-

to-human self alignment of at least 50 bp to a different region of the human genome.

If that similar sequence is also conserved at 90%id or more between human, macaque,

and dog, we infer that the original sequence has a eutherian paralog.

We annotated portions of both the primate-dog conserved DNA and the subset

lost in rodents as non-exonic. Nonexonic elements at a particular conservation %id

c were identified by taking the union of all 100 bp windows of conservation %id c

that do not overlap any portion of the reference genome annotated as coding exons

or UTRs. Other regions of primate-dog conservation and rodent loss were labeled

as coding exon elements. Coding exon elements at a particular conservation %id c

consist of the union of all 100 bp windows of conservation %id c that overlap at
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least 50 bp of a coding exon. All gene annotations used to identify both coding exon

and non-exonic elements were based upon the UCSC Genome Browser knownGene

table [99] of the human genome assembly.

The loss rate at a particular conservation %id c was calculated as the total number

of base pairs in rodent-specific loss elements of conservation %id c divided by the

total number of base pairs in primate-dog conserved elements of conservation %id

c. Nonexonic and coding exon loss rates were calculated using only elements in the

appropriate classes in both the numerator and denominator of the equation.

Repeating our entire analysis using both smaller and larger window sizes of 75 bp

and 150 bp yields very similar results (data not shown).

Losses within the rodent lineage of elements conserved between human, dog, and

horse were processed in an identical manner to the primate-dog elements, using the

UCSC horse (equCab1) genome assembly in place of macaque.

4.3.2 Identifying primate-specific losses of mammalian con-

served DNA

Losses within the primate lineage of elements conserved between mouse, rat, and dog

(Figure 4.2) were processed in a manner analogous to rodent-specific losses. Elements

were identified in mouse coordinates. The BLASTN step was run against a database

of primates that included the human NCBI Build 36.1, the Celera Genomics whole-

genome human shotgun assembly, and the chimpanzee CSAC Build 2 v1.

4.3.3 Deep sequence conservation and dispensability

Pairwise syntenic genome alignments of human sequence conserved in macaque and

dog with the following UCSC genomes were generated: opossum (monDom4), platy-

pus (ornAna1), chicken (galGal3), frog (xenTro2), zebrafish (danRer4), tetraodon

(tetNig1), fugu (fr2), and stickleback (gasAcu1).

Each non-exonic 100 bp window within a primate-dog conserved region was tested

for overlap of 50 bp or more with each pairwise alignment. Window conservation

depth was assigned as the most distant species/clade for which the overlap criteria was
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fulfilled; the distance metric has teleost fish most distant (bony vertebrate ancestry),

followed by frog (tetrapod), chicken (amniote), platypus (base of the mammalian

lineage), opossum (therian. marsupial and placental.mammals), and dog (placental

mammal specific). Windows satisfying the overlap criteria for one or more of the

pairwise alignments to zebrafish, tetraodon, fugu, or stickleback were labeled with

teleost fish conservation depth. Windows that did not satisfy the overlap criteria

for any of the pairwise alignments were labeled with dog (eutherian) conservation

depth. All 100 bp windows of the same conservation %id and conservation depth were

merged into nonoverlapping elements, and the total abundance of sequence plotted

(Figure 4.10a).

The conservation depth of rodent-dog conserved regions (Figure 4.10b) was deter-

mined using pairwise syntenic alignments from mouse to the same species mentioned

above, using the same overlap criteria.

Loss rates (Figure 4.10c,d) were calculated by dividing the number of bases lost

of a particular conservation depth and conservation %id by the total number of bases

of that conservation depth and conservation %id.



Chapter 5

Human CNE losses and trait

evolution

In Chapter 4 I showed that most sequences conserved in multiple species resist dele-

tion in other extant species, arguing against complete functional redundancy of CNEs.

Nonetheless, evidence of individual dramatically conserved CNEs lost uniquely in the

rodent lineage were discovered. Here I extend the deletion discovery methodology to

detect sequence losses unique to humans while remaining robust to assembly errors

by incorporating data from individual sequence reads to support deletion calls. By

integrating the GREAT cis-regulatory element analysis methodology I identify classes

of genes for which CNEs have been preferentially deleted, providing candidates for

experimental characterization.

Humans differ from other animals in many aspects of anatomy, physiology, and

behavior; however, the genotypic basis of most human-specific traits remains un-

known [233]. Recent whole-genome comparisons have made it possible to identify

genes with elevated rates of amino acid change or divergent expression in humans,

and non-coding sequences with accelerated base pair changes [35, 117, 182, 186].

Regulatory alterations may be particularly likely to produce phenotypic effects while

preserving viability, and are known to underlie interesting evolutionary differences

in other species [123, 39, 43]. Here we identify molecular events particularly likely

68
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to produce significant regulatory changes in humans [153]: complete deletion of se-

quences otherwise highly conserved between chimpanzees and other mammals. We

confirm 510 such deletions in humans, which fall almost exclusively in non-coding

regions and are enriched near genes involved in steroid hormone signaling and neural

function. One deletion removes a sensory vibrissae and penile spine enhancer from the

human androgen receptor (AR) gene, a molecular change correlated with anatomical

loss of androgen-dependent sensory vibrissae and penile spines in the human lin-

eage [163, 95]. Another deletion removes a forebrain subventricular zone enhancer

near the tumor suppressor gene growth arrest and DNA-damage inducible, gamma

(GADD45G) [251, 252], a loss correlated with expansion of specific brain regions in

humans. Deletions of tissue-specific enhancers may thus accompany both loss and

gain traits in the human lineage, and provide specific examples of the kinds of regu-

latory alterations [123, 39, 43] and inactivation events [171] long proposed to have an

important role in human evolutionary divergence.

5.1 Results

5.1.1 Computational identification of conserved sequences

deleted in humans

To discover human-specific deletions (hDELs) on a genome-wide scale (Figure 5.1a),

we identified regions of the chimpanzee genome [222] with a clear macaque orthologue,

but no closely related sequence in humans (Appendix Section B.1.1). This iden-

tified 37,251 ancestral primate sequences lost in humans, spanning 34.0 megabases

(Mb; 1.17%) of the chimpanzee genome. To find deletions most likely to produce

functional consequences, we also identified highly conserved sequences spanning 70.0

Mb (2.41%) of the chimpanzee genome, producing a conservative estimate of pan-

mammalian sequence under purifying selection in chimpanzee [222]. The intersection

of these deletion and conservation surveys identified 583 regions with high sequence

conservation that are surprisingly deleted in humans, which we term hCONDELs

(Table B.2).
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Figure 5.1: Hundreds of sequences highly conserved between chimpanzee and other
species are deleted in humans. (a) Computational approach used to discover human-specific
deletions of functional DNA: identification of ancestral chimpanzee genomic sequences deleted in
human; discovery of chimpanzee genomic sequences highly conserved in other species; and detec-
tion of human-specific deletions that remove one or more chimpanzee conserved sequences. Total
chimpanzee sequence identified in each step is displayed beneath each graphic. (b) Human genomic
locations of the 583 hCONDELs. hCONDELs are displayed as blue ticks above the many locations
where they are missing. (c) Size distribution of hCONDELs.
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Of the 583 predicted hCONDELs, 510 (87.5%) were validated independently by

single human sequence reads spanning both sides of the deletions (Appendix Sec-

tion B.1.5). Of the sequence-validated hCONDELs, 85% seemed fixed in human

trace archives. Experimental amplifications across human diversity panels confirmed

human deletion of 39/39 randomly chosen hCONDELs, and showed fixation of 31/32

hCONDELs also fixed in the trace archives (Table B.3–B.5). Of the sequence-

validated hCONDELs, 88% are missing from the draft Neanderthal genome [91]

(Appendix Section B.1.7), in agreement with the length of the common lineage be-

tween humans and Neanderthals following the divergence with chimpanzee. The 583

hCONDELs cover 3.96 Mb (0.14%) of the chimpanzee genome, remove an average of

95 base pairs (bp) of conserved sequence, and are found on every nuclear chromosome

except Y, where macaque sequence is unavailable (Figure 5.1b). hCONDELs have

a median size of 2,804 bp, and show a skew towards G/C-poor regions compared to

chimpanzee genome-wide averages (Figure 5.1c and Figure B.2). We find no evidence

for enrichment in areas with high recombination (P > 0.9) or pericentromeric and

subtelomeric regions (P > 0.5) (Appendix Section B.1.8). Thus, loss of sequences is

unlikely to be a secondary consequence of higher mutation rates in such regions, a

possibility that has been debated for the accelerated sequence changes seen in other

human non-coding elements [182, 186, 76]. Only 1 of 510 sequence-validated hCON-

DELs removes a protein-coding region, corresponding to a previously known 92 bp

deletion in CMAH [51]. All other sequence-validated hCONDELs map to non-protein

coding regions of the genome (355 intergenic and 154 intronic). Similar highly con-

served non-coding sequences frequently correspond to regulatory elements controlling

expression of nearby genes [179]. Whereas hCONDELs cannot be tested directly for

evidence of positive human selection, we can examine whether hCONDELs are pref-

erentially located near genes with particular functions, using the Genomic Regions

Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT) [154]. We performed enrichment analysis

using simulations to explicitly account for the overrepresentation of highly conserved

elements near particular classes of genes (Appendix Section B.1.11). This analysis

indicates that hCONDELs are significantly enriched near genes involved in steroid

hormone receptor signaling and neural function (Table 5.1), and near genes encoding
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fibronectin-type-III- or CD80-like immunoglobulin C2-set domains (Table B.10).

Table 5.1: Summary of annotation enrichments of hCONDELs.

Ontology: Term Expected Observed Fold Binomial
hCONDELs hCONDELs enrich P-value [154]

GO Molecular Function:
Steroid hormone receptor activity 4.7 14 2.96 3.7× 10−4

Entrez Gene:
Neural genes 141.3 180 1.27 1.1× 10−4

MGI Expression in Theiler Stage 21:
Hindbrain 49.9 79 1.58 3.4× 10−5

Cerebral cortex 42.1 68 1.62 7.0× 10−5

Brain, ventricular layer 29.9 52 1.74 9.4× 10−5

Midbrain 30.5 52 1.70 1.6× 10−4

InterPro Protein Domains:
Fibronectin, type III 16.7 34 2.03 1.0× 10−4

CD80-like, immunoglobulin C2-set 2.1 8 3.84 1.4× 10−3

Showing only non-redundant terms enriched after accounting for multiple testing and for conserved elements to be
found near particular classes of genes (Appendix Section B.1.11).

To compare sequences lost in other lineages, we used a similar computational

approach to identify conserved sequences lost specifically in chimpanzee or mouse

(termed cCONDELs and mCONDELs, respectively). We identified 344 cCONDELs

and 350 mCONDELs validated by sequence reads spanning predicted deletions (Ap-

pendix Section B.1.5). cCONDELs and mCONDELs show enrichment for synapse

and glutamate receptors (Table B.11) and metal ion binding (Table B.12), respec-

tively, but not for the categories found near hCONDELs.

5.1.2 Experimental characterization of an AR enhancer deleted

in humans

To explore further the possible functions of hCONDELs near steroid hormone signal-

ing genes, we examined a 60.7 kilobase (kb) human deletion flanking the androgen

receptor (AR) locus (Figure 5.2a) in detail. AR is required for response of tissues to

circulating androgens, and thus represents a strong candidate locus for characteristic

changes of secondary sexual traits known in the human lineage [68, 143]. Within this

human-specific deletion lies a ≈ 5 kb region containing highly conserved non-coding
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sequences. We cloned the corresponding 4,839 bp chimpanzee and 7,654 bp mouse re-

gions and tested their capacity to drive expression of an hsp68 (also known as Hspa1b)

basal promoter-lacZ reporter gene during normal mouse development. Chimpanzee

and mouse constructs both drove consistent lacZ expression in the facial vibrissae

and genital tubercle of five or more independent transgenic embryos (Figure 5.2b–g),

and the mouse sequence also drove expression in hair follicles.

lacZ expression was specifically located in the mesoderm surrounding vibrissae

follicles, and in the superficial mesoderm within the presumptive glans of the devel-

oping genital tubercle (Figure 5.2d,e), a site of known AR expression (Figure 5.2h).

Four stable mouse lines all showed expression in the superficial tissue underlying

epidermal spines of the penis (Figure 5.2i). Previous studies have shown that AR

is expressed in mesenchyme surrounding developing epithelial structures [60] and is

required for normal development of vibrissae and penile spines (see below). These

results indicate that the human deletion removes a conserved enhancer sequence that

directs expression in a spatially-restricted subset of the endogenous AR expression

pattern. The chimpanzee sequence also drives significant reporter gene expression

when tested in human foreskin fibroblasts, indicating that upstream pathways regu-

lating the enhancer are still intact in humans (chimpanzee activity 2.2–5.9-fold greater

than human deletion/basal control vector, P < 10−7).

Interestingly, humans show obvious morphological differences at the anatomical

locations controlled by the enhancer. Sensory vibrissae develop in many mammals

including chimpanzees, macaques and mice [163]. In contrast, humans lack sensory

vibrissae [163]. Vibrissae development is clearly androgen-responsive, as castration

shortens vibrissae in mice, and excess testosterone increases vibrissal growth [104]

(Figure 5.2j).

Profound changes have also evolved in the genitalia of humans compared to other

animals. Many mammals have keratinized epidermal spines overlying tactile receptors

in the glans dermis [95, 68]. Penile spine growth is androgen-dependent, as primates

lose spines upon castration, and treatment with exogenous testosterone restores spine

formation [67] (Figure 5.2k). Mice with AR protein-coding mutations fail to form pe-

nile spines [164], confirming an essential role for AR in penile spine development. Our
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Figure 5.2: Transgenic analysis of a chimpanzee and mouse AR enhancer region missing
in humans. (a) Top panel: 1.1 Mb region of the chimpanzee X chromosome. The red bar shows
the position of a 60.7-kb human deletion removing a well-conserved chimpanzee enhancer between
the AR and OPHN1 genes. Bottom panel: multiple species comparison of the deleted region, show-
ing sequences aligned between chimpanzee and other mammals. Blue and orange bars represent
chimpanzee and mouse sequences tested for enhancer activity in transgenic mice. The chimpanzee
sequence drives lacZ expression in (b), facial vibrissae (arrows), and (c), genital tubercle (dotted
line) of E16.5 mouse embryos. Histological sections reveal strongest staining in the superficial mes-
enchyme of (d), the prospective glans of the genital tubercle, and (e), the dermis surrounding the
base of sensory vibrissae. The mouse enhancer also drives consistent expression in (f), facial vibris-
sae, (g), genital tubercle, and hair follicles of E16.5 embryos. (h) Endogenous AR is expressed in
the genital tubercle (dotted line) as demonstrated by in situ hybridization. (i) Histological section
of a 60-day-old transgenic mouse penis showing postnatal lacZ expression in dermis of penile spines.
Vibrissae and penile spines are androgen-dependent, as shown by (j), changes in vibrissae length in
castrated and testosterone-treated mice and (k), loss and recovery of penile spines of a castrated and
testosterone-treated primate (Galago crassicaudatus) (modified from [104] and [67], respectively).
(l) Model depicting conserved tissue-specific enhancers (colored shapes) surrounding AR coding
sequences (black bars) of different species. Loss of an ancestral vibrissae/penile spine enhancer in
humans is correlated with the corresponding loss of vibrissae and penile spines in humans.
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results show that humans have lost an ancestral penile spine enhancer from the AR

locus. Humans also fail to form the penile spines commonly found in other animals,

including chimpanzees, macaques, and mice [95, 68, 164] (Figure 5.2l). Simplified

penile morphology tends to be associated with monogamous reproductive strategies

in primates [68]. Ablation of spines decreases tactile sensitivity and increases the

duration of intromission, indicating their loss in the human lineage may be associated

with the longer duration of copulation in our species relative to chimpanzees [68].

This fits with an adaptive suite, including feminization of the male canine dentition,

moderate-sized testes with low sperm motility, and concealed ovulation with perma-

nently enlarged mammary glands [68], that suggests our ancestors evolved numer-

ous morphological characteristics associated with pairbonding and increased paternal

care [143].

5.1.3 Experimental characterization of a GADD45G enhancer

deleted in humans

Sensory vibrissae and penile spines are examples of morphological structures lost in

humans. However, deletion of enhancers could also be associated with tissue ex-

pansion, by removing regulatory sequences from genes that control developmental

patterns of cell proliferation, death or migration. One of the most dramatic tissue

expansions in human evolution is expansion of the cerebral cortex [233]. Using a

curated resource of gene expression domains during mouse development, we find that

hCONDELs are significantly enriched near genes expressed during cortical neuroge-

nesis (P < 7.0 × 10−5, Table 5.1). Within this set, hCONDELs are preferentially

located near genes acting as suppressors of cell proliferation or migration (P = 0.003)

(Appendix Section B.1.14).

To test the function of one such hCONDEL, we analysed further a deletion re-

moving a 3,181-bp region located next to the tumor suppressor gene growth arrest

and DNA-damage-inducible, gamma (GADD45G) (Figure 5.3a). This hCONDEL re-

moves a forebrain-specific p300 binding site [235], which predicts enhancer sequences

with strong specificity. The chimpanzee version of this sequence, and a smaller 546
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bp mouse sequence overlapping the p300 enhancer-binding region, both drove lacZ

expression in the developing ventral telencephalon and diencephalon in at least five

independent embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) transgenic embryos (Figure 5.3b–i), con-

firming that the ancestral sequence corresponds to a conserved forebrain-specific en-

hancer. The chimpanzee sequence also drives significant gene expression when tested

in immortalized human fetal neural progenitor cells, suggesting the enhancer would

also affect transcription if still present in humans (1.7–2-fold greater expression than

human deletion/basal control vector, P < 10−7).

Histological sections of transgenic embryos show that the chimpanzee and mouse

sequences drive lacZ expression in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the septum, the

preoptic area, and in regions of the ventral thalamus and hypothalamus (Figure 5.3c–

e, g–i). The lacZ expression matches a sub-domain of the expression pattern of

GADD45G, which is normally expressed throughout the telencephalon SVZ and dien-

cephalon [87]. The preoptic area generates inhibitory interneurons that migrate to the

neocortex and ventral telencephalon [83]. The ventral thalamus domain corresponds

to a region that generates inhibitory interneurons, which have notably increased in

proportion in the human thalamus [239, 8].

Expression in brain subventricular zones is particularly interesting in light of previ-

ous suggestions that increased proliferation of SVZ intermediate progenitors underlies

the evolutionary expansion of the neocortex in primates [128]. GADD45G normally

represses cell cycle and can activate apoptosis, and somatic loss of GADD45G expres-

sion is clearly linked with excess tissue growth in human pituitary adenomas [251, 252].

Our results show that species-specific loss of an ancestral SVZ enhancer has clearly

occurred in the human lineage, providing a plausible molecular basis for increasing

production of particular neuronal cell types by regulatory changes in a tumor sup-

pressor gene.

5.2 Discussion

We cannot exclude the possibility that loss of AR and GADD45G enhancers has

occurred because of relaxed selection following other genetic changes that have led
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Figure 5.3: Transgenic analysis of a chimpanzee and mouse forebrain enhancer missing
from a tumor suppressor gene in humans. (a) Top panel: 1.3 Mb region of the chimpanzee
chromosome 9. The red bar illustrates a 3,181 bp human-specific deletion removing a conserved
chimpanzee enhancer located downstream of GADD45G. Bottom panel: multiple species comparison
of the deleted region, showing sequences aligned between chimpanzee and other mammals. The
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represent chimpanzee and mouse sequences tested for enhancer activity in transgenic mice. The
chimpanzee (b–e) and mouse (f–i) sequences both drive consistent lacZ expression in E14.5 mouse
embryos in the ventral thalamus (c, g), the SVZ of the septum (d, h), and the preoptic area (e,
i). Increased production of neuronal subtypes from these regions may contribute to thalamic and
cortical expansion in humans [83, 239, 8, 128]. All sections are sagittal with anterior to right. POA,
preoptic area; Se, septum; SVZ, subventricular zone; Th, thalamus; VZ, ventricular zone.
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to anatomical differences in the human lineage. However, based on the previously

established role of AR in vibrissae and penile spine development, and of GADD45G

in negative regulation of tissue proliferation, we think it probable that deletions of

tissue-specific enhancers in these genes have contributed to both loss and expansion

of particular tissues during human evolution. The full set of hCONDELs may contain

loci associated with other human-specific characteristics, a possibility that can now

be tested by further functional studies of these conserved non-coding sequences that

are surprisingly missing from the human genome.

5.3 Methods Summary

We examined 2,696 Mb (92.67%) of the chimpanzee genome aligning with single

regions in humans, removing assembly and alignment artefacts, segmental duplica-

tions, and other regions with complex genome histories (Appendix Section B.1.1).

Chimpanzee sequences aligning to macaque but not human were identified as human-

specific deletions. We identified 70.0 Mb (2.41%) of the chimpanzee genome as highly

conserved by calculating the fraction of identical base pairs within multiple sequence

alignments using a series of sliding window criteria (Table B.1). hCONDELs were val-

idated by searching for individual human sequence reads in the NCBI Trace Archives

spanning predicted deletions; and by testing 39 hCONDELs by experimental amplifi-

cation from individuals of 23 human populations (Coriell Cell Repositories, Appendix

Section B.1.6). Gene enrichments were analysed using GREAT [154]. For each on-

tology we ran 1,000 simulations over 510 size-matched random deletions overlapping

one or more chimpanzee conserved elements to derive a multiple test P value thresh-

old for enrichment. Functional enhancer assays were carried out by injecting chimp

andmouse expression constructs into FVB embryos (Xenogen Biosciences and Cya-

gen Biosciences) and staining for lacZ expression activity at different developmental

stages, or by transfecting chimp and mouse enhancer constructs into human fore-

skin fibroblasts (System Biosciences) or ReNcell CX Human Neural Progenitor cells

(Chemicon), and comparing expression to human-deletion/control constructs using

Galacto-Light Plus (Applied Biosciences) (Appendix Section B.1.15–B.1.17).



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation I focused on the computational study and analysis of mammalian

cis-regulatory elements. I began in Chapter 2 by introducing the notion of a reg-

ulatory element and describing how to discover cis-regulatory elements using com-

parative genomics. I then motivated their study as potential drivers of evolutionary

change due to the demonstrated modularity of cis-regulatory elements as compared

to the often pleiotropic genes they regulate.

Because the grammar of cis-regulatory elements remains poorly understood, al-

ternative mechanisms must be used to determine their functions. In Chapter 3, I

described a method and tool named GREAT to analyze the functional enrichments

of a set of cis-regulatory elements based on the functions of the genes putatively

regulated by the cis-regulatory elements. Unlike previous methodologies, GREAT

incorporates information from distal cis-regulatory elements while accounting for the

uneven distribution of genes within the genome by using a genomic region-based

test. I showed that many distal binding events are likely to be functionally relevant

and demonstrated GREAT’s improvement over existing gene-based tools at discern-

ing specific functions of both sequence-specific transcription factors and the general

transcription-associated protein p300 from their ChIP-seq binding profiles.

Chapter 4 introduced a method to identify CNE losses from whole genome se-

quences. I quantified CNE dispensability by analyzing rodent- and primate-specific

CNE losses. Low loss rates of CNEs suggest that despite their prevalence in the
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genome, most have a unique function whose loss produces a fitness cost that is de-

tectable on an evolutionary timescale. This result, taken in conjunction with the

result that ultraconserved knockout mice can be viable and fertile [2], highlights the

breadth of the mutation spectrum and the gap between the selection coefficient nec-

essary to ensure a deleterious mutation is swept out of a population by purifying

selection and the much larger selection coefficient often required for laboratory assays

to detect visible phenotype changes. Additionally, we found little correlation between

nucleotide identity and loss rate for sequences under purifying selection: regions per-

fectly conserved are only very slightly less likely to be retained than sequences strongly

(but not perfectly) conserved. This result brings further attention to the breadth of

the set of mutations whose selection coefficient upon loss is dramatic enough to be

swept out of populations through purifying selection. Perfectly conserved regions

may have more pleiotropic functions than strongly conserved regions, or even have a

higher selection coefficient upon loss, but the vast majority of both sets of regions are

under strong enough selection to be retained through evolution.

In Chapter 5, I extend the work of Chapter 4 to robustly detect CNE losses unique

to the human lineage. I found 583 human-specific deletions based on the reference

human genome assembly. Of these, 510 could be validated using unassembled se-

quence available in the NCBI human trace archives, and 434 deletions appeared fixed

in all humans. The validated deletions lie preferentially near steroid hormone recep-

tor genes and genes with neural function. By searching for genes whose expression

alteration leads to phenotypes consistent with human evolution and narrowing down

the set of fixed human deletions by conservation criteria or additional evidence of

enhancer activity [235], we identified deletions particularly likely to confer human

phenotypes. Experimental assays of a human-specific deletion near AR suggest that

its loss may underlie the human loss of penile spines and is correlated with the hu-

man loss of sensory vibrissae, and assays of a human-specific deletion near the tumor

suppressor gene GADD45G are correlated with cortical expansion in humans.

Rapid improvements in DNA sequencing technologies have enabled analyses of full

mammalian genome sequences. These analyses have drawn attention to the wealth of
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functional non-coding DNA in the human genome and the importance of gene regu-

lation in the development of organismal complexity and its misregulation in causing

disease. In this dissertation I introduced a statistical methodology and web-based

tool which dramatically improves our ability to interpret the functional significance

of cis-regulatory elements. Through the observation that sequences conserved during

the evolution of multiple separate species are rarely lost in other lineages, I conclude

that the vast majority of these sequences are involved in important roles for organ-

ismal development. This observation suggests that loss of cis-regulatory elements

could drive morphological evolution. We tested this hypothesis by examining unique

human evolution for instances of cis-regulatory element loss and present two exam-

ples of enhancers lost uniquely in humans whose loss correlates with human-specific

traits. These results add to a growing body of evidence suggesting that sequence loss

may be a major driver of evolutionary change [171, 88, 43, 155].

6.1 Future directions

Accurate analysis of the functions of cis-regulatory elements is becoming increasingly

important as our ability to identify cis-regulatory elements increases. While we have

demonstrated that GREAT improves our ability to interpret cis-regulatory elements

over existing tools, the association rules used to link cis-regulatory elements to their

regulated genes follow general assumptions about cis-regulation as we currently un-

derstand it. Owing to the importance of proper region/gene associations to generate

accurate enrichments, the incorporation of additional data to motivate particular

regulatory domain assignments should improve the signal to noise ratio while still

incorporating distal binding sites.

While genome-wide maps of the three dimensional structure of the genome are

not yet at a resolution usable by GREAT [139], the binding site locations of the

insulator protein CTCF could be used to restrict regulatory domain extensions [121].

Analysis of synteny across diverged species could also differentiate shared regulatory

elements from those acting on a single gene, an idea that has met with success when

considering species that have undergone whole genome duplications [70].
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A complementary approach to alter GREAT results would be to soften regulatory

domain assignment rules from a binary outcome, in which each cis-regulatory ele-

ment is either associated with a gene or not, to a probabilistic measure of confidence

in the association between cis-regulatory elements and genes. This could explicitly

model increased confidence in binding sites occurring within the proximal promoter

of a gene as compared to binding sites that are distal, and enrichments for individual

ontology terms can still be computed efficiently when gene regulatory domains un-

dergo pre-processing.

Large strides have been made to identify functional sequences within genomes

without relying on interspecies nucleotide conservation. By integrating epigenetic

information such as the presence of enhancer-associated histone modifications [94, 225]

and open chromatin [199, 86] with the binding of enhancer-associated proteins [235] or

enhancer transcription [122], other genomic losses with a high likelihood of producing

functional consequences could be discovered.

I focused on deletions as a genomic rearrangement of interest because of the a

priori indication of functionality provided by nucleotide conservation among multiple

species. By incorporating single-genome measures of enhancer activity, other types

of rearrangements like insertions, inversions, translocations, and duplications could

be identified as altering functional genomic regions.

Finally, the population-scale sequencing project currently underway provides much

data for discovery and validation of novel genomic rearrangements in humans [1].

Paired-end reads make the identification of deletions, insertions, and inversions tractable

from short reads, and when integrated with enhancer identification and analysis meth-

ods mentioned above, should provide additional insight into the human genome mod-

ifications of greatest functional consequence.



Appendix A

Supplementary material for

Chapter 3

A.1 Ontologies supported

GREAT assimilates knowledge from 20 separate ontologies containing biological knowl-

edge about gene functions, phenotype and disease associations, biological pathways,

gene expression data, presence of regulatory motifs, and gene families (Table 3.1).

Statistics for each ontology list the total number of terms in the ontology that are

currently tested by GREAT, the number of genes annotated with one or more terms

in the ontology, and the number of direct associations between ontology terms and

genes (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Some ontologies contain parent/child relationships be-

tween terms expressed as a directed acyclic graph; general terms within these on-

tologies inherit genes that are only labeled with more specific child terms as indirect

associations. To increase statistical power (by reducing the multiple hypothesis cor-

rection factor), GREAT does not test any general term whose associated gene list

is identical to the associated gene list of a more specific child term. The following

ontologies are currently used:
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A.1.1 Gene Ontology

The Gene Ontology (GO; http://www.geneontology.org/) provides a controlled

vocabulary to describe attributes of gene products [9]. GO contains three separate

ontologies that describe molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular com-

ponents of proteins.

A.1.2 Mouse Phenotype

The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) resource contains data about mouse genotype–

phenotype associations primarily obtained via literature curation [24, 32] (http:

//www.informatics.jax.org/phenotypes.shtml). Phenotypic terms are canonical-

ized and relationships between terms are enumerated in the Mammalian Phenotype

Ontology [208].

A.1.3 MSigDB Ontologies

The Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB; http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/

msigdb/) contains a collection of gene sets [218]. The following description of the

various ontologies within MSigDB is taken from http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/

msigdb/collections.jsp.

• MSigDB Cancer Neighborhood

Computational gene sets defined by mining large collections of cancer-oriented

microarray data. Gene sets defined by expression neighborhoods centered on

380 cancer-associated genes [28]. This collection is identical to that previously

reported in [218].

• MSigDB Cancer Modules

Computational gene sets defined by mining large collections of cancer-oriented

microarray data [205]. Briefly, the authors compiled gene sets (“modules”)

from a variety of resources such as KEGG, GO, and others. By mining a

large compendium of cancer-related microarray data, they identified 456 such

modules as significantly changed in a variety of cancer conditions.
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• MSigDB Pathway

Gene sets from pathway databases. Usually, these gene sets are canonical rep-

resentations of a biological process compiled by domain experts.

• MSigDB Perturbation

Gene sets that represent gene expression signatures of genetic and chemical

perturbations.

• MSigDB Predicted Promoter Motifs

Sets of genes that share a transcription factor binding site defined in the TRANS-

FAC (version 7.4, http://www.gene-regulation.com/) database. Each of

these gene sets is annotated by a TRANSFAC record.

• MSigDB miRNA Motifs

Sets of genes that share a 3’-UTR microRNA binding motif.

A.1.4 PANTHER Pathway

PANTHER Pathway (http://www.pantherdb.org/pathway/) contains information

on biological pathways (primarily signaling pathways) [157]. PANTHER pathways

are collections of biological molecules and the reactions in which they participate.

Only well-documented reactions and relationships are listed.

A.1.5 Pathway Commons

Pathway Commons [41] contains a comprehensive collection of pathways from multi-

ple sources listed at http://www.pathwaycommons.org/pc/. According to the web-

site, “[p]athways include biochemical reactions, complex assembly, transport and

catalysis events, and physical interactions involving proteins, DNA, RNA, small

molecules and complexes.”
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A.1.6 BioCyc Pathway

BioCyc (http://biocyc.org/) contains information linking genes to the metabolic

pathways in which they participate [40].

A.1.7 MGI Expression: Detected & Not Detected

The Gene Expression Database (GXD, http://www.informatics.jax.org/expression.

shtml), a part of the Mouse Genome Informatics database, contains expression data

with a focus on gene expression during mouse development [209, 32]. The information

is primarily obtained from the literature via manual curation. Each entry gives the

expression in a specific anatomical structure during a specific developmental period

or “Theiler stage” [226]. The anatomy for each developmental stage is represented

by a directed acyclic graph that gives a hierarchy of anatomical terms and their re-

lationships. The database contains information about which genes are expressed and

which are not found to be expressed.

We represent the MGI Gene Expression Database by several sub-ontologies, where

each sub-ontology is specific to a developmental stage. We then combine all sub-

ontologies into one ontology so that all developmental stages are tested at once.

MGI Expression: Detected contains data about genes that are expressed and MGI

Expression: Not Detected contains data about genes whose expression is measured

but not experimentally detected.

The human MGI Expression ontologies are derived by mapping expression infor-

mation from all genes in the mouse ontologies to their human orthologs and assume

large-scale conservation of expression patterns.

A.1.8 Transcription Factor Targets

The Transcription Factor Targets ontology contains transcription factor (TF) target

sets for human and mouse collected from literature [142]. Most TF target genes were

identified by ChIP-chip experiments (see http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus/suppl/

metazoan compendium.htm).
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A.1.9 miRNA Targets

The miRNA Targets ontology contains miRNA target sets for human and mouse

collected from literature [142]. miRNA target genes were identified as genes down-

regulated after miRNA overexpression (see http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus/

suppl/metazoan compendium.htm).

A.1.10 InterPro

InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) is a database of protein domains,

families and functional sites [103]. InterPro annotations give information about the

function, structure and evolution of the domains. InterPro combines data from sev-

eral other databases (PROSITE, PRINTS, Pfam, ProDom, SMART, TIGRFAMs,

PIRSF, SUPERFAMILY, PANTHER and Gene3D).

A.1.11 TreeFam

The Tree families database (TreeFam, http://www.treefam.org/) contains infor-

mation about the evolutionary history (both orthologs and paralogs) of gene fam-

ilies [195]. A gene family is defined as “a group of genes that evolved after the

speciation of single-metazoan animals”. We format this data into an ontology by

creating an ontology term for each gene family and then associating each gene within

the species (human or mouse) with its gene family.

A.1.12 HGNC Gene Families

The HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee groups genes into gene families based

on sequence similarity, data from the literature and other databases, and manual

curation [31]. The groupings are listed at http://www.genenames.org/genefamily.

html.
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Website architecture

The GREAT website output is generated by way of server-side PHP code invoking

a Python wrapper over a C program. The C code makes use of the UCSC Genome

Browser [116] code libraries and performs the core calculations. Test results are for-

matted for web display using Python and PHP code. GREAT uses the DataTable con-

trol from the Yahoo! User Interface Library (http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/)

and custom JavaScript code to allow many user operations without need for more

server data. This allows rapid responses for all filtering requests once the initial re-

sults page has loaded locally. Operations which generate new pages, such as getting

details for a single ontology term or the generation of publication quality table display

do involve return trips to the server, which are handled by PHP code.

Graphical User Interface

The graphical user interface (GUI) of GREAT version 1.2.6 has the following compo-

nents:

• User Input

The user input page (Supplementary Figure 3.3a) requires two inputs from the

user: the organism genome assembly in which the analysis should be performed

and the cis-regulatory regions to analyze in BED format [116]. Optionally,

the user can upload a background set of genomic regions to test against rather

than the whole genome. The user can also optionally alter the association rules

between cis-regulatory regions and their putative target genes from the default

basal plus extension rule via the Advanced options tab.

• Global Output & Controls

Upon submission of a dataset, users are directed to the global output screen

of GREAT (Supplementary Figure 3.3b). By default, only ontology terms sig-

nificant by both the binomial and hypergeometric tests using the multiple hy-

pothesis correction false discovery rate (FDR) [18] ≤ 0.05 whose binomial fold

enrichment is at least 2.0 are displayed. The extensive global controls at the top
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of the page allow users to change the ontologies shown, alter the data columns

displayed for each result term, and change the multiple test correction type and

threshold. The number of enriched terms shown for each ontology, the display

of terms not significant by one or both of the enrichment tests, and the filtering

of terms by their descriptions can all be changed via the global controls.

Within each ontology table, terms can be sorted by any data column except

FDR. The data for a single table can be downloaded either as HTML or as a

tab-separated file. By clicking on a particular term, additional information is

presented in an individual term page (described below).

• Individual Term Page

Each ontology term tested for enrichment has an associated individual term

page (Supplementary Figure 3.3c). The page lists all cis-regulatory regions

that reside within the regulatory domain of any gene annotated with the term,

all the genes annotated with the term that possess one or more input regions

within its regulatory domain, and the definition of the ontology term from the

source website inset into the page. By clicking on any cis-regulatory region

listed, users can navigate to the UCSC Genome Browser with custom tracks

of the entire input set and only the elements contributing to the specific term

enrichment (Supplementary Figure 3.3d).

• Online Documentation

User help documentation is available at http://great.stanford.edu/help

and includes information regarding all aspects of GREAT.

• Demo Sets

The SRF [232] and limb p300 ([235]) datasets presented in the main text, as well

as several additional sets, are available as demonstration input sets for GREAT.

These sets can be tested by navigating to the “Demo” link.
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A.2 Additional ChIP-Seq analyses

To assess the ability of GREAT to improve upon existing gene-based analyses of

ChIP-Seq datasets, we compared GREAT enrichments to gene-based tool enrich-

ments for multiple datasets. Where they were not performed by the original authors,

we performed gene-based enrichment analyses using the Database for Annotation, Vi-

sualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [100]. The analysis of next-generation

binding data is not clearly mappable to more advanced techniques like the Gene Set

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [218] which rank genes by the intensity difference of the

different probes/genes and are typically applied to compare gene expression profiles

from two classes (e.g. people with a disease vs. healthy controls).

For each ChIP-Seq dataset we analyzed using DAVID, we mapped the identified

peaks that reside within 2 kb of the TSS of the nearest gene as identified by the

UCSC Known Genes track [99] to the nearby gene and ran enrichments over the

resulting gene list. The ten most enriched terms from each annotation cluster re-

ported significant by DAVID at a threshold of 0.05 after an FDR multiple hypothesis

correction are shown in each enrichment table. To run a “gene-based GREAT”, we

used the basal plus extension association rule with basal upstream and downstream

parameters both set to 2 kb and an extension of 0 bp and excluded the set of curated

regulatory domains. The ten most enriched terms significant by the hypergeometric

test at a threshold of 0.05 after an FDR multiple hypothesis correction are shown

in each enrichment table. Most Gene Ontology enrichments are nearly identical be-

tween DAVID and “gene-based GREAT”, though some slight discrepancies occur due

to different versions of GO and gene sets used.

Since GREAT performs a cis-regulatory element-based test, no mappings from

ChIP-Seq peaks to genes are required for preprocessing. For each ChIP-Seq dataset we

analyzed using GREAT, we ran the identified peaks through GREAT using its default

settings (the basal plus extension association rule with basal domains extending 5 kb

upstream and 1 kb downstream of the TSS and extension to the basal domains of

the nearest genes within 1 Mb). The top ten terms significant at a threshold of 0.05

by the binomial test after an FDR multiple hypothesis correction that have a fold
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enrichment of at least two and are also significant by the hypergeometric test are

shown in each enrichment table.

A.2.1 P300 in mouse embryonic stem cells

A recent ChIP-Seq analysis of transcription factors involved in the maintenance of

the self-renewal and pluripotency capabilities of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) assayed

genome-wide binding of p300 within mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) [46]. The

binding profile of p300 was noted to co-localize with the binding profiles of Nanog,

Oct4, and Sox2 ([46]), which are known to be involved in stem cell maintenance [108].

When we ran DAVID on the associated gene set, no annotation terms were found

to be statistically significant (Table A.19a). We then analyzed all 524 identified p300

ChIP-Seq peaks [46] with GREAT using the default settings (5+1 kb basal, up to 1

Mb extension). GO enrichments indicate that chromatin binding and transcriptional

regulator proteins are targets of p300 in ESCs, with striking enrichments for genes

involved in stem cell maintenance and stem cell differentiation (Table A.19b). The

MGI Expression: Detected ontology shows enrichment for genes expressed during the

very first stages of development [226], consistent with stem cell maintenance. The

Predicted Promoter Motifs ontology shows enrichment for p300 binding near genes

whose promoters contain binding sites for GTF3A and NHLH1. GTF3A, which helps

to assemble active chromatin, is required for transcription of the 5S RNA genes that

drive growth in early developing embryos [73]. While the significance of NHLH1

binding to stem cell maintenance is not known, NHLH1 is known to be expressed in

the developing nervous system [13].

The “gene-based GREAT” results identify stem cell differentiation as an enriched

term, but none of the other top enriched terms overlap the enrichments displayed

by GREAT (Table A.20). Running GREAT with a more limited extension (5+1 kb

basal, up to 50 kb extension) highlights more general terms as enriched and no longer

emphasizes enrichment for genes expressed in early development (Table A.21). Distal

binding appears to contribute greatly to the function of p300 in embryonic stem cells,

as demonstrated by nearly 40% of all binding occurring outside of 50 kb from the
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TSS of any gene (Figure 3.2a). Variation in distal association rules leads to generally

similar enrichments as the default GREAT, emphasizing genes involved in stem cell

maintenance and expressed in early development (Tables A.22, A.23).

A.2.2 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (Stat3)

in mouse embryonic stem cells

The binding events of Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (Stat3) were

also assayed within mESCs using ChIP-Seq in the study mentioned above [46]. Stat3

is a transcriptional activator whose activity is sufficient to maintain an undifferen-

tiated state of mouse ESCs [151], but whose constitutive expression has also been

linked to various cancers [29]. Stat3 transduces signals from the IL-6 family of cy-

tokine receptors [97]. One of these cytokines, Leukemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF), is a

component of media used to culture ESCs in an undifferentiated state.

Gene-based DAVID enrichments for the Stat3 dataset were calculated in the man-

ner described above. The enriched terms from the gene-based analysis are very gen-

eral, hinting mainly at roles for Stat3 in metabolic processes and regulation (Ta-

ble A.24a).

Table A.24b displays the cis-regulatory element-based enrichments produced by

GREAT for the same set using the default settings (5+1 kb basal, up to 1 Mb exten-

sion). In contrast to the generality of DAVID’s term enrichments, GREAT produces

many highly specific and accurate enrichments and yields novel, testable hypotheses.

GO Biological Process enrichments indicate Stat3 regulates genes involved in both

stem cell maintenance and differentiation. The Mouse Phenotype ontology shows

enrichment for genes whose alteration leads to embryonic lethality before somite for-

mation and abnormal placental development (Table A.24b). Stat3 is indeed essential;

Stat3 knockout mice are embryonic lethal at early stages of development [221]. The

PANTHER Pathway ontology suggests that Stat3 modulates the Interferon-γ sig-

naling pathway. Interestingly, though Stat3 mediation of the Interferon-γ pathway

has yet to be shown, Interferon-γ has recently been shown to suppress Stat3 via de-

phosphorylation [80]. The MSigDB Pathway ontology shows enrichment for genes
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expressed in breast cancers, especially those involved in estrogen-receptor-dependent

signal transduction. STAT3 expression is frequently detected in breast cancer tis-

sues [98], though a clear link between Stat3 and estrogen receptor expression has yet

to be shown. The MSigDB Perturbation ontology enrichment for genes upregulated

after LIF treatment highlights the link between LIF and Stat3 (Table A.24b); LIF

activates the JAK/STAT signaling pathway of which Stat3 is a part [125]. LIF is

also an important factor in uterine blastocyst implantation, though its expression is

required in the utero-placental unit rather than the blastocyst (from which ESCs are

derived) [10]. Thus it is striking that GREAT highlights the Mouse Phenotype “abnor-

mal trophoblast layer morphology” and the MGI Expression: Detected enrichments

for trophectoderm and extraembryonic component in Theiler stage 5 (Table A.24b).

The binding of Stat3 to these regions may reflect the totipotent state of ESCs or an

overlap between genes expressed in trophectoderm and the blastocyst. The MSigDB

Perturbation ontology also shows enrichment for genes downregulated by expression

of constitutively active JUN N-terminal kinase (JNK). Indeed, JNK is known to be

a negative regulator of Stat3 [140]. Furthermore, the strong enrichment for genes

upregulated by insulin is explained by the ability of insulin to activate Stat3 [53].

Finally, there is enrichment for transcriptional modulators present during myeloid

differentiation, and indeed, Stat3 is an essential component for myeloid differentia-

tion [156].

Results from a “gene-based GREAT” analysis recapitulate DAVID’s generality

in GO enrichments, with none of the top enrichments indicating the roles of Stat3

in stem cell maintenance and differentiation (Table A.25). The Mouse Phenotype

ontology enrichments are also more general than in the standard GREAT analysis,

with placenta morphology identified but the early embryonic lethality unidentified.

Similarly to the p300 in embryonic stem cells example, the basal plus extension with a

restricted enrichment domain highlights more general terms and appears more similar

to the “gene-based GREAT” (Table A.26), while the two nearest genes and single

nearest gene association rules lead to similar enrichments to the default GREAT

(Tables A.27 and A.28, respectively).

Overall, by coupling appropriate integration of distal binding events with data
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from many ontologies spanning a wide variety of biological phenomena, GREAT high-

lights many known functions of Stat3 in mouse ESCs that gene-based tools fail to

feature prominently (Table A.24). Experimentally-validated links between Stat3 and

its pathway involvements, its known cofactors, and its role in stem cell maintenance

are all highlighted by various ontologies. In addition, novel hypotheses of Stat3 in-

volvement in trophectoderm development and its additional cofactors can be studied

by targeted future experimentation.

A.2.3 Neuron-restrictive silencer factor (NRSF) in human

Jurkat cells

To assess the functional roles of Neuron-Restrictive Silencer Factor (NRSF, also

known as RE1-Silencing Transcription Factor or REST), we used ChIP-Seq bind-

ing data from human Jurkat cells [232]. NRSF is a transcription factor involved in

silencing neuron-specific genes [50, 203, 47].

A gene-based analysis of the dataset identified enrichment for genes “mostly in-

volved in neuronal function” [232]. The top ten results of the analysis are reproduced

in Table A.29a.

We ran GREAT on a dataset comprised of the most significant ChIP-Seq peaks

of NRSF (QuEST score > 1; n = 1,712) using a whole genome background and de-

fault settings. Enriched terms overwhelmingly implicate NRSF as binding near genes

involved in ion channel activity, neurotransmitter transport, and synaptic transmis-

sion (Table A.29b). Additionally, the GO Cellular Component, Mouse Phenotype,

InterPro, and HGNC Gene Families ontologies indicate that NRSF binds near both

calcium channel and potassium channel genes. NRSF has been shown to modulate

aldosterone and cortisol production by regulating a calcium channel subunit [211].

NRSF has also been shown to regulate potassium channel expression, affecting the

phenotype of human vascular smooth muscle cells [48]. The GREAT enrichments sug-

gest that NRSF may play a role in regulating other calcium and potassium channel

genes as well.
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The enrichments are robust to all variations of association rule including a “gene-

based GREAT” (Tables A.30–A.33). The ability of both the gene-based analyses and

GREAT to identify the neuron-specific functions of NRSF binding data suggests that

both proximal and distal binding events play a role in the transcriptional repression

of neuron-specific genes [47]. Given the high information content of the 21 bp neuron-

restrictive silencer element (NRSE) bound by NRSF [50, 203], binding of NRSF to

the NRSE may be predominantly functional regardless of the location of the binding

area relative to nearby genes (Figure 3.2a).

A.2.4 GA-Binding Protein (GABP) in human Jurkat cells

The binding profile of GA-Binding Protein (GABP) was assayed in human Jurkat cells

via ChIP-Seq [232]. GABP is a ubiquitous transcription factor that controls tran-

scriptional regulation of genes involved in many diverse functions including apoptosis,

differentiation, cell cycle, and cellular energy metabolism [193].

A gene-based analysis of GABP-regulated genes showed enrichment for genes “in-

volved in basic cellular processes, particularly those related to gene expression” [232].

The top ten results are reproduced in Table A.34a.

Due to the large number (6,442) of GABP binding peaks present in the dataset,

more than 3,000 genes possess a GABP binding peak even within their proximal

promoter. As a result the DAVID website cannot even be used to analyze this set,

as it can only analyze datasets of 3,000 or fewer genes. In contrast, GREAT can

handle datasets of hundreds of thousands of genomic peaks, and any number of re-

sulting gene picks. We ran GREAT on the most significant ChIP-Seq peaks of GABP

(QuEST score > 1, n = 3,585) using a whole genome background and default settings

(Table A.34b).

Enrichments from the Pathway Commons ontology highlight the known functions

of GABP as a transcriptional activator, as the strongest enrichment is for genes in-

volved in transcription. Interestingly, there are also strong enrichments for genes

involved in various aspects of mRNA processing, with the MSigDB Pathway ontology

highlighting genes involved in mRNA splicing as its strongest enrichment. GABP
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has been shown to regulate Hepatocyte Growth Factor-Regulated Tyrosine Kinase

Substrate, a protein that mediates alternative mRNA splicing during liver regener-

ation [75, 193]. The MSigDB Pathway and GO Molecular Function ontologies also

show strong enrichments for ribosomal proteins. Indeed, GABP is known to regulate

multiple ribosomal proteins [61, 85], though the extent of GABP binding suggests

that many other ribosomal proteins may also be regulated by GABP. Furthermore,

GABP regulates transcription of eIF6, an essential trans-acting factor in ribosome

biogenesis [69]. The MSigDB Pathway enriched terms “oxidative phosphorylation”

and “electron transport” also correspond to known functions of GABP; GABP regu-

lates mtTFA, a mitochondrial transcription factor important in oxidative phosphory-

lation [49]. Finally, the Transcription Factor Targets ontology indicates that GABP

binding peaks occur near genes that are regulated by ETS1 and YY1, suggesting a

possible cooperative role between GABP and these factors. GABP itself is part of

the ETS family, and ChIP-Seq experiments examining the binding of both GABP

and ETS1 show that the proteins do bind many similar promoters, though GABP is

in general a more ubiquitous factor [55]. Interactions between GABP and YY1 have

also been experimentally shown [193, 65].

As GABP binds predominantly near the promoter of its target genes (Figure 3.2a),

the unique enrichments highlighted by GREAT ontologies are robust to both gene-

based analysis (Table A.35) and for all tested variations of association rule (Ta-

bles A.36–A.38).
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A.3 Supplementary Figures
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Figure A.1: Robustness of genomic region-based and gene-based enrichment tests. The
gene-based hypergeometric test generates false positive enriched terms in many ontologies when
not restricted to only proximal binding events for the (a) MGI Expression: Detected, (b) MGI
Expression: Not Detected, (c) Mouse Phenotype, and (d) InterPro ontologies. Tests were performed
as described in the caption for Figure 3.2b. Though the total number of average false positive terms
varies across ontology (note scale changes on y-axis), the qualitative shape of the graphs is similar
with the majority of false positive enriched terms occurring for input sets containing 1-50k elements.
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Figure A.2: Binomial and hypergeometric P value differences for several different
datasets. (a) p300 mouse embryonic limb data set [235]. (b) p300 mouse embryonic forebrain
data set [235]. (c) p300 mouse embryonic midbrain data set [235]. (d) NRSF human Jurkat data
set [232]. (e) p300 mouse embryonic stem cell data set [46]. (f) Stat3 mouse embryonic stem cell
data set [46]. The labeling scheme is as described in the caption for Figure 3.2c.
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A.4 Supplementary Tables

Table A.1: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess an SRF binding
peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site.
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Table A.2: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of SRF using the basal plus
extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream and
1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension of 50 kb,
using the highest-scoring SRF peaks anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n =
556).
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Table A.3: GREAT enrichments of SRF using the two nearest genes association rule
with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms
at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also
significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring SRF peaks anywhere
in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 556).
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Table A.4: GREAT enrichments of SRF using the single nearest gene association rule
with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms
at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also
significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring SRF peaks anywhere
in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 556).
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Table A.5: DAVID gene-based enrichments of genes with proximal p300 limb binding
events.
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Table A.6: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess a p300 limb
binding peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site.
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Table A.7: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in limb using the basal
plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream
and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension of 50
kb.
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Table A.8: GREAT enrichments of all p300 limb peaks using the two nearest genes
association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial
enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two
that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.9: GREAT enrichments of all p300 limb peaks using the single nearest gene
association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial
enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two
that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.10: DAVID gene-based enrichments of genes with proximal p300 forebrain bind-
ing events.
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Table A.11: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess a p300 forebrain
binding peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site.
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Table A.12: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in forebrain using the
basal plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb
upstream and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension
of 50 kb.
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Table A.13: GREAT enrichments of all p300 forebrain peaks using the two nearest genes
association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial
enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two
that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.14: GREAT enrichments of all p300 forebrain peaks using the single nearest
gene association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten
binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at
least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.15: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess a p300 midbrain
binding peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site.
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Table A.16: GREAT cis-regulatory element enrichments of p300 in midbrain using the
basal plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb
upstream and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension
of 50 kb.
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Table A.17: GREAT enrichments of all p300 midbrain peaks using the two nearest genes
association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial
enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two
that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.18: GREAT enrichments of all p300 midbrain peaks using the single nearest
gene association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten
binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at
least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.19: GREAT enrichments for regions bound by p300 in mESCs. (a) DAVID gene-
based enrichments of genes with proximal p300 binding events. (b) GREAT cis-regulatory element
enrichments for all regions bound by p300.

a
No terms were found significant after multiple hypothesis correction

in DAVID’s gene-based test.

b
GREAT Enrichments of p300 Binding Peaks in mESCs
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Table A.20: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess a p300 binding
peak in mESCs within 2 kb of its transcription start site. Shown are the top ten
hypergeometric enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05.
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Table A.21: GREAT enrichments of all p300 binding peaks in mESCs using the basal
plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream
and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension of 50
kb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05
with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric
test.
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Table A.22: GREAT enrichments of all p300 binding peaks in mESCs using the two
nearest genes association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top
ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of
at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.23: GREAT enrichments of all p300 binding peaks in mESCs using the single
nearest gene association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top
ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of
at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.24: Enrichments for regions bound by Stat3 in mESCs. (a) DAVID gene-based

enrichments of genes with proximal Stat3 binding events. (b) GREAT cis-regulatory element en-

richments for all regions bound by Stat3.

a
DAVID Gene-based Enrichments of Stat3 Binding Peaks in mESCs

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.24 – Continued

b
GREAT Enrichments of Stat3 Binding Peaks in mESCs
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Table A.25: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess a Stat3 binding
peak in mESCs within 2 kb of its transcription start site. Shown are the top ten
hypergeometric enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05.
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Table A.26: GREAT enrichments of all Stat3 binding peaks in mESCs using the basal
plus extension association rule with a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream
and 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site and a maximum extension of 50
kb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05
with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric
test.
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Table A.27: GREAT enrichments of all Stat3 binding peaks in mESCs using the two
nearest genes association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top
ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of
at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.28: GREAT enrichments of all Stat3 binding peaks in mESCs using the single
nearest gene association rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top
ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of
at least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test.
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Table A.29: Enrichments for regions bound by NRSF in human Jurkat cells. (a) The top

ten proximal binding gene-based enrichments (reproduced from [232]). (b) GREAT cis-regulatory

element enrichments for all regions bound by NRSF.

a
Gene-based GO Enrichments of NRSF Promoter Binding Peaks

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.29 – Continued

b
GREAT Enrichments of NRSF Binding Peaks in Human Jurkat Cells
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Table A.30: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess an NRSF bind-
ing peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site. Shown are the top ten hypergeo-
metric enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05.
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Table A.31: GREAT enrichments of NRSF using the basal plus extension association

rule with a maximum a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream and 1 kb

downstream of the transcription start site and extension of 50 kb. Shown are the top

ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at

least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring

NRSF peaks anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 1,712).

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.31 – Continued
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Table A.32: GREAT enrichments of NRSF using the two nearest genes association rule
with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms
at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also
significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring NRSF peaks anywhere
in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 1,712).
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Table A.33: GREAT enrichments of NRSF using the single nearest gene association rule
with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms
at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also
significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring NRSF peaks anywhere
in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 1,712).
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Table A.34: Enrichments for regions bound by GABP in human Jurkat cells. (a) The top

ten proximal binding gene-based enrichments (reproduced from [232]). (b) GREAT cis-regulatory

element enrichments for all regions bound by GABP.

a
Gene-based GO Enrichments of GABP Promoter Binding Peaks

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.34 – Continued

b
GREAT Enrichments of GABP Binding Peaks in Human Jurkat Cells
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Table A.35: “Gene-based GREAT” enrichments of all genes that possess an GABP
binding peak within 2 kb of its transcription start site. Shown are the top ten hyper-
geometric enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05.
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Table A.36: GREAT enrichments of GABP using the basal plus extension association
rule with a maximum a basal regulatory region extending 5 kb upstream and 1 kb
downstream of the transcription start site and extension of 50 kb. Shown are the top
ten binomial enriched terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at
least two that are also significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring
GABP peaks anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 3,585).
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Table A.37: GREAT enrichments of GABP using the two nearest genes association rule
with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched terms
at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that are also
significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring GABP peaks anywhere
in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 3,585).
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Table A.38: GREAT enrichments of GABP using the single nearest gene association
rule with a maximum extension of 1 Mb. Shown are the top ten binomial enriched
terms at a false discovery rate of 0.05 with a fold enrichment of at least two that
are also significant by the hypergeometric test, using the highest-scoring GABP peaks
anywhere in the genome (QuEST score > 1; n = 3,585).
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Chapter 5

B.1 Materials and methods

Six genome assemblies were used throughout this study: Human NCBI Build 36.1

(UCSC hg18), Chimpanzee Build 2 Version 1 (panTro2), Rhesus macaque v1.0 Mmul 051212

(rheMac2), Mouse Build 36 “essentially complete” (mm8), Rat Rnor3.4 (rn4), and

Chicken v1.0 (galGal2). The phylogenetic relationships and estimates of evolutionary

distances between the species are shown in Figure B.1.

B.1.1 Discovering Human-specific Deletions (hDELs)

Using the pairwise alignment from chimpanzee to macaque, we identified high quality

(sequencing quality scores ≥ 40) regions of the chimpanzee genome that align to

orthologous regions in macaque. These regions are inferred to have been present

in the chimpanzee-human ancestor. Using the pairwise alignment from chimpanzee

to human, we then searched the chimpanzee ancestral DNA for regions that have

no orthologous human sequence. To guarantee loss of orthologous human DNA, we

required losses only from pairwise alignments that are one-to-one mappings, based

on the UCSC chains and nets [115]. We also removed all human sequence assembly

142
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gaps, which otherwise have a similar signature to true human-specific deletions.

We estimated the human deletion size using the formula CS-CG-HS, where CS

is the length of the chimpanzee sequence in the unaligned region, CG is the length

of all chimpanzee alignment gaps in the unaligned region, and HS is the length of

the human sequence in the unaligned region. To focus on significant loss events that

potentially remove more than a single binding site, we limited our search to human

losses at least 23 bp in length (corresponding to the 23 out of 25 bp threshold applied

in the next step).

The search obtained 37,251 human deletions (hDELs). This likely contains a

subset of all human-specific losses with respect to chimpanzee, since we relied on

presence in macaque to infer presence in the human-chimpanzee ancestor. Macaque

split from the human-chimpanzee ancestor 15-20 million years before the latter two

species split (Figure B.1).

B.1.2 Finding chimpanzee sequences highly conserved in non-

human species

We generated two syntenic multiple alignments to identify conserved sequences: a

three-way alignment of chimpanzee, macaque, and mouse, and a four-way alignment

of chimpanzee, macaque, mouse, and chicken. We used the LASTZ [204] and UCSC

chain and net [115] tools to create pairwise syntenic alignments from chimpanzee to

all other species. We used MULTIZ [26] to combine all pairwise alignments into a

multiple alignment. Conserved sequences were defined as ones that satisfied one or

more of four sliding window criteria in Table B.1, and cover in total 70.0 Mb (2.41%)

of the chimpanzee genome. The stringent conservation criteria bias our search away

from exonic regions of the genome; of the 70 Mb of conserved sequence nearly 49

Mb (70%) is non-exonic while the remainder 21 Mb of conserved exonic sequence

represents only 38% of all 56 Mb of chimpanzee exonic sequence.

Previous work estimates the amount of human genomic sequence under functional

constraint at 5% or more [241, 224], suggesting that the set of conserved elements

we identify is a conservative estimate of all constrained elements in the chimpanzee
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genome.

B.1.3 Identifying a set of Human Conserved Sequence Dele-

tions (hCONDELs)

The 37,251 hDELs are expected to be a mix of neutrally evolving deletions and

human losses of functional elements. To identify human-specific deletions most likely

to contribute to unique human phenotypes, we focused on hDELs that encompass

one or more conserved elements that have no human orthologs. We BLAT [114]

searched each chimpanzee conserved region defined above with default parameters

against the human genome to discover conserved elements entirely absent in humans.

Conserved elements identified using the 10 and 25 bp sliding window criteria were

padded with 50 bp of chimpanzee sequence on either side prior to the BLAT search,

to ensure that seeds of the sequence could be obtained. Conserved elements not

found anywhere within the reference human genome in which 90% or more of the

base pairs possessed a chimpanzee sequencing quality score of 40 or greater and were

manually verified to be syntenic within chimp, macaque, and mouse were merged

into 1,265 non-overlapping chimpanzee conserved elements (55.5 kb) that contain no

orthologous human sequence.

The 1,265 conserved elements that contain no orthologous human sequence re-

side within 583 distinct human-specific deletion events. These 583 deletions, which

comprise 3.96 Mb (0.136%) of the chimpanzee genome, were labeled as human con-

served sequence deletions (hCONDELs). We used sliding window criteria to identify

conserved elements in order to penalize small insertions and deletions rather than

treat them as missing data. However, we further analyzed the conserved sequences

uniquely lost in humans using Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling (GERP) [57],

which provides estimates of the number of rejected substitutions per site of conserved

elements based on the neutral estimates of substitution rates. Of all 1,265 conserved

elements identified via the sliding window metrics, 1,229 (97.2%) of them residing

within 574 (98.5%) of all hCONDELs satisfy the default GERP criteria to identify

conserved elements (the sum of rejected substitutions in each column≥ (num columns
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* neutral rate/10)1.15) [57]. The nine hCONDELs that did not satisfy this criterion

all possess sequence that clearly aligns syntenically to elephant, implying ancestry at

the base of the eutherian (placental) mammal clade or beyond and were thus also

retained.

hCONDELs are present on every autosome and the X chromosome (Figure 5.1b),

and their absence on the Y chromosome is an artifact of the current incompleteness

of the macaque genome assembly. The mean and median estimated hCONDEL sizes

are 6,126 bp and 2,804 bp, respectively. The mean and median G/C content of the

hCONDELs are 0.390 and 0.383, respectively, exhibiting more A/T richness than the

chimpanzee genome as a whole (Figure B.2).

B.1.4 Data quality issues: false positive calls vs. rare dele-

tion variants

Despite our careful processing, manual inspection of the set of 37,251 hDELs re-

vealed many artifactual calls, mostly repetitive sequence mediated. The UCSC align-

ment tools mask repetitive elements when seeding cross-species alignments, but allow

alignments to extend through repetitive elements in the extension step. Repetitive

elements that lack a flanking seeded alignment that can be bridged, as well as species-

specific inversions of repetitive sequence, create an alignment gap that appears similar

to a real human deletion though the sequence is still present in human (Figure B.3).

Masked repeats were also found to confound the reported size of actual human dele-

tions (Figure B.4). Another common deletion artifact not associated with repetitive

DNA was triggered by chimpanzee-specific tandem duplication where the human and

macaque pairwise alignments were found at times to each match a different chim-

panzee copy (Figure B.5).

Manual inspection verified that the set of 583 hCONDELs is devoid of these types

of alignment errors because we BLAT searched the conserved element(s) in each

hCONDEL against the unmasked human genome and required that no homologous

sequences exist anywhere within the human genome (Section B.1.1). Conceptually,

the larger set of hDELs should allow for non-orthologous matches elsewhere in the
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genome. However, high repetitive DNA content and the lack of one or more clear

genomic landmarks make hDELs more difficult to handle. The generation of a global

set of human-specific deletions was thus left to future efforts, where it can be facili-

tated by the coming availability of the Gorilla genome, and by computational whole

genome reconstruction approaches [146].

We used the NCBI Trace Archives to validate most human deletions (Section B.1.5).

The remainder likely contains both rare human polymorphisms and rare reference

genome errors [106].

B.1.5 In silico deletion validation and polymorphism analy-

sis

As of June 2008, the NCBI Trace Archives (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/

home/) held 214,905,334 unique human traces. We used these traces to obtain evi-

dence of the existence of both the human deleted and ancestral genotypes, indepen-

dent of genome assembly. We confirmed with NCBI that ancestry information for the

vast majority of these traces is not available, and thus treated the entire Trace Archive

as a single resource. To sidestep the issue of correctly assembling human reads, we

focused our effort on validating hCONDELs using single trace reads (Figure B.6).

We searched for both derived and ancestral versions by running BLAT queries

over all human traces against both 1,500 bp of human sequence centered on the

lesion and a “chimpized” version of each element that consisted of the chimpanzee-

specific sequence within the genomic lesion and flanked by the surrounding human

sequence (Figure B.6). We collected all traces that produced significant alignments to

any of those sequences and BLAT searched them again against both the entire human

genome and a “chimpized” genome that consisted primarily of human sequence, but

had each of the 37,251 hDELs replaced by its “chimpized” version. Traces that

overlapped a portion of the human sequence that completely spans a hCONDEL and

did not map anywhere else in the human genome or “chimpized” genome validated

the human deletion genotype.
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Current sequencing technologies cannot produce single reads long enough to val-

idate hCONDELs with large sizes of unaligned human sequence remaining after the

deletion using this method (Figure B.6 and Figure B.7a), though some of these hCON-

DELs are likely real human deletions that will be validated as trace lengths increase

and more human sequence becomes available. Nonetheless, 510 of the 583 hCONDELs

(87.5%) were validated by this method, including all 39 PCR-validated hCONDELs

(Figure B.7b). The largest human size of a computationally validated hCONDEL is

823 bp. Examination of only hCONDELs with ≤ 823 bp of human sequence in them

yielded a 93.6% validation rate (510 of 545). Interestingly, we found that of these 545

hCONDELs, the relatively few we could not validate this way tended to be larger

sized deletions of chimpanzee DNA (Figure B.7c).

Though transposons provide a mechanism for sequence deletion [92], they may also

have confounded accurate identification of hCONDELs, both as a source of poten-

tial genome mis-assembly and because our validation method required single traces

to map uniquely to the genome. We examined the RepeatMasker (http://www.

repeatmasker.org) annotations of the chimpanzee sequence flanks of each hCON-

DEL using the UCSC panTro2 RepeatMasker track, and labeled the 89 hCONDELs

whose flanks were comprised of transposons within the same family as transposon-

mediated. Only 67 (75.3%) of the transposon-mediated hCONDELs were computa-

tionally validated.

We assessed polymorphism of validated hCONDELs in a similar manner to iden-

tify a conservative set of hCONDELs fixed within human populations. Validated

hCONDELs with a human trace that mapped uniquely to the “chimpized” genome

were identified as polymorphic (Figure B.6). We also searched for human traces that

aligned well to the conserved elements within hCONDELs, not requiring the trace

boundary to overlap the deletion edge, as evidence of polymorphism. Of the 510

validated hCONDELs, 76 (14.9%) are polymorphic based on Trace archive evidence,

including seven of the eight polymorphisms we observed using PCR.
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B.1.6 PCR deletion validation and polymorphism analysis

We randomly chose 39 hCONDELs for PCR deletion validation and polymorphism

analysis from all 111 hCONDELs in which the chimpanzee size was under 1 kb (to

facilitate PCR amplification). For each of the 39 hCONDELs randomly selected, we

designed primers to amplify part or all of the deletion (Table B.3). We tested all 39

elements using DNA samples of single individuals from 23 human populations (Coriell

Cell Repositories). For 27 hCONDELs, a single set of primers flanking the deletion

was used to amplify specific human and ancestral PCR products. For three hCON-

DELs, two sets of nested primers were used in successive rounds of PCR to amplify

the human DNA panel. The primers were designed such that the derived amplicon

was expected to be smaller than the ancestral amplicon. For nine hCONDELs, three

primers (two primers flanking the deletion and one internal, ancestral-specific primer)

were used in a single PCR reaction to amplify human and ancestral-specific ampli-

cons. For the eight hCONDELs that appeared polymorphic in humans, we expanded

the screen to include three individuals each from 32 different populations (for a to-

tal of 96 individuals). In each case, we used 10 ng of human DNA (derived element;

Clontech #636401), chimpanzee DNA (ancestral element; Coriell NS06006, NS03659)

and a 1:1 mix of human:chimpanzee DNA as PCR controls (Table B.4). Annealing

and extension cycling conditions were optimized for the specific primer sequences and

the sizes of predicted PCR products.

B.1.7 Neandertal allele identification of hCONDELs

The recent sequencing of DNA pooled from three Neandertal individuals to roughly

1.3x genome coverage enables the separation of hCONDELs that were deleted specif-

ically on the human lineage from those that are absent in multiple hominin lin-

eages [91]. While the limited coverage depth makes inference of Neandertal deletion

of hCONDELs difficult, given the existing data that shows most detectable gene flow

goes from Neandertals to modern humans [91], the presence of Neandertal sequence

within an hCONDEL suggests that the associated change may have occurred specif-

ically along the modern human lineage. To identify hCONDELs with evidence of
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the ancestral allele in Neandertal, we examined the Neandertal sequence contigs gen-

erated from all Neandertal sequence data and mapped to the chimpanzee panTro2

genome (UCSC track ntSeqContigs) for contigs that overlap the conserved elements

used to identify the human deletion as an hCONDEL. Using this metric, 62 (12%) of

the 510 computationally validated hCONDELs appear ancestral within Neandertal.

B.1.8 Simulation significance testing

Methodology

To analyze the significance of overlap between hCONDELs and another genomic fea-

ture (e.g. human recombination “hotspots”), we ran 1,000,000 simulations in which

we placed each hCONDEL in a random position in the chimpanzee genome chosen

from a uniform distribution that would identify the element as a hCONDEL–ensuring

that the random placement both avoided non-bridged sequence assembly gaps and

covered at least one chimpanzee conserved element as defined in Table B.1. Enrich-

ment p-values are reported as the total fraction of simulations in which the simulated

hCONDELs overlapped the other genomic feature at least as many times as actually

observed. Depletion p-values are reported as the total fraction of simulations in which

the simulated hCONDELs overlapped the other genomic feature at most as many

times as actually observed. Genomic features that are defined in the human genome

(e.g., regions of recent positive selection) were mapped to their orthologous chim-

panzee regions using the UCSC liftOver tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/

hgLiftOver) before running the simulations.

Most enrichments (recombination rate, subtelomeric/pericentromeric regions) are

reported on the entire set of 583 hCONDELs, though enrichments for the 510 vali-

dated hCONDELs were also not significant (recombination rate P > 0.7, subtelom-

eric/pericentromeric region P > 0.3). The enrichment of regions of recent human

positive selection is reported on the 510 validated hCONDELs, though the enrich-

ment for the entire set of 583 hCONDELs was also not significant (P > 0.4).
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Recombination rate

Genotyping of over 5,000 microsatellite markers with 1,257 meiotic events has created

a high-resolution recombination map of the human genome [126]. We identified the

5% of the human genome with the highest measured sex-averaged recombination rate

using the UCSC hg18 Recomb Rate track. As described in the track details, each base

pair is annotated with a recombination rate calculated by assuming a linear genetic

distance across the nearest genetic markers.

Subtelomeric and pericentromeric regions

We define telomere and centromere coordinates using the UCSC panTro2 Gap track

elements with types “telomere” and “centromere”, respectively, and define telomere

coordinates within chromosomes that lack telomeric gap annotations as the mini-

mum and maximum base pairs within the chromosome. Lacking a precise definition

of subtelomeric and pericentromeric regions, we assessed the enrichment of hCON-

DELs within ten different definitions of the track: fixed-distance extensions beyond

telomeres and centromeres of 0.5 Mb, 1 Mb, 2 Mb, 3 Mb, and 5 Mb, and chromosome-

size-dependent extensions beyond telomeres and centromeres of 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%,

and 5% of the chromosome size. None showed enrichment (simulation P > 0.5 in all

cases).

Recent positive human selection

Several recent studies have identified human genes that show evidence for positive

selection, either during the multi-million year split that separates humans from other

apes, or during much more recent migrations of human populations to different en-

vironments around the world [197]. Four separate selection tests applied to Central

European, Yoruban, and Asian populations identified regions of recent positive selec-

tion [238]. The strongest regions of selection for each population (249 windows of 100

kb in East Asians, 256 windows of 100 kb in Europeans, and 271 windows of 100 kb

in Yorubans) can be merged into 557 distinct windows that span 75.5 Mb (2.64%) of

the hg16 build of the human genome. We used the UCSC liftOver tool to convert the
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hg18 coordinates of the hCONDELs to hg16 coordinates, and defined hCONDELs

under recent positive human selection as those that overlapped at least one of the

557 distinct windows. While no statistically significant enrichment is observed for

the set as a whole (simulation P > 0.4), 16 hCONDELs (2.7%) do overlap a re-

gion of recent human positive selection and may represent individual cases of interest

(Table B.6). Interestingly, five of these 16 hCONDELs (31%) are computationally

identified as polymorphic in humans, nearing a statistically significant enrichment

compared to the overall hCONDELs polymorphism estimate of 14.9% (hypergeomet-

ric P = 0.057).

B.1.9 Exonic hCONDEL validation attempts

Only one of the 510 computationally validated hCONDELs overlaps any annotated

protein-coding gene exons, corresponding to a previously known 92 base pair frameshift-

ing exon deletion in the CMAH gene [51]. However, the complete set of 583 hCON-

DELs contains an additional seven predicted deletions that remove protein-coding

exons. We attempted to computationally validate the deletion genotype in the seven

novel exonic hCONDELs using the method described above (Section B.1.5), but the

results were uniformly inconclusive (Table B.7). We chose three exonic hCONDELs

that predict severe gene disruption for further experimental analysis. We performed

PCR analyses on these three hCONDELs to detect the presence of ancestral and

derived alleles using a panel of 94–96 diverse humans (methods described in PCR

deletion validation and polymorphism analysis). In all cases, we confirmed

the presence of the ancestral allele in all individuals (Table B.8). None of the three

hCONDELs showed evidence of the derived allele. As discussed above, these results

may have arisen because the deletions in the reference human genome are rare poly-

morphisms. However, it is also possible that mis-assembly of the human genome led

to spurious identification of some of the 73 unvalidated hCONDELs.
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B.1.10 Gene structure overlap

We used the NCBI reference sequences (RefSeq) of human and chimpanzee genes [188]

downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser on 15 March 2008 to classify hCON-

DELs as exonic, intronic, or intergenic. Exonic hCONDELs are those in which the

human deletion overlaps at least one base pair of coding exon or untranslated region

(CDS or UTR) sequence. Intergenic hCONDELs are those that do not overlap the

region between the transcription start site and transcription end site for any RefSeq

gene. Intronic hCONDELs are all hCONDELs that are neither exonic nor intergenic.

To supplement the RefSeq gene set, we sought to characterize hCONDELs “of

possible exonic origins” as those whose conserved region(s) have any similarity to any

curated amino acid sequence. To do so, we generated query sequences consisting of

each conserved region within an hCONDEL. Elements under 200 bp in length were

extended equally on each side to reach that size. Overlapping elements were then

merged and restricted to lie within the boundaries of the hCONDEL if necessary.

We used BLASTX [6] to search these elements against the Entrez database of all

non-redundant protein sequences (‘nr’), screening for hits with an E − value < 10−4.

Significant hits were manually examined for gene, mRNA, or EST evidence in both

chimpanzee and mouse. Only 23 of the 583 hCONDELs (3.9%) appear “possibly ex-

onic”, including all eight hCONDELs identified as exonic directly via RefSeq. Only 13

(56.5%) of the “possibly exonic” hCONDELs are computationally validated deletions

(compared to 87.5% validation rate in the full set).

B.1.11 Functional annotation enrichments of hCONDELs

Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool

We suspect most of the hCONDELs remove cis-regulatory sequences contributing to

the regulation of nearby genes. Consequently, we can make use of different anno-

tations of the genes (proteins) themselves to ask whether the set of hCONDELs is

enriched for any specific type of function using the Genomic Regions Enrichment of

Annotations Tool (GREAT) [154] (also see Chapter 3 of this dissertation). We ran
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GREAT on the 510 computationally validated hCONDELs using its default associa-

tion rule parameters.

Conserved elements are known to cluster preferentially near genes involved in

developmental processes [16, 246, 141]. Because one criterion used to identify hCON-

DELs is that the deletion must remove one or more highly conserved elements, we

wanted to ensure that enriched functions were calculated relative to this biased back-

ground. To do so, we generated 1,000 random sets of 510 size-matched deletions

placed such that they remove at least one of the 1,160,828 chimpanzee conserved el-

ements (Table B.1) and ran the binomial test over each randomized set. From these

runs we derive a multiple test p-value cutoff at which we expect a single term from

the respective ontology to be enriched by chance alone. The estimated thresholds

were P = 8.0× 10−4 for GO Molecular Function and P = 2.1× 10−3 for InterPro.

We explored several additional tests of potential interest, including the comparison

of hCONDELs to the incomplete set of hDELs (see above), and the comparison of

the 1,265 chimpanzee conserved elements found in the hCONDELs to the general

background of all chimpanzee conserved elements (Table B.1) which is confounded

when multiple conserved elements are deleted by longer hCONDELs.

Results of all enrichment tests over the entire set of 583 hCONDELs, or over

the set of 434 hCONDELs computationally predicted as fixed within humans, were

also examined and found to be qualitatively similar to those for the 510 validated

hCONDELs, with significant enrichments for steroid hormone receptors and suppres-

sor genes expressed in cortex (data not shown).

Ontologies tested

We investigated the functional enrichment of genes near validated hCONDELs for the

Gene Ontology (GO) [9] and InterPro protein domain annotations [7]. To focus on

enrichment of well-annotated categories, we restricted the data to only terms assigned

to at least 25 or more genes genome-wide (1,815 and 365 terms for GO and InterPro,

respectively).

All results for GO and InterPro are given in Table B.9 and Table B.10, respectively.
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Genes that show evidence of neural function are identified in a manner analo-

gous to [185], by searching the Entrez Gene server (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

sites/entrez?db=Gene) for keywords “neuron*”, “neural*”, “neurite”, or “axon”

within current human protein-coding genes. For the neural gene enrichment term

we can calculate an empirical p-value of enrichment for hCONDELs to land in prox-

imity to these genes by comparing the true enrichment to simulations as described

above. The empirical enrichment for hCONDELs to land in proximity to neural

genes as compared to simulations of size-matched deletions that remove one or more

conserved elements is P = 0.003.

The Gene Expression Database [209] holds curated information regarding the

expression domains of genes during all stages of mouse development. The curated

entries highlight Theiler stage 21 of embryonic mouse development (embryonic day

12.5-14) [226] as a stage in which particularly many genes (1,208) are known to

be expressed in the brain (data not shown). We analyzed enrichment of validated

hCONDELs for all 111 tissues curated in Theiler stage 21 annotated to at least 25

genes using the method described above to correct for multiple hypothesis testing

as well as the fact that hCONDELs remove conserved elements that tend to cluster

around particular gene classes. The estimated p-value cutoff at which we expect one

term to be enriched by chance alone was P = 2.2× 10−4.

A study that compared human-chimpanzee divergence to human polymorphism

within coding sequence identified 304 genes that have undergone rapid amino acid

evolution indicative of positive human selection [35]. We analyzed enrichment of

validated hCONDELs for these genes against a background gene set that included

only genes examined in the study. Using GREAT [154], we see no overall enrich-

ment of validated hCONDELs near protein-coding genes with elevated amino acid

replacement in the human lineage (P = 0.71) though there are validated hCONDELs

near the nine recently-evolved genes ACTL7B, ADCYAP1, CENPE, CSF2RB, ESR1,

HABP2, PIP, PLOD2, and ZFP42.
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B.1.12 Syntenic 14-way mammal multiple alignments

Browser screenshots for the experimentally tested AR (Figure 5.2a and Figure B.8)

and GADD45G (Figure 5.3a and Figure B.9) hCONDELs were based off of chimpanzee-

centric syntenic 14-way mammal multiple alignments. LASTZ [204] and the UCSC

chain and net tools [115] were used to generate pairwise alignments between chim-

panzee (panTro2) and 13 other mammals: human (hg19), orangutan (ponAbe2),

rhesus macaque (rheMac2), marmoset (calJac1), mouse (mm9), rat (rn4), guinea

pig (cavPor3), dog (canFam2), horse (equCab2), cow (bosTau4), elephant (loxAfr3),

opossum (monDom5), and platypus (ornAna1). Chimpanzee-centric syntenic mul-

tiple alignments were generated for the loci surrounding the AR and GADD45G

hCONDELs using MULTIZ [26] and manually removing clearly paralogous sequences.

PhastCons [207] was run using UCSC parameters calculated for the 44-way human-

centric alignment.

B.1.13 cCONDELs and mCONDELs

Chimpanzee conserved sequence deletions (cCONDELs) were identified in the manner

described above for hCONDELs using human-centric alignments. Conserved elements

were identified via the sliding window criteria in Table B.1 after substituting human

for chimpanzee, and span 72.3 Mb (2.51%) of the human genome. A total of 445

cCONDELs were identified, 344 (77.3%) of which could be computationally validated

using chimpanzee traces within the NCBI Trace Archives and manual inspection. The

size distribution of the 344 validated cCONDELs is similar to that of hCONDELs

(Figure B.10) and they remove a total of 2.41 Mb of sequence.

Mouse conserved sequence deletions (mCONDELs) were also identified in a man-

ner similar to hCONDELs, using rat-centric alignments. Conserved elements were de-

fined using the sliding window metrics in Table B.1 with the three species alignments

using rat, human, and macaque and the four species alignment using rat, human,

macaque, and chicken. The criteria identify 71.6 Mb (2.79%) of the rat genome as

conserved. A total of 784 mCONDELs were identified, of which 350 (44.6%) were

computationally validated via NCBI Trace Archive support and manual inspection.
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The 350 validated mCONDELs remove a total of 2.30 Mb of sequence (Figure B.10).

The reduction in validated CONDELs for both chimpanzee and mouse when com-

pared to human may stem from various practical and biological considerations, in-

cluding

1. The chimpanzee genome assembly is a draft assembly that contains a higher

frequency of errors than the human assembly.

2. The NCBI Trace Archives has less than 25% as much chimpanzee sequence

as it does human, reducing the opportunity for computational validation of

chimpanzee deletions.

3. The divergence time of mouse and rat is significantly longer than that of human

and chimpanzee (Figure B.1), leading to many mCONDELs with large apparent

mouse sizes that confound validation via single unassembled traces (as discussed

above).

Functional enrichment analyses for validated cCONDELs and mCONDELs were

performed using GREAT as described above, with multiple hypothesis test correc-

tion p-value cutoffs estimated by running 1,000 simulated data sets of size-matched

sequences that must hit conserved elements. For mCONDELs, deletions were sim-

ulated in rat genome coordinates to find overlap between simulated deletions and

identified conserved elements, and the resulting deletions were converted to mouse

(mm9) coordinates to use the GREAT ontologies for mm9 [154].

B.1.14 Cell proliferation or cell migration suppressor gene

enrichments

Loss of enhancer sequences of genes that suppress cell proliferation or cell migration is

a possible mechanism for expansion or increased growth of specific tissues. Given the

enrichment we observed for hCONDELs to lie in proximity to genes expressed in the

cerebral cortex (Table 5.1), we examined whether hCONDELs were also enriched for

the subset of cortex-expressed genes that suppress cell proliferation or cell migration.
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Manual curation of the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database [172] entries for

all 553 genes known to be expressed in the cerebral cortex in Theiler stage 21 that have

an associated OMIM entry identified a set of 49 genes that are both expressed in cortex

and are known to suppress cell proliferation or cell migration. GREAT enrichment

analysis indicates that hCONDELs are significantly enriched for proximity to 11 of

these 49 genes (binomial P = 7.5× 10−4, permutation-based empirical P = 0.003).

B.1.15 LacZ reporter assay

Transgenic mice were generated by pronuclear injections of FVB embryos (Xenogen

Biosciences and Cyagen Biosciences). The chimpanzee AR enhancer was am-

plified using primers 5’-GGATTGCGGCCGCTATCCAACAGGTATTTGAACCTAGGCA-3’

and 5’-GGATTGCGGCCGCTAGAGGATGCACATGTAAATTTGGAGG-3’ containing NotI re-

striction sites and cloned into the NotI site of the Not5’hsp68lacZ minimal

promoter expression vector [66], forming a new construct ptAR/hsp68lacZ.

This construct was linearized with SalI prior to injection. The ho-

mologous mouse enhancer was cloned in three parts using the follow-

ing primer pairs: 5’-GGATTACTAGTTAACCTAGCAGACAGGCAGTTATTGGG-3’

and 5’-GGATTTCTAGATATTTGAGGCTTCTTAGCATGGTGATG-3’;

5’-GGATTACTAGTTACATTTCTTATCCTGGTGAACTGCCT-3’ and

5’-GGATTTCTAGATAGGTAGAAGAAAGAGCATGGGGAGAG-3’; and

5’-GGATTACTAGTTACCCTAGACTACCCTTAAATCCAAGA-3’ and

5’-GGATTTCTAGATATATAAACACACCATCTGGTGCTGAG-3’.

In each case the first primer contained a SpeI site and the reverse primer

contained an XbaI site, thus allowing each to be sequentially cloned into an

XbaI site of a modified pBS(KS+) vector with the single addition of junction se-

quence 5’-TTACCCTAGACTACCCTTAAATCCAAGATGGTGTGTTTATATATCTAG-3’. The final

construct was linearized with NaeI and co-injected with Not5’hsp68lacZ.

The hCONDEL containing the AR enhancer was confirmed in our

total diversity panel (populations listed within Table B.4) via PCR

using primers 5’-GGATTGCGGCCGCTAAAAGCCATAAGTGCCTAGGTGTAGG-3’;
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5’-TATGCCACTTTCTTCATGTTGTGGG-3’; 5’-ATGCGGTTGGCAATAGCTAAACTAG-3’; and

5’-CCAGAATCTACGATGAACTCCAACA-3’.

The chimpanzee GADD45G enhancer was amplified using

primers 5’-AAGGATTGCGGCCGCTGTATGGATACAGGTACCTGCACATG-3’ and

5’-AAGGATTGCGGCCGCTTGAGGCTATTCCTGCTCACAGATGA-3’ containing NotI re-

striction sites and cloned into the NotI site of Not5’hsp68lacZ [66], forming

ptGADD45G/hsp68lacZ [66]. The mouse GADD45G enhancer was amplified

using primers 5’-ATGTGGCCAAACAGGCCTATTGCTGAGCCATCTTGACAGTCTTAAT-3’ and

5’-ATGTGGCCTGTTTGGCCTATTCCCCCTGTGCTCCACGGAATC-3’ containing SfiI restriction

sites and cloned as a 4x concatenate into an SfiI site added within the NotI site of

Not5’hsp68lacZ [162]. Both constructs were linearized with SalI prior to injection.

The hCONDEL containing the GADD45G enhancer was confirmed in our to-

tal diversity panel (populations listed within Table B.4 via PCR using primers

5’-TTGCCTACACATCTGTATCACCTGG-3’; 5’-ATCATGTGCATGGACACATGTATGG-3’; and

5’-CAGCCCTTTCAATTGAGAGCACAGG-3’.

B.1.16 In situ hybridization

The AR riboprobe was generated by amplifying a 1,594bp fragment corre-

sponding to the 5’ UTR and exon 1 from mouse genomic DNA using primers

5’-GAATTCGGTGGAAGCTACAGACAAG-3’ and 5’-CCATAAGGTCCGGAGTAGTTCTCCA-3’.

The fragment was cloned into pCR4Blunt-TOPO vector (Invitrogen), and sense and

anti-sense probes were produced by digesting with NotI and transcribing with Sp6

RNA polymerase or HindIII and T7 respectively. Whole-mount in situ hybridization

was performed as described [244].

B.1.17 Cell culture assay

We performed cell culture assays to test the activity of the AR (ptAR/hsp68lacZ )

or GADD45G (ptGADD45G/hsp68lacZ ) enhancers in a human genetic background.

For the AR enhancer, human foreskin fibroblasts (PC501A, System Biosciences) were

maintained at 5% CO2 at 37C in high glucose DMEM (Gibco), 10% fetal bovine
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serum, 2 mM L-Glutamine (Gibco), 1 mM MEM non-essential amino acids, and

0.5% Pen Strep (Gibco). Culture media was changed every two days and the cells

were subcultured usually twice a week. Prior to transfection, cells were cultured for

24 hr in 24-well dishes at 8x104 cells/well. Cells were transiently transfected with 0.5

mg or 1 mg of ptAR/hsp68lacZ per well using the Superfect Transfection Reagent

(Qiagen) following the manufacturers recommended protocols. Expression was com-

pared to cells transfected with the molar equivalent of Not5’hsp68lacZ. Enhancer

activity was measured with a GloMax-96 Microplate Luminometer (Promega) 42 to

48 hours after transfection using the Galacto-Light Plus System (Applied Biosystems)

following manufacturer’s protocols. To examine the GADD45G enhancer activity, we

used the ReNcell CX Human Neural Progenitor Cell Line (SCC007, Chemicon) de-

rived from the cortical region of a gestational week 14 fetal brain. ReNcell CX cells

were maintained at 5% CO2 at 37C in Neural Stem Cell (NSC) Maintenance Me-

dia (SCM005, Chemicon) supplemented with 20 ng/mL bFGF and 20 ng/mL EGF

(GF003, GF001, Chemicon) on tissue culture-ware previously coated with 20 mg/mL

of laminin (L-2020, Sigma) diluted in DMEM/F12 (DF-042-B, Chemicon). Culture

media was changed every two days and the cells were subcultured usually twice a

week. Prior to transfection, cells were cultured for 16 hr in laminin-coated 96-well

plates with NSC maintenance media supplemented with 6 ng/mL bFGF and 6 ng/mL

EGF in 96-well dishes at 2.1x104 cells/well. Cells were transiently transfected with

1 mg of ptGADD45G/hsp68lacZ per well using the Superfect Transfection Reagent

(Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol, and subsequently cul-

turing in NSC maintenance media. Expression was compared to cells transfected

with the molar equivalent of Not5’hsp68lacZ. Enhancer activity was measured with a

GloMax-96 Microplate Luminometer (Promega) 56 hours after transfection using the

Galacto-Light Plus System (Applied Biosystems) following manufacturer’s protocols.

For each construct, we performed at least three independent transfection experiments

containing 12 or 24 replicates each, and we compared the mean expression of the chim-

panzee construct with the Not5’hsp68lacZ construct using a two-sample directional

Student’s T-test. The p-values from independent experiments were combined using

Fisher’s combined probability test.
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B.2 Supplementary Figures
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Figure B.1: Phylogeny of species used. (a) Evolutionary distances in units of millions of years
(adapted from [230]). (b) Branch lengths in units of substitutions per synonymous site (adapted
from [149]).
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Figure B.2: Chimpanzee G/C content of hCONDELs. G/C content was calculated over
unmasked sequences and includes repetitive DNA. Entire chimpanzee genome G/C content was
calculated in non-overlapping 1,000 bp windows of sequenced unmasked chimpanzee DNA.
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Figure B.3: False detection of a human deletion event due to a repeat masking artifact.
(a) Chimpanzee genome browser view of a 968 bp region that strongly aligns between chimpanzee
and rhesus macaque, but does not align between chimpanzee and human, according to the human
alignment net. (b) Human genome browser view of the orthologous region, which shows a 964
bp region that aligns between human and rhesus macaque but does not align between human and
chimpanzee in the chimpanzee alignment net. Manual local alignment of the two regions aligned 964
bp of chimpanzee sequence to 960 bp on the reverse stranded human sequence, with 951 bp (99%)
identically matching (red bar tracks added to both panels by the authors).
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Figure B.4: Human-specific sequence loss of ≈ 11 kb mis-annotated as a 29 kb deletion.
(a) Chimpanzee genome browser view of a 29 kb region that aligns to rhesus macaque but does not
align to human. Red bar shows portion of sequence actually present in human. (b) Human genome
browser view of the orthologous region, which shows 17 kb of sequence present in human that does
not align to chimpanzee. Comparison of the RepeatMasker annotation of the orthologous sequences
under the red bars shows the strong similarity. Manual local alignment of the initial 17,429 bp of
chimpanzee sequence to the entire 17,762 bp in human produced an alignment of 17,438 bp in human
to the chimpanzee sequence with 17,149 bp (97%) identically matching.
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Figure B.5: Artifactual human deletion due to duplicated chimpanzee sequence. The
criteria used to identify hDELs flagged this sequence as a human loss of 228 bp (corresponding to
the gap shown in the human net). In actuality, there are two identical copies of a 129 bp region in
chimpanzee (red bars) that appears only once in both rhesus macaque and human.
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Figure B.6: Computational validation of deletion genotype and assessment of polymor-
phism. (a) hCONDEL composition: flanking regions of human-chimpanzee sequence homology
(aligned blue bars), chimpanzee sequence that is not alignable to human (red bar), and possibly
some human sequence that is not alignable to chimpanzee (green bar). (b) The deletion genotype
is validated when a single trace (brown bar) aligns to the predicted deletion genotype such that the
entire human sequence that is not aligned to chimpanzee is spanned by the trace, and there are no
strong alignments of the trace to anywhere else in the entire human genome or to a “chimpized”
human genome in which the unaligned chimpanzee sequence replaces the unaligned human sequence
in all 37,251 hDELs. (c) Traces are required to span the entire hCONDEL to preclude the possi-
bility that the proper assembly of human contains the chimpanzee sequence (red bar) adjacent to
the human-specific sequence (green bar). This deliberately conservative validation metric avoids any
assembly-related artifacts and ensures that at least one human possesses the deletion. (d) Ancestral
genotype existence in human is inferred in two ways: when a single trace aligns strongly to either
edge of the “chimpized” version of the hCONDEL, spanning the border between the flanking human
sequence and some unaligned chimpanzee sequence, and does not strongly align elsewhere within
the human or “chimpized” genome (top), or when a human trace aligns strongly to one or more of
the highly conserved elements used to identify the sequence as an hCONDEL (bottom).
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Figure B.7: Human conserved sequence deletion Trace Archive validation results. (a)
Length distribution of human reads in the NCBI Trace Archives. (b) The 583 hCONDELs are
displayed on a log-log plot according to their apparent sizes in the chimpanzee and human genome
browsers (Figure B.6). Computational validation occurs when one or more individual human traces
uniquely confirm the deletion genotype (Section B.1.5). There are 510 validated and 73 unvali-
dated hCONDELs. No hCONDEL with human size > 823 bp was validated, likely due in part to
the relatively few traces long enough to potentially validate those hCONDELs. (c) We observe a
counterintuitive trend within the 545 hCONDELs of human size ≤ 823 bp where the fraction of
unvalidated hCONDELs increases as the putative human deleted region grows bigger. The number
of hCONDELs of each type is shown within the graph segments.

Figure B.8: Chimpanzee browser screenshot of the AR hCONDEL locus. Shown are
the human deletion and all non-human species that possess alignable sequence orthologous to the
chimpanzee. Conservation peaks are identified using the entire 14-way alignment (Section B.1.12).
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Figure B.9: Chimpanzee browser screenshot of the GADD45G hCONDEL locus. Shown
are the human deletion and all non-human species that possess alignable sequence orthologous to the
chimpanzee. Conservation peaks are identified using the entire 14-way alignment (Section B.1.12).
The rat genome has an assembly gap spanning the unaligned region that contains the highly con-
served sequences.
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Figure B.10: Size distributions of chimpanzee and mouse conserved sequence deletions.
Shown are the total counts of computationally validated cCONDELs (n=344) and computationally
validated mCONDELs (n=350).
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B.3 Supplementary Tables

Table B.1: Sliding window criteria used to identify chimpanzee conserved elements.

Species aligned Window size Identical base pairs Chimpanzee genome coverage

Chimpanzee, macaque, mouse 100 90 30.7 Mb (1.06%)
Chimpanzee, macaque, mouse 50 45 45.8 Mb (1.57%)
Chimpanzee, macaque, mouse 25 23 60.4 Mb (2.08%)
Chimpanzee, macaque, mouse, chicken 10 9 14.7 Mb (0.51%)

Union: 70.0 Mb (2.41%)

Table B.2: The 583 human conserved sequence deletions.

hCONDEL ID PanTro2 coordinates Hg18 coordinates

hCONDEL.1 chr1:3551306-3551400 chr1:3617079-3617079

hCONDEL.2 chr1:5962438-5965784 chr1:5915074-5915073

hCONDEL.3 chr1:17292135-17294810 chr1:17488364-17488363

hCONDEL.4 chr1:23458317-23466227 chr1:23476353-23476352

hCONDEL.5 chr1:30722441-30726705 chr1:30619579-30619578

hCONDEL.6 chr1:31895475-31903616 chr1:31744129-31744128

hCONDEL.7 chr1:33665412-33667133 chr1:33424994-33425005

hCONDEL.8 chr1:35001287-35001383 chr1:34738661-34738660

hCONDEL.9 chr1:41468612-41468838 chr1:41040497-41040496

hCONDEL.10 chr1:54573570-54575825 chr1:53879603-53879605

hCONDEL.11 chr1:58175745-58177766 chr1:57372792-57372791

hCONDEL.12 chr1:62481257-62483100 chr1:61631524-61631523

hCONDEL.13 chr1:66911847-66912341 chr1:65993327-65993326

hCONDEL.14 chr1:67000355-67001170 chr1:66080786-66080785

hCONDEL.15 chr1:73585239-73594098 chr1:72578084-72578083

hCONDEL.16 chr1:78187347-78188427 chr1:77122820-77122819

hCONDEL.17 chr1:83810584-83811324 chr1:82658330-82658329

hCONDEL.18 chr1:86559612-86561964 chr1:85360994-85361010

hCONDEL.19 chr1:89861836-89861929 chr1:88633307-88633306

hCONDEL.20 chr1:93331129-93331396 chr1:92099525-92099544

hCONDEL.21 chr1:98162298-98164592 chr1:96860009-96860008

hCONDEL.22 chr1:100240118-100244391 chr1:98912159-98912158

hCONDEL.23 chr1:132521559-132523059 chr1:151637537-151637536

hCONDEL.24 chr1:137169062-137171016 chr1:156160569-156160568

hCONDEL.25 chr1:143822931-143832863 chr1:162780232-162780245

hCONDEL.26 chr1:146537593-146544011 chr1:165431305-165431582

hCONDEL.27 chr1:154236083-154245026 chr1:172946670-172947635

hCONDEL.28 chr1:161410222-161411008 chr1:180011781-180011780

hCONDEL.29 chr1:167485783-167486268 chr1:185974133-185974295

hCONDEL.30 chr1:171062877-171067060 chr1:189515976-189515992

hCONDEL.31 chr1:175828792-175831596 chr1:194133708-194133708

hCONDEL.32 chr1:179568677-179574787 chr1:197842818-197842817

hCONDEL.33 chr1:183558736-183559777 chr1:201717532-201717531

hCONDEL.34 chr1:191352617-191353398 chr1:209151329-209151605

hCONDEL.35 chr1:197202575-197206931 chr1:214866810-214866809

hCONDEL.36 chr1:197529644-197530745 chr1:215188487-215188536

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table B.2 – Continued

hCONDEL ID PanTro2 coordinates Hg18 coordinates

hCONDEL.37 chr1:202801147-202804923 chr1:220377485-220379061

hCONDEL.38 chr1:226816542-226823289 chr1:243969233-243969232

hCONDEL.39 chr1:227475093-227476619 chr1:244613683-244613682

hCONDEL.40 chr2a:8316069-8316766 chr2:8200261-8200260

hCONDEL.41 chr2a:14557032-14557951 chr2:14332054-14332053

hCONDEL.42 chr2a:35564668-35565203 chr2:34861480-34861481

hCONDEL.43 chr2a:36215002-36255309 chr2:35533609-35533608

hCONDEL.44 chr2a:40561991-40562569 chr2:39753811-39753810

hCONDEL.45 chr2a:40760886-40792993 chr2:39946840-39946839

hCONDEL.46 chr2a:40925161-40927468 chr2:40076989-40076989

hCONDEL.47 chr2a:42539973-42540536 chr2:41617299-41617299

hCONDEL.48 chr2a:49202256-49206166 chr2:48126503-48126513

hCONDEL.49 chr2a:51356637-51357594 chr2:50227268-50227267

hCONDEL.50 chr2a:52475788-52479265 chr2:51327018-51327017

hCONDEL.51 chr2a:57253387-57255317 chr2:56022056-56022056

hCONDEL.52 chr2a:65654718-65656321 chr2:64319340-64319339

hCONDEL.53 chr2a:71484393-71485696 chr2:70046105-70046104

hCONDEL.54 chr2a:76753304-76755417 chr2:75217837-75217838

hCONDEL.55 chr2a:78346973-78352641 chr2:76777296-76777310

hCONDEL.56 chr2a:78608866-78609659 chr2:77031461-77031477

hCONDEL.57 chr2a:85192434-85197701 chr2:83396143-83396176

hCONDEL.58 chr2a:98910622-98923377 chr2:98000408-98001254

hCONDEL.59 chr2a:99250589-99250862 chr2:98322211-98322236

hCONDEL.60 chr2a:109506767-109556454 chr2:108245371-108246609

hCONDEL.61 chr2b:115403795-115409316 chr2:115351931-115351930

hCONDEL.62 chr2b:117543692-117547728 chr2:117424581-117424999

hCONDEL.63 chr2b:117919048-117927241 chr2:117793634-117793861

hCONDEL.64 chr2b:128750930-128751273 chr2:128366158-128366159

hCONDEL.65 chr2b:136575119-136577224 chr2:132955804-132955803

hCONDEL.66 chr2b:136822982-136823621 chr2:133193390-133193390

hCONDEL.67 chr2b:141538721-141539932 chr2:137807734-137807733

hCONDEL.68 chr2b:141731775-141733966 chr2:137992993-137992992

hCONDEL.69 chr2b:149631395-149631588 chr2:145760604-145760603

hCONDEL.70 chr2b:152551703-152555846 chr2:148635025-148635024

hCONDEL.71 chr2b:155116775-155117678 chr2:151155777-151155788

hCONDEL.72 chr2b:160340709-160347989 chr2:156327839-156328157

hCONDEL.73 chr2b:162540614-162545339 chr2:158481771-158482085

hCONDEL.74 chr2b:163179201-163187308 chr2:159107911-159107910

hCONDEL.75 chr2b:164800247-164801407 chr2:160676314-160676314

hCONDEL.76 chr2b:176764180-176765710 chr2:172398237-172398355

hCONDEL.77 chr2b:180250333-180253718 chr2:175845513-175848660

hCONDEL.78 chr2b:180842618-180845551 chr2:176433444-176433443

hCONDEL.79 chr2b:181014077-181016670 chr2:176590639-176590638

hCONDEL.80 chr2b:182065626-182065815 chr2:177620083-177620082

hCONDEL.81 chr2b:188994901-189000286 chr2:184409776-184409775

hCONDEL.82 chr2b:205603254-205606150 chr2:200756149-200756148

hCONDEL.83 chr2b:210162921-210165533 chr2:205192685-205192684

hCONDEL.84 chr2b:210892924-210896381 chr2:205918754-205918867

hCONDEL.85 chr2b:211409147-211423174 chr2:206415621-206417427

hCONDEL.86 chr2b:214620251-214625926 chr2:209524018-209524017

hCONDEL.87 chr2b:217747610-217751695 chr2:212576596-212576687

hCONDEL.88 chr2b:219664376-219671191 chr2:214447724-214447724

hCONDEL.89 chr2b:220404404-220406712 chr2:215160718-215160717

hCONDEL.90 chr2b:224800194-224800473 chr2:219447462-219447466

hCONDEL.91 chr2b:229013941-229016789 chr2:223585542-223585549

hCONDEL.92 chr2b:229425595-229431741 chr2:223980291-223980310

hCONDEL.93 chr2b:230113786-230114426 chr2:224672257-224672376

hCONDEL.94 chr2b:231499280-231501374 chr2:226016180-226016179

hCONDEL.95 chr2b:232520378-232523730 chr2:227016982-227016981

hCONDEL.96 chr2b:241400205-241400787 chr2:235736411-235736410
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hCONDEL.97 chr2b:241749280-241749818 chr2:236079583-236079582

hCONDEL.98 chr3:467592-483221 chr3:432358-432357

hCONDEL.99 chr3:1065800-1066932 chr3:1044531-1044601

hCONDEL.100 chr3:2533868-2535501 chr3:2480647-2480646

hCONDEL.101 chr3:3104583-3106814 chr3:3029559-3029691

hCONDEL.102 chr3:3380794-3384227 chr3:3298914-3298934

hCONDEL.103 chr3:4104218-4109947 chr3:4003044-4003078

hCONDEL.104 chr3:5737986-5749494 chr3:5611256-5611255

hCONDEL.105 chr3:9213107-9214692 chr3:8961584-8961591

hCONDEL.106 chr3:48493065-48495731 chr3:47447762-47447761

hCONDEL.107 chr3:50568972-50571827 chr3:49413917-49413917

hCONDEL.108 chr3:52646487-52650398 chr3:51444639-51444638

hCONDEL.109 chr3:56836865-56838699 chr3:55531563-55531562

hCONDEL.110 chr3:57556661-57561406 chr3:56241786-56241785

hCONDEL.111 chr3:58690466-58740312 chr3:57362067-57362201

hCONDEL.112 chr3:61846388-61846493 chr3:60395823-60395826

hCONDEL.113 chr3:65240779-65242858 chr3:63762507-63762506

hCONDEL.114 chr3:69398501-69408085 chr3:67772115-67772114

hCONDEL.115 chr3:70445956-70458640 chr3:68784820-68784819

hCONDEL.116 chr3:71241785-71244340 chr3:69556154-69556154

hCONDEL.117 chr3:76086056-76086803 chr3:74277375-74277374

hCONDEL.118 chr3:76637619-76642975 chr3:74819875-74819878

hCONDEL.119 chr3:84677420-84679671 chr3:82628597-82628596

hCONDEL.120 chr3:86972200-86978652 chr3:84883018-84883017

hCONDEL.121 chr3:87132987-87146444 chr3:85032453-85032894

hCONDEL.122 chr3:87807377-87808320 chr3:85680065-85680075

hCONDEL.123 chr3:101265170-101267048 chr3:98608725-98608724

hCONDEL.124 chr3:108531407-108535997 chr3:105697448-105697447

hCONDEL.125 chr3:110510751-110513582 chr3:107633875-107633874

hCONDEL.126 chr3:110823710-110862696 chr3:107937925-107937924

hCONDEL.127 chr3:123762492-123765096 chr3:120660337-120660336

hCONDEL.128 chr3:129477204-129479887 chr3:126291320-126291319

hCONDEL.129 chr3:133455575-133455774 chr3:130223687-130223686

hCONDEL.130 chr3:137310810-137311397 chr3:133956298-133956304

hCONDEL.131 chr3:139702849-139704297 chr3:136309671-136309677

hCONDEL.132 chr3:141913528-141913755 chr3:138485312-138485311

hCONDEL.133 chr3:142109053-142110860 chr3:138690515-138690514

hCONDEL.134 chr3:142246575-142254985 chr3:138829941-138829940

hCONDEL.135 chr3:142896615-142898387 chr3:139467964-139467963

hCONDEL.136 chr3:150027235-150037082 chr3:146472977-146473150

hCONDEL.137 chr3:153201810-153207703 chr3:149573141-149573143

hCONDEL.138 chr3:155671598-155683302 chr3:151978718-151978717

hCONDEL.139 chr3:159147527-159150712 chr3:155381099-155381098

hCONDEL.140 chr3:163941461-163953935 chr3:160103694-160103811

hCONDEL.141 chr3:164187190-164188123 chr3:160331202-160331201

hCONDEL.142 chr3:164603264-164604649 chr3:160740521-160740520

hCONDEL.143 chr3:180055943-180059097 chr3:175962932-175963407

hCONDEL.144 chr3:180697398-180704140 chr3:176583070-176583069

hCONDEL.145 chr3:186295304-186300907 chr3:182081265-182081287

hCONDEL.146 chr3:198081514-198083691 chr3:193632862-193632861

hCONDEL.147 chr4:9769989-9775447 chr4:9636965-9636964

hCONDEL.148 chr4:10823665-10823892 chr4:10647613-10647612

hCONDEL.149 chr4:14869183-14872631 chr4:14565824-14565994

hCONDEL.150 chr4:15066076-15069768 chr4:14749761-14749760

hCONDEL.151 chr4:15077645-15081870 chr4:14757125-14757124

hCONDEL.152 chr4:15424104-15430996 chr4:15097779-15099314

hCONDEL.153 chr4:21610445-21617307 chr4:21205502-21205528

hCONDEL.154 chr4:28924814-28930360 chr4:28372753-28372752

hCONDEL.155 chr4:34827489-34828430 chr4:34292429-34292428

hCONDEL.156 chr4:35094336-35104628 chr4:34572261-34572260
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hCONDEL.157 chr4:44017239-44030791 chr4:43299147-43299146

hCONDEL.158 chr4:44860758-44861792 chr4:44114390-44114390

hCONDEL.159 chr4:95670524-95673012 chr4:93789186-93789320

hCONDEL.160 chr4:98466713-98472712 chr4:96511181-96511305

hCONDEL.161 chr4:100719084-100719351 chr4:98689188-98689187

hCONDEL.162 chr4:103331199-103336759 chr4:101244829-101245096

hCONDEL.163 chr4:105291657-105296499 chr4:103130262-103130261

hCONDEL.164 chr4:106697890-106698135 chr4:104519048-104519047

hCONDEL.165 chr4:107071135-107077883 chr4:104890922-104890921

hCONDEL.166 chr4:108704430-108704756 chr4:106477581-106477583

hCONDEL.167 chr4:114856148-114863728 chr4:112535306-112538141

hCONDEL.168 chr4:117382924-117386138 chr4:114985823-114985822

hCONDEL.169 chr4:117891052-117891262 chr4:115490368-115490367

hCONDEL.170 chr4:117904648-117906793 chr4:115503177-115503204

hCONDEL.171 chr4:124064030-124064132 chr4:121835918-121835930

hCONDEL.172 chr4:136571399-136586625 chr4:134143965-134148699

hCONDEL.173 chr4:138327758-138332868 chr4:135851031-135851030

hCONDEL.174 chr4:138677607-138689097 chr4:136175466-136175951

hCONDEL.175 chr4:140178866-140180016 chr4:137638327-137638326

hCONDEL.176 chr4:150840814-150851452 chr4:147936807-147936806

hCONDEL.177 chr4:152116217-152117351 chr4:149179429-149179428

hCONDEL.178 chr4:154816352-154829609 chr4:151856990-151856989

hCONDEL.179 chr4:160193964-160206419 chr4:157097896-157097895

hCONDEL.180 chr4:163788299-163791465 chr4:160651961-160651960

hCONDEL.181 chr4:167688427-167688637 chr4:164527210-164527252

hCONDEL.182 chr4:167712140-167720350 chr4:164549916-164549915

hCONDEL.183 chr4:168055357-168058468 chr4:164883610-164883609

hCONDEL.184 chr4:172488936-172490768 chr4:169272122-169272121

hCONDEL.185 chr4:174702120-174713353 chr4:171431844-171431843

hCONDEL.186 chr4:177414727-177416299 chr4:174104558-174104559

hCONDEL.187 chr4:180884364-180887965 chr4:177566434-177566433

hCONDEL.188 chr4:181219489-181237602 chr4:177890452-177890454

hCONDEL.189 chr4:186003255-186004451 chr4:182526308-182526315

hCONDEL.190 chr4:191777246-191781255 chr4:188234002-188234007

hCONDEL.191 chr4:192740552-192741372 chr4:189175420-189175419

hCONDEL.192 chr4:193759085-193761726 chr4:190194493-190194492

hCONDEL.193 chr5:10137787-10141103 chr5:10023851-10023850

hCONDEL.194 chr5:11855430-11857055 chr5:11684539-11684538

hCONDEL.195 chr5:12903469-12927075 chr5:12738943-12738942

hCONDEL.196 chr5:102931197-102941434 chr5:101231692-101231691

hCONDEL.197 chr5:104831875-104841437 chr5:103114361-103114421

hCONDEL.198 chr5:109304444-109306171 chr5:107482705-107482704

hCONDEL.199 chr5:115719856-115725101 chr5:113788954-113788970

hCONDEL.200 chr5:119469075-119473205 chr5:117461053-117461052

hCONDEL.201 chr5:121293214-121294030 chr5:119230422-119230421

hCONDEL.202 chr5:146335965-146365745 chr5:143875902-143877712

hCONDEL.203 chr5:157873850-157881260 chr5:155232812-155232811

hCONDEL.204 chr5:157966768-157968071 chr5:155316605-155316605

hCONDEL.205 chr5:164443897-164443970 chr5:161680743-161680742

hCONDEL.206 chr5:165502165-165503559 chr5:162703995-162703994

hCONDEL.207 chr5:166268612-166269762 chr5:163454087-163454086

hCONDEL.208 chr5:166943355-166944289 chr5:164121528-164121527

hCONDEL.209 chr5:177501485-177504658 chr5:174508932-174508931

hCONDEL.210 chr6:11327808-11329755 chr6:11251289-11251288

hCONDEL.211 chr6:13343842-13355125 chr6:13236389-13244419

hCONDEL.212 chr6:19992812-19995299 chr6:19734166-19734190

hCONDEL.213 chr6:23485565-23486750 chr6:23165480-23165483

hCONDEL.214 chr6:24452850-24459874 chr6:24121280-24121281

hCONDEL.215 chr6:25602808-25603326 chr6:25234713-25234760

hCONDEL.216 chr6:52283200-52390725 chr6:51201582-51201581
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hCONDEL.217 chr6:55632364-55648366 chr6:54379189-54382159

hCONDEL.218 chr6:67890813-67900352 chr6:67952968-67952968

hCONDEL.219 chr6:69016965-69028417 chr6:69055680-69056700

hCONDEL.220 chr6:78783048-78789673 chr6:78583104-78583103

hCONDEL.221 chr6:79524503-79530860 chr6:79301002-79301105

hCONDEL.222 chr6:80378647-80406573 chr6:80141622-80141621

hCONDEL.223 chr6:80759240-80760957 chr6:80484412-80484411

hCONDEL.224 chr6:80952460-80955358 chr6:80667992-80667991

hCONDEL.225 chr6:81105900-81119811 chr6:80818446-80818445

hCONDEL.226 chr6:82867784-82868917 chr6:82531876-82531877

hCONDEL.227 chr6:83374601-83387143 chr6:83026650-83026649

hCONDEL.228 chr6:91136138-91139453 chr6:90638555-90638822

hCONDEL.229 chr6:95434419-95434508 chr6:94821434-94821433

hCONDEL.230 chr6:104421885-104443060 chr6:103307430-103312285

hCONDEL.231 chr6:108669679-108804720 chr6:107416447-107416446

hCONDEL.232 chr6:117116353-117125637 chr6:115598027-115598205

hCONDEL.233 chr6:119602099-119617831 chr6:118044036-118056838

hCONDEL.234 chr6:120842603-120907388 chr6:119258179-119258178

hCONDEL.235 chr6:126899677-126906767 chr6:125100924-125100924

hCONDEL.236 chr6:128003572-128006646 chr6:126187769-126187770

hCONDEL.237 chr6:130230529-130234672 chr6:128368544-128368543

hCONDEL.238 chr6:131479127-131482424 chr6:129598239-129598246

hCONDEL.239 chr6:133044973-133050498 chr6:131129142-131129141

hCONDEL.240 chr6:135169897-135173050 chr6:133245764-133245770

hCONDEL.241 chr6:136676763-136678830 chr6:134740206-134740500

hCONDEL.242 chr6:142486211-142489236 chr6:140434709-140434708

hCONDEL.243 chr6:143734797-143736777 chr6:141661682-141662118

hCONDEL.244 chr6:147827857-147842450 chr6:145643441-145643443

hCONDEL.245 chr6:148539705-148547624 chr6:146345009-146345008

hCONDEL.246 chr6:155311858-155315515 chr6:152887196-152887201

hCONDEL.247 chr6:159317538-159320977 chr6:156813407-156813407

hCONDEL.248 chr6:165095994-165098948 chr6:162443771-162444086

hCONDEL.249 chr6:165257118-165259260 chr6:162598314-162598316

hCONDEL.250 chr6:168910434-168911688 chr6:166154162-166154161

hCONDEL.251 chr7:3484561-3484626 chr7:3529126-3529125

hCONDEL.252 chr7:9766426-9775486 chr7:9768264-9771774

hCONDEL.253 chr7:11232399-11233385 chr7:11213999-11214001

hCONDEL.254 chr7:11508992-11512168 chr7:11480805-11480805

hCONDEL.255 chr7:12211392-12230299 chr7:12166258-12166438

hCONDEL.256 chr7:20329907-20346699 chr7:20079227-20079226

hCONDEL.257 chr7:22358054-22361045 chr7:22071579-22071578

hCONDEL.258 chr7:32327604-32332551 chr7:31978593-31978602

hCONDEL.259 chr7:33891069-33891183 chr7:33502032-33502031

hCONDEL.260 chr7:36037815-36039300 chr7:35619014-35619013

hCONDEL.261 chr7:38764822-38769830 chr7:38287545-38287789

hCONDEL.262 chr7:68095731-68097826 chr7:67482578-67482577

hCONDEL.263 chr7:68483889-68486482 chr7:67864435-67864434

hCONDEL.264 chr7:72048380-72051374 chr7:71324622-71324621

hCONDEL.265 chr7:81238720-81239465 chr7:81263556-81263555

hCONDEL.266 chr7:85558448-85566485 chr7:85475121-85475120

hCONDEL.267 chr7:88859929-88863130 chr7:88710171-88710170

hCONDEL.268 chr7:89125790-89130017 chr7:88973920-88973920

hCONDEL.269 chr7:97491115-97512618 chr7:97253053-97259162

hCONDEL.270 chr7:98511032-98542116 chr7:98223934-98225125

hCONDEL.271 chr7:102777474-102778116 chr7:102360244-102360243

hCONDEL.272 chr7:103150392-103164421 chr7:102716453-102716452

hCONDEL.273 chr7:109462582-109471396 chr7:108854977-108854977

hCONDEL.274 chr7:110344547-110360289 chr7:109713773-109713772

hCONDEL.275 chr7:114803347-114803617 chr7:114093192-114093191

hCONDEL.276 chr7:115028738-115030984 chr7:114310071-114310070
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hCONDEL.277 chr7:116832222-116832716 chr7:116057824-116057825

hCONDEL.278 chr7:116832749-116834257 chr7:116057858-116057858

hCONDEL.279 chr7:120018200-120019644 chr7:119170123-119170122

hCONDEL.280 chr7:120155392-120190711 chr7:119304247-119304246

hCONDEL.281 chr7:125418733-125430772 chr7:124463572-124463642

hCONDEL.282 chr7:126555993-126561168 chr7:125570522-125570561

hCONDEL.283 chr7:126745474-126748654 chr7:125762839-125762838

hCONDEL.284 chr7:127554759-127557808 chr7:126555376-126555392

hCONDEL.285 chr7:130944756-131021455 chr7:129939049-129939134

hCONDEL.286 chr7:133510819-133514693 chr7:132368298-132368297

hCONDEL.287 chr7:142904107-142907764 chr7:141586939-141586938

hCONDEL.288 chr7:143832880-143838483 chr7:142479701-142479700

hCONDEL.289 chr7:144257448-144274184 chr7:142888826-142888825

hCONDEL.290 chr7:146356121-146388742 chr7:145147742-145147741

hCONDEL.291 chr7:153806871-153809069 chr7:152544176-152544175

hCONDEL.292 chr7:154291333-154333701 chr7:153028149-153028148

hCONDEL.293 chr8:2106994-2130132 chr8:2093982-2094002

hCONDEL.294 chr8:5304963-5308744 chr8:5142280-5142288

hCONDEL.295 chr8:6121142-6127949 chr8:5929414-5929413

hCONDEL.296 chr8:9377630-9379086 chr8:13305392-13305392

hCONDEL.297 chr8:21755898-21758644 chr8:25222809-25222808

hCONDEL.298 chr8:34260628-34262853 chr8:37479255-37479254

hCONDEL.299 chr8:61073195-61077757 chr8:63937222-63937221

hCONDEL.300 chr8:62103730-62108405 chr8:64962662-64962661

hCONDEL.301 chr8:72117509-72121848 chr8:74749765-74750179

hCONDEL.302 chr8:74466645-74468939 chr8:77045608-77045607

hCONDEL.303 chr8:78534074-78536422 chr8:81028144-81028144

hCONDEL.304 chr8:82457848-82471003 chr8:84887182-84887181

hCONDEL.305 chr8:94538975-94539466 chr8:96773220-96773219

hCONDEL.306 chr8:94894271-94899828 chr8:97116325-97116324

hCONDEL.307 chr8:97782163-97787622 chr8:99925317-99925598

hCONDEL.308 chr8:106089991-106093736 chr8:108041429-108041428

hCONDEL.309 chr8:107608129-107610914 chr8:109527335-109527334

hCONDEL.310 chr8:112648430-112651650 chr8:114444449-114444515

hCONDEL.311 chr8:112888044-112925672 chr8:114689301-114689301

hCONDEL.312 chr8:115804813-115806004 chr8:117515131-117515139

hCONDEL.313 chr8:117316459-117319690 chr8:118990212-118991046

hCONDEL.314 chr8:128240439-128240979 chr8:129714879-129714878

hCONDEL.315 chr8:129544888-129547054 chr8:131015832-131016365

hCONDEL.316 chr8:131019650-131035238 chr8:132454636-132454635

hCONDEL.317 chr8:135689031-135690213 chr8:137030237-137030238

hCONDEL.318 chr9:4030578-4047739 chr9:3972218-3972217

hCONDEL.319 chr9:4201357-4201394 chr9:4122098-4122097

hCONDEL.320 chr9:11757526-11765325 chr9:11519898-11519899

hCONDEL.321 chr9:12298112-12390631 chr9:12042668-12047247

hCONDEL.322 chr9:13775346-13776758 chr9:13414322-13414321

hCONDEL.323 chr9:22110643-22114100 chr9:21586941-21587117

hCONDEL.324 chr9:22590491-22596978 chr9:22083513-22085985

hCONDEL.325 chr9:25531966-25536368 chr9:24970780-24970779

hCONDEL.326 chr9:29830466-29832998 chr9:29239921-29239920

hCONDEL.327 chr9:38111324-38112034 chr9:37329516-37329515

hCONDEL.328 chr9:38380442-38382167 chr9:37589168-37589167

hCONDEL.329 chr9:69420571-69421055 chr9:72458202-72458205

hCONDEL.330 chr9:72153530-72154927 chr9:75144970-75144973

hCONDEL.331 chr9:83606341-83606785 chr9:86412800-86412799

hCONDEL.332 chr9:88824101-88827281 chr9:91485277-91485276

hCONDEL.333 chr9:93875342-93881580 chr9:96504040-96504039

hCONDEL.334 chr9:98626109-98626854 chr9:101191270-101191269

hCONDEL.335 chr9:98858991-98860205 chr9:101426753-101426752

hCONDEL.336 chr9:100234594-100236379 chr9:102775608-102775628
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hCONDEL.337 chr9:100540184-100547889 chr9:103086705-103086707

hCONDEL.338 chr9:100623227-100632860 chr9:103161033-103161032

hCONDEL.339 chr9:100904395-100905302 chr9:103431028-103431027

hCONDEL.340 chr9:107416467-107419544 chr9:109827092-109827091

hCONDEL.341 chr9:111594705-111596721 chr9:113939310-113939309

hCONDEL.342 chr9:119941826-119947514 chr9:122147295-122147294

hCONDEL.343 chr9:123970231-123971147 chr9:126089969-126089968

hCONDEL.344 chr9:131942489-131942550 chr9:133774777-133774776

hCONDEL.345 chr9:134592504-134595107 chr9:136508439-136508438

hCONDEL.346 chr9:135306080-135309322 chr9:137195130-137195129

hCONDEL.347 chr10:668163-678694 chr10:621343-621346

hCONDEL.348 chr10:21023235-21036054 chr10:20856945-20856944

hCONDEL.349 chr10:23626368-23633424 chr10:23401511-23401510

hCONDEL.350 chr10:28204540-28216292 chr10:27902575-27902574

hCONDEL.351 chr10:43346179-43347613 chr10:42997336-42997335

hCONDEL.352 chr10:44217134-44225273 chr10:43804716-43805234

hCONDEL.353 chr10:53626650-53627938 chr10:56165071-56165793

hCONDEL.354 chr10:54979818-54988412 chr10:57552908-57552907

hCONDEL.355 chr10:64874056-64877684 chr10:67350420-67350434

hCONDEL.356 chr10:65071602-65074987 chr10:67542985-67542984

hCONDEL.357 chr10:71797857-71810039 chr10:74079253-74079268

hCONDEL.358 chr10:71814890-71828325 chr10:74084101-74084150

hCONDEL.359 chr10:80787504-80789241 chr10:82514312-82514353

hCONDEL.360 chr10:81836680-81845669 chr10:83565240-83565239

hCONDEL.361 chr10:82398777-82401672 chr10:84102980-84102979

hCONDEL.362 chr10:84023358-84029686 chr10:85683734-85683733

hCONDEL.363 chr10:85183186-85190250 chr10:86800491-86800496

hCONDEL.364 chr10:85841800-85844004 chr10:87436052-87436053

hCONDEL.365 chr10:99684117-99686451 chr10:101101085-101101122

hCONDEL.366 chr10:107322188-107325632 chr10:108554017-108554016

hCONDEL.367 chr10:109799544-109807658 chr10:110952685-110952684

hCONDEL.368 chr10:110224288-110225291 chr10:111370458-111370457

hCONDEL.369 chr10:112844981-112846557 chr10:113934260-113934259

hCONDEL.370 chr10:114126069-114128004 chr10:115201026-115201025

hCONDEL.371 chr10:126466123-126466174 chr10:127180185-127180199

hCONDEL.372 chr10:126930186-126945771 chr10:127641822-127641821

hCONDEL.373 chr10:128322779-128323342 chr10:128951621-128951620

hCONDEL.374 chr11:1230609-1232410 chr11:1170151-1170499

hCONDEL.375 chr11:6731984-6738331 chr11:6851250-6851249

hCONDEL.376 chr11:7691655-7702256 chr11:7822673-7822817

hCONDEL.377 chr11:10877660-10878745 chr11:10902587-10902589

hCONDEL.378 chr11:13452670-13454662 chr11:13437157-13437181

hCONDEL.379 chr11:15610822-15611335 chr11:15644828-15644827

hCONDEL.380 chr11:27780407-27782610 chr11:27642570-27642569

hCONDEL.381 chr11:27858095-27859195 chr11:27713751-27713750

hCONDEL.382 chr11:31238346-31238494 chr11:31015271-31015270

hCONDEL.383 chr11:38109097-38122769 chr11:37770511-37770510

hCONDEL.384 chr11:40381877-40382005 chr11:39984285-39984284

hCONDEL.385 chr11:42798464-42800232 chr11:42337388-42337542

hCONDEL.386 chr11:43165591-43166620 chr11:42699755-42699761

hCONDEL.387 chr11:58799608-58808183 chr11:60097277-60098978

hCONDEL.388 chr11:60121969-60187771 chr11:61349716-61349715

hCONDEL.389 chr11:67432686-67436343 chr11:68706982-68706981

hCONDEL.390 chr11:69276147-69315310 chr11:70479222-70479221

hCONDEL.391 chr11:73731328-73732434 chr11:74742349-74742348

hCONDEL.392 chr11:75922871-75928373 chr11:76899067-76899066

hCONDEL.393 chr11:78508284-78509494 chr11:79424019-79424018

hCONDEL.394 chr11:78608059-78611746 chr11:79519725-79519724

hCONDEL.395 chr11:78809266-78814015 chr11:79708671-79708679

hCONDEL.396 chr11:79986492-79991574 chr11:80853101-80853100
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hCONDEL.397 chr11:81977549-81977850 chr11:82777929-82777928

hCONDEL.398 chr11:86332507-86349283 chr11:87086606-87098567

hCONDEL.399 chr11:88725282-88756818 chr11:89632372-89632371

hCONDEL.400 chr11:88938053-88958698 chr11:89810287-89810286

hCONDEL.401 chr11:90847322-90851568 chr11:91702547-91702552

hCONDEL.402 chr11:95168631-95168857 chr11:95980009-95980008

hCONDEL.403 chr11:111951280-111951438 chr11:112528727-112528726

hCONDEL.404 chr11:113836831-113836992 chr11:114437960-114437959

hCONDEL.405 chr11:114203048-114203161 chr11:114796284-114796286

hCONDEL.406 chr11:126901270-126902865 chr11:127249432-127249457

hCONDEL.407 chr11:129395344-129399693 chr11:129694377-129694376

hCONDEL.408 chr11:133146926-133149458 chr11:133362858-133362857

hCONDEL.409 chr12:1099798-1106456 chr12:1047623-1047622

hCONDEL.410 chr12:1764442-1764872 chr12:1666663-1666662

hCONDEL.411 chr12:5653405-5653778 chr12:5447232-5447231

hCONDEL.412 chr12:6515417-6517178 chr12:6284913-6284912

hCONDEL.413 chr12:17851329-17854275 chr12:17422254-17422253

hCONDEL.414 chr12:74510540-74514792 chr12:72757260-72757259

hCONDEL.415 chr12:74879977-74884912 chr12:73106072-73106082

hCONDEL.416 chr12:85324562-85329320 chr12:83495250-83498031

hCONDEL.417 chr12:87054419-87061701 chr12:85177702-85177704

hCONDEL.418 chr12:87134009-87134337 chr12:85249811-85249810

hCONDEL.419 chr12:91144667-91145550 chr12:89194096-89194095

hCONDEL.420 chr12:94297978-94304634 chr12:92275811-92275810

hCONDEL.421 chr12:96588333-96591788 chr12:94504110-94504816

hCONDEL.422 chr12:103736990-103737215 chr12:101534626-101534625

hCONDEL.423 chr12:113225484-113252894 chr12:110821957-110821961

hCONDEL.424 chr12:128055265-128056318 chr12:125178968-125178967

hCONDEL.425 chr13:25419303-25424365 chr13:25284629-25285265

hCONDEL.426 chr13:32903715-32904885 chr13:32596804-32596806

hCONDEL.427 chr13:57449526-57451242 chr13:57020327-57020326

hCONDEL.428 chr13:63210544-63211658 chr13:62698484-62698483

hCONDEL.429 chr13:65056713-65065284 chr13:64521062-64521061

hCONDEL.430 chr13:68352571-68382684 chr13:67740553-67740553

hCONDEL.431 chr13:70356648-70358950 chr13:69681112-69681111

hCONDEL.432 chr13:72860682-72860894 chr13:72125393-72125392

hCONDEL.433 chr13:77533179-77533737 chr13:76710397-76710401

hCONDEL.434 chr13:79095172-79096212 chr13:78210612-78210624

hCONDEL.435 chr13:88586206-88595726 chr13:87506668-87506714

hCONDEL.436 chr13:90463428-90469088 chr13:89289191-89294595

hCONDEL.437 chr13:93530954-93532028 chr13:92295586-92295585

hCONDEL.438 chr13:95782842-95784267 chr13:94505542-94505541

hCONDEL.439 chr14:21345829-21347043 chr14:21941105-21941117

hCONDEL.440 chr14:25708290-25711534 chr14:26326075-26326074

hCONDEL.441 chr14:25938414-25938776 chr14:26544495-26544496

hCONDEL.442 chr14:27598268-27598343 chr14:28196148-28196147

hCONDEL.443 chr14:29772615-29775361 chr14:30332296-30333068

hCONDEL.444 chr14:39264855-39272471 chr14:39613888-39613890

hCONDEL.445 chr14:42233666-42238397 chr14:42703830-42703829

hCONDEL.446 chr14:43446977-43449480 chr14:43886073-43886072

hCONDEL.447 chr14:43983894-43987252 chr14:44414629-44414628

hCONDEL.448 chr14:45191695-45192232 chr14:45615930-45615929

hCONDEL.449 chr14:48159451-48162025 chr14:48559527-48559609

hCONDEL.450 chr14:48393218-48397286 chr14:48784628-48785040

hCONDEL.451 chr14:55100838-55101299 chr14:55351524-55351584

hCONDEL.452 chr14:56302087-56303226 chr14:56536089-56536352

hCONDEL.453 chr14:65712114-65713055 chr14:65750845-65750844

hCONDEL.454 chr14:66786497-66788022 chr14:66784953-66784952

hCONDEL.455 chr14:67700436-67704757 chr14:67673911-67674158

hCONDEL.456 chr14:81558172-81559092 chr14:81185720-81185720
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hCONDEL.457 chr14:83231290-83236040 chr14:82829246-82829245

hCONDEL.458 chr14:86314892-86337093 chr14:85841514-85841513

hCONDEL.459 chr14:89986572-89987907 chr14:89407665-89407664

hCONDEL.460 chr14:104695467-104703378 chr14:103732418-103733222

hCONDEL.461 chr15:23416893-23429976 chr15:23772538-23772537

hCONDEL.462 chr15:23600833-23618430 chr15:23941283-23941282

hCONDEL.463 chr15:30224283-30226967 chr15:31501135-31501156

hCONDEL.464 chr15:34724698-34727781 chr15:35897179-35897178

hCONDEL.465 chr15:37453802-37463087 chr15:38559094-38559100

hCONDEL.466 chr15:41069154-41071162 chr15:42024235-42024234

hCONDEL.467 chr15:42857316-42858146 chr15:43756360-43756359

hCONDEL.468 chr15:50622774-50623941 chr15:51355430-51355429

hCONDEL.469 chr15:53648667-53650096 chr15:54303523-54303527

hCONDEL.470 chr15:60085387-60086111 chr15:60613601-60613627

hCONDEL.471 chr15:62786413-62786909 chr15:63243008-63243013

hCONDEL.472 chr15:62809831-62812708 chr15:63265561-63265572

hCONDEL.473 chr15:63757651-63770540 chr15:64181652-64181651

hCONDEL.474 chr15:65950930-65964335 chr15:66314868-66315036

hCONDEL.475 chr15:67353695-67357749 chr15:67677286-67677312

hCONDEL.476 chr15:70614588-70614669 chr15:70900453-70900517

hCONDEL.477 chr15:73713023-73714653 chr15:73962124-73962156

hCONDEL.478 chr15:78205269-78206327 chr15:78328790-78328789

hCONDEL.479 chr15:80948396-80951316 chr15:81516708-81516707

hCONDEL.480 chr15:81780199-81783875 chr15:82333110-82333109

hCONDEL.481 chr15:90143878-90147148 chr15:90690751-90690750

hCONDEL.482 chr15:93329052-93330760 chr15:93790943-93790942

hCONDEL.483 chr15:94480518-94483423 chr15:94916460-94916506

hCONDEL.484 chr15:94679203-94681729 chr15:95107240-95107239

hCONDEL.485 chr15:96486245-96488610 chr15:96876816-96876926

hCONDEL.486 chr16:8768244-8769099 chr16:8505938-8505937

hCONDEL.487 chr16:17594975-17595201 chr16:17472280-17472279

hCONDEL.488 chr16:21420772-21547160 chr16:21247986-21261362

hCONDEL.489 chr16:26547513-26552105 chr16:26090643-26090937

hCONDEL.490 chr16:50422210-50422314 chr16:49708746-49708745

hCONDEL.491 chr16:52103707-52106692 chr16:51361596-51361595

hCONDEL.492 chr16:55595723-55598172 chr16:54773829-54773828

hCONDEL.493 chr16:62075345-62077887 chr16:61099456-61099457

hCONDEL.494 chr16:63242820-63245978 chr16:62220030-62220928

hCONDEL.495 chr16:64579259-64588298 chr16:63512825-63513346

hCONDEL.496 chr16:65360912-65362678 chr16:64264928-64264927

hCONDEL.497 chr16:69001220-69007014 chr16:67782875-67783277

hCONDEL.498 chr16:69007538-69007691 chr16:67783803-67783802

hCONDEL.499 chr16:71811444-71821376 chr16:70533877-70533944

hCONDEL.500 chr16:73963132-73965258 chr16:72661114-72661115

hCONDEL.501 chr16:75989577-75997649 chr16:74614346-74614345

hCONDEL.502 chr16:76824164-76826148 chr16:75422973-75422975

hCONDEL.503 chr16:77711871-77722446 chr16:76287138-76287158

hCONDEL.504 chr16:78228008-78228421 chr16:76784948-76784948

hCONDEL.505 chr16:80296948-80297568 chr16:78796661-78796660

hCONDEL.506 chr17:4972299-4977796 chr17:4727435-4727434

hCONDEL.507 chr17:5392107-5393037 chr17:5122279-5122278

hCONDEL.508 chr17:50515572-50515803 chr17:46943230-46943229

hCONDEL.509 chr17:50913308-50920652 chr17:47334015-47334014

hCONDEL.510 chr17:50962577-50965241 chr17:47375983-47375982

hCONDEL.511 chr17:51633729-51640033 chr17:48030957-48030956

hCONDEL.512 chr17:51903440-51907464 chr17:48288464-48288492

hCONDEL.513 chr17:54504302-54504388 chr17:50824949-50824948

hCONDEL.514 chr17:59792781-59801941 chr17:56000091-56000090

hCONDEL.515 chr17:61574813-61583401 chr17:57780622-57780621

hCONDEL.516 chr17:63658983-63663260 chr17:59798473-59798472
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hCONDEL.517 chr17:65490317-65493602 chr17:61717155-61717645

hCONDEL.518 chr17:71058333-71059532 chr17:67156829-67156852

hCONDEL.519 chr17:72296331-72303316 chr17:68367612-68367611

hCONDEL.520 chr17:72325470-72334062 chr17:68388546-68388585

hCONDEL.521 chr17:73655869-73659805 chr17:69643820-69644236

hCONDEL.522 chr18:12652295-12655214 chr18:4025227-4025226

hCONDEL.523 chr18:13610843-13615410 chr18:3101094-3101093

hCONDEL.524 chr18:14930132-14953871 chr18:1830280-1830281

hCONDEL.525 chr18:15927314-15928782 chr18:856046-856045

hCONDEL.526 chr18:24818891-24821019 chr18:24735433-24735441

hCONDEL.527 chr18:29928716-29928809 chr18:29825941-29825940

hCONDEL.528 chr18:33871053-33873806 chr18:33682700-33682708

hCONDEL.529 chr18:34759734-34759865 chr18:34546539-34546538

hCONDEL.530 chr18:38325389-38327922 chr18:38069077-38069076

hCONDEL.531 chr18:38473072-38487853 chr18:38211866-38211865

hCONDEL.532 chr18:39947178-39955538 chr18:39636125-39638787

hCONDEL.533 chr18:47677254-47678384 chr18:47203791-47203790

hCONDEL.534 chr18:48538439-48546888 chr18:48056604-48056603

hCONDEL.535 chr18:62105266-62109777 chr18:61351187-61352009

hCONDEL.536 chr18:67943218-67945668 chr18:66975698-66975697

hCONDEL.537 chr18:68374324-68375556 chr18:67398259-67398258

hCONDEL.538 chr18:69800556-69807334 chr18:68784719-68790771

hCONDEL.539 chr19:39715022-39721601 chr19:39428900-39428899

hCONDEL.540 chr19:43325023-43371742 chr19:43006563-43006562

hCONDEL.541 chr20:3908070-3911547 chr20:3930694-3930693

hCONDEL.542 chr20:4384102-4387123 chr20:4402148-4402147

hCONDEL.543 chr20:12369666-12369826 chr20:12307713-12307721

hCONDEL.544 chr20:17991946-17992204 chr20:17726285-17726284

hCONDEL.545 chr20:18336088-18338792 chr20:18064595-18064599

hCONDEL.546 chr20:20720712-20723572 chr20:20399094-20399414

hCONDEL.547 chr20:23595375-23596680 chr20:23226565-23226564

hCONDEL.548 chr20:32901282-32905087 chr20:33849138-33849137

hCONDEL.549 chr20:36926986-36928997 chr20:37768003-37768006

hCONDEL.550 chr20:36950881-36962805 chr20:37790055-37790054

hCONDEL.551 chr20:40018280-40020391 chr20:40782886-40782885

hCONDEL.552 chr20:40081988-40082859 chr20:40844711-40844710

hCONDEL.553 chr20:53108918-53154000 chr20:53556641-53556640

hCONDEL.554 chr20:55966569-55968194 chr20:56278139-56278138

hCONDEL.555 chr21:26023122-26025584 chr21:26493005-26493181

hCONDEL.556 chr21:29796661-29798819 chr21:30291720-30291719

hCONDEL.557 chr21:32574848-32576856 chr21:33127421-33127420

hCONDEL.558 chr22:35741610-35744726 chr22:35589603-35589602

hCONDEL.559 chr22:40328941-40333556 chr22:40026461-40026460

hCONDEL.560 chrX:9011278-9017884 chrX:9063791-9063790

hCONDEL.561 chrX:10507958-10508029 chrX:10520864-10520863

hCONDEL.562 chrX:16864977-16866897 chrX:16803487-16803682

hCONDEL.563 chrX:19605502-19610782 chrX:19494077-19494076

hCONDEL.564 chrX:25145156-25145236 chrX:24950657-24950656

hCONDEL.565 chrX:25952294-25958714 chrX:25749517-25752762

hCONDEL.566 chrX:42814504-42817900 chrX:42288020-42288447

hCONDEL.567 chrX:50860207-50860816 chrX:50561798-50561800

hCONDEL.568 chrX:65527853-65615914 chrX:65455439-65482386

hCONDEL.569 chrX:67124889-67185574 chrX:66990372-66990992

hCONDEL.570 chrX:68804172-68824709 chrX:68615749-68619493

hCONDEL.571 chrX:92972917-93015141 chrX:92703940-92705816

hCONDEL.572 chrX:95807147-95817247 chrX:95468657-95468822

hCONDEL.573 chrX:96783291-96784638 chrX:96400485-96400484

hCONDEL.574 chrX:103406574-103412580 chrX:102912414-102912422

hCONDEL.575 chrX:104444629-104466536 chrX:104046741-104050563

hCONDEL.576 chrX:112410767-112410982 chrX:111998822-111998821
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hCONDEL.577 chrX:114310141-114312312 chrX:113861179-113862591

hCONDEL.578 chrX:117180079-117182256 chrX:116755394-116755393

hCONDEL.579 chrX:117668052-117670746 chrX:117231839-117232975

hCONDEL.580 chrX:120431092-120442514 chrX:120018437-120027305

hCONDEL.581 chrX:128358743-128361999 chrX:127871330-127871329

hCONDEL.582 chrX:147258586-147260340 chrX:146681970-146682005

hCONDEL.583 chrX:152024872-152052312 chrX:151439689-151455378
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Table B.3: Validation of 39 randomly-selected human conserved sequence deletions by
PCR in 23 human populations.

chr1

chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr2a
chr2a
chr2a
chr2b
chr7
chr7

chr11
chr11
chr11
chr11
chr12
chr12

chr12
chr13
chr14
chr14
chr15
chr16
chr17
chr17
chr20
chr1

chr2a

chr2b

chr3

chr14

chr14

chr16

chr16

chr20

chr2b

chr3

chr20

3551305

83810583
89861835
93331128

167485782
191352616

35564667
40561990
42539972

128750929
102777473
114803346

40381876
81977548
95168630

114203047
1764441
5653404

103736989
72860681
25938413
65712113
62786412
69007537
50515571
54504301
40081987
67000354

51356636

155116774

133455574

55100837

81558171

50422209

80296947

12369665

241400204

137310809

17991945

1

17
19
20
29
34
42
44
47
64

271
275

384
397
402
405
410
411

422
432
441
453
471
498
508
513
552

14

49

71

129

451

456

490

505

543

96

130

544

3551400

83811324
89861929
93331396

167486268
191353398

35565203
40562569
42540536

128751273
102778116
114803617

40382005
81977850
95168857

114203161
1764872
5653778

103737215
72860894
25938776
65713055
62786909
69007691
50515803
54504388
40082859
67001170

51357594

155117678

133455774

55101299

81559092

50422314

80297568

12369826

241400787

137311397

17992204

D

D
P
D
D
D
D
D
D
P
P
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
P
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D

P

D

D

P

D

D

P

D

D

D

IDEndStartChrom

D

D
P
D
D
D
D
D
D
P
P
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
P
D
D
D
D
P
D
D
D

D

P

D

D

P

D

D

P

D

D

D

674

930
453

1157
809

1990
842
782

1677
1609
2187
1152

562
452
472
340

1323
1248

504
1079
1343
1349
1157
1133
1200

777
1328

1119, 420

1467, 392

1310, 314

703, 405

701, 360

1355, 525

391, 199

1074, 356

635, 315

882

1069

1672

580

189
359
930
229

1210
306
203

1114
1951
1544

882

433
150
245
226
873
874

278
866
982
407
660
979

1154
690
456
303

509

417

503

239

435

286

453

482

293

488

1415

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

GGATTGCGGCCGCTATGGCACCTCAGCTCTCTGGGGCCAG,
       GGATTGCGGCCGCTATGGGGTGGGAGCTACTAGAACCCTG
CAATCACAGATAATACTATGGGAGAC, ATTCCCTGGTGGCTATGAGAATAAG
GGATTTGGAACAGGTGTCAAGAACC, CAAGAAGAAGCATTTAGAATCCTGAC
CAGGAAGCTCAGTGTATTTCTCTAC, GACTGGACGAGACGCACTGTTGGAG
AGTGCAAGGCCAAATCTCTTG, CTCTTTTCAGAGGCAGAGTAGA
ATGCATAGTAAACAGTCAGAGGTGG, ATGATGGAATGCCAACCGATAAGGG
AGGGTTGGTATGGTAGGTCCAAGGA, GCAGAAGCCAGACAGGCTTTCATAA
ATTGGCCATCTCTTCATGCCCTGAG, ACTTGCTAATGCATTCCCTGATGGG
GGAAACAGTTGGAAATAGCCTCAGG, GCTGAAAGAGTGATGAAGCAGACAG
ATCTACCAGGGTCCAGTCTACAAGG, TATTCCTGACATGTTCAGCCCATGG
GCTTATACTCACTGTGAATGTTGGG, AAGCCTGCAGTTCACCATCACATCG
GGATTGCGGCCGCTAGTGGTAGAACTCAGAATTCAGAGGA,
       GGATTGCGGCCGCTACTGAAGTAGCAATTGCCAAACGA
CAGGACTGTTCAGCTGGATTTGAGG, GCAATTAGGTATTGTGGGCAGAGTC
GTGGAAGCACTTTGTAGAATGCAGC, TGTTGGCACAGACATTGGTCAAGA
TGATTCAAATGACCTTCGTGGGTGC, ACCAGGAGTGGGATCTACTTTCTGG
GGGACAAGTTATAGCAGAAAACTTGG, ATGGTGGCAGCTGAGGAATTAAATG
TATGTCCATGTACATACCACCTAGG, AGTGAAATCCAGCCAGCTATTTAGG
AAGGATTGCGGCCGCTCTGAATGCTAAAATCTTGCTTCTCTG,
       AAGGATTGCGGCCGCTATAGCCTCCATCAGAGCTTTCCCTG
TCACAAGAACTACAGTCCTCATCTC, GGTATGTATCTGAACCTGATTAGGC
CACCCTGATATACATACACACCGTG, TGGTCACGGTCTTTCCCTAAGCGTA
TTGAGTTATCTAGGAAGGGCAAGCG, ATACCATCACTGCCTAACTAGGATG
CTGCTGGCTCAAACACAACACTTCA, GAACCTAACAGGGCAGCAGTGGTCA
TAAATCAGAAATTGGGGCTGTCTGG, GGTGCTTTCAGTTGCTGTGTACAATC
TGAGAGGTTGAAGAGATAGAAGAGG, AAAGCAAGAGGGTCCGAACACAGCA
TTCAGTCATGCTAATTGGAAGAGGG, GAAACTAGGTAGTATTGACAGAGTAG
AAAGACTGTCACCTCAGTCCTATAG, GAAATAGGCTTGCCTTTAGATCGGG
GAAATACGGAATATGGTTAAGTGGC, CGATTAGTAGTCAAAGTCTAAGACATAG
GCAAATTGCCATGCTGTTTCTGAGG, CGCATGTATATGATGACTGTGAGCA,
       CTCAATGGTCTATTGCTACAGCAGA
TTGCCACTACCCAAGGATGCTGTGA, GAGCATTTGTACTGAGTGTTACAGG,
       GGCATTTTTGGAAAGAGCCTCATGA
AGGGAATACTCTGTTCACATCTGCA, CAAGTTCTTTACCATCTCAGCCTCA,
       CAGCAAGCTTCAGCCACTAAGCAGA
TGGAATAGCACAGGGCCATTGTAGA, CTGGCTCCAGATCTTCATGTAACAG,
       GTGGCACTCAGATGAATGGCTAGGA
GCTAGTTACTGCTCCTGGAAAGCCA, AATCAGTAAGCACTAACCAGGACTG,
       AATACCTCTCACTGGTGGGACTTGA
ATTGCTGGCTCCTGATCTTTGGAGA, GGAAGTACAGATTTTGGCGTCATCA,
       CTGGTCCCATTTCTCATTGCCTGGA
CCATATTGTAGAGCTCAGAAATGCC, GACTTCATGGGTACACTGTAGATCG,
       TTGGTTCTATAAACCATGACCA
ATGTGAGCACCAAGGCACCAAGGA, AGACCATCCTGGCTAACATGGTGA,
       CCACGTAGTCTCTTACCTTGGCAA
TTAAGCACTTCTGGCTCATTAGGCA, GCTTACAAACATGCAAAAGGAGCAG,
       CGACCGAACGGCATATTACCAGGTA
TAACAAGTGTAGGGGAGGCTTCGAG, ATGAGGATTTGTGCAGATATGGTTG,
       TCCAGCGTGCCTCCTTAACACTCAC, CACAGGGTTGTCTCTCATGCAGTGC
GACAGTGGTCACCTAGAGTGGCAAC, CCATACTACTTCAGTTCTAAAGGCAATG,
       CACCCAGTGTTCTGAGGATTATGTC, GCTTATATAGGCAAAACACATACACAC
CACCACATCAAACACTCTGAGGTTG, AGGTAACTCAGGTATGGTCAAGAGG,
       CGTAAATGAAGCTTGTACACCTGGG, GAATTTCTGGCAAGATTTTCCCTCC

Comp.
Pred.

PCR Primers (5’ -- 3’)Chimp
Size

Human
Size

Num
Primers

ID column: Unique identifier for each hCONDEL from Table B.2. Comp. Pred. column: “D” indicates all NCBI Trace
Archive reads support the deletion genotype, “P” indicates at least one Trace Archive read supports the ancestral
genotype (Section B.1.5). PCR column: “D” indicates all 23 populations showed only the deletion genotype, “P”
indicates that at least one population showed the ancestral genotype. Chimp Size column: Expected size of PCR
product for ancestral genotype. Human Size column: Expected size of PCR product for deletion genotype.
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Table B.4: Analysis of eight polymorphic human conserved sequence deletions by PCR

in 96 diverse humans.

Catalog # Population † hCONDEL ID ‡
19 64 71 271 432 456 508 543

NA10473 Pygmy* A D H A H D A D

NA10492 Pygmy A H H A A A A H

NA10493 Pygmy A A A A D A D D

NA10539 Melanesian* A A A A A A D D

NA10540 Melanesian A A A A A A D D

NA10541 Melanesian A A A A A A D H

NA10965 Amerindian, Karitiana, Brazil A A D A A H D A

NA10967 Amerindian, Karitiana, Brazil A A H A A A H D

NA10968 Amerindian, Karitiana, Brazil A H D A A A D D

NA10975 Amerindian, Mayan* A D A A A A D D

NA10976 Amerindian, Mayan A D D A A H D H

NA10978 Amerindian, Mayan A D A A A A D D

NA11198 Amerindian, Quechua, Peru* A A D A A A D D

NA11199 Amerindian, Quechua, Peru A D H A A A H H

NA11200 Amerindian, Quechua, Peru A D D A A H H D

NA11373 Cambodian* A H A A A H A D

NA11376 Cambodian A H H A A H H D

NA11377 Cambodian A D H A A D D D

NA11521 Druze* A H H A A H D D

NA11522 Druze A D D A A D H D

NA11523 Druze A D H A A H A H

NA11587 Japanese A H H A A H D D

NA11589 Japanese A A H A A H D D

NA11590 Japanese A H H A A H D D

NA13597 Atayal* A H H A A A D H

NA13598 Atayal A H A A A D H D

NA13599 Atayal A D A A A H H D

NA13607 Ami A D H A A A D D

NA13608 Ami A H D A A H H D

NA13609 Ami A D A A A H D D

NA13619 Adygei* A D D A A A H H

NA13620 Adygei A H H A A A D D

NA13623 Adygei A A A A H D A D

NA13835 Russian A A A A A H D H

NA13836 Russian A D H A A H D D

NA13838 Russian A A H A A D D D

NA15199 HVP-Hungarian* A D H A A D D D

NA15202 HVP-Hungarian A H H A A D D H

NA15207 HVP-Hungarian A H H A A H D D

NA15755 Icelandic A D A A D A D D

NA15758 Icelandic A D A A H H D H

NA15765 Icelandic A D A A A D D H

NA15886 Basque* A D D A A H A D

NA16185 Basque A D A A A H D H

NA16190 Basque A D H A A H D H

NA16654 Chinese* A H H A A H H D

NA16688 Chinese A H H A A D H D

NA16689 Chinese A H A A A D D D

NA17003 HVP-Northern European* A A H A A A D H

NA17004 HVP-Northern European A D H A A A D D

NA17006 HVP-Northern European A D H A A H H D

NA17021 HVP-Indo Pakistani* A H A A A A D D

NA17027 HVP-Indo Pakistani A D A A A A D D

NA17029 HVP-Indo Pakistani A D H A A H D D

NA17041 HVP-Middle Eastern (Version 1)* A D H A A H D H

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table B.4 – Continued

Catalog # Population † hCONDEL ID ‡

19 64 71 271 432 456 508 543

NA17042 HVP-Middle Eastern (Version 1) A D D A A A D D

NA17050 HVP-Middle Eastern (Version 1) A D H A A D D D

NA17081 HVP-Southeast Asians A D H A A A D H

NA17083 HVP-Southeast Asians A H H A A H H D

NA17085 HVP-Southeast Asians A D A A A H D D

NA17094 Iberians* A D A A A A D H

NA17099 Iberians A A A A A A D H

NA17100 Iberians A D A A A D D D

NA17109 HVP-African American Panel of 50* A A H A A A D H

NA17111 HVP-African American Panel of 50 A H H A H A H H

NA17112 HVP-African American Panel of 50 H A A A H H D D

NA17342 HVP-African South of the Sahara* A A H H H H H H

NA17344 HVP-African South of the Sahara A D D A A A A H

NA17347 HVP-African South of the Sahara A H A A D A A H

NA17361 HVP-Ashkenazi Jewish A D A A A A D D

NA17367 HVP-Ashkenazi Jewish A D D A A D D D

NA17369 HVP-Ashkenazi Jewish A D A A A D D D

NA17371 HVP-Greek* A D A A A H D H

NA17372 HVP-Greek A H A A A H D H

NA17377 HVP-Greek A H H A D D D D

NA17380 HVP-Africans North of the Sahara* A H A A A A D D

NA17381 HVP-Africans North of the Sahara A H H A A D H D

NA17384 HVP-Africans North of the Sahara A A A A A H D D

NA17385 HVP-Pacific* A D H A A D D H

NA17390 HVP-Pacific A A A A A D D D

NA17391 HVP-Pacific A A H A A H D H

NA17392 HVP-Mexican Indian A D A A A A D D

NA17394 HVP-Mexican Indian A D H A A A D H

NA17395 HVP-Mexican Indian* A D H A A A D D

NA19027 IHP-Luhya from Webuye* A A H H A A D H

NA19238 IHP-Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria* A A H A A H H D

NA19239 IHP-Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria A A H H D H H D

NA19240 IHP-Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria A A D A H H A D

NA19473 IHP-Luhya from Webuye H H H A A H H D

NA19474 IHP-Luhya from Webuye A H H A A H A D

NA20502 IHP-Toscani in Italia (Tuscans in Italy) A D A A A A D D

NA20504 IHP-Toscani in Italia (Tuscans in Italy) A D A A A D D D

NA20509 IHP-Toscani in Italia (Tuscans in Italy) A A H A A A D D

NA20845 Gujarati Indians in Houston A D D A A A H D

NA20846 Gujarati Indians in Houston A A H A A A H D

NA21144 Gujarati Indians in Houston A A H A A A H H

* Sample was tested in 23-population polymorphism analysis (Table B.3).

† HVP, Human Variation Panel; IHP, International HapMap Project.

‡ A, ancestral; H, heterozygous; D, derived.
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Table B.5: Derived allele frequency of hCONDELs in a human diversity panel, grouped
by geographical region.

hCONDEL.543
hCONDEL.508
hCONDEL.64
hCONDEL.456
hCONDEL.71
hCONDEL.432
hCONDEL.271
hCONDEL.19

Number of
chromosomes
in population

0.83
0.78
0.59
0.40
0.39
0.09
0.02
0.01

192

hCONDEL All Samples Africa Central and Southern America Western and Southern AsiaEastern and Southeastern Asia and Paci�cEurope

0.81
0.50
0.31
0.33
0.42
0.31
0.08
0.06

36

0.79
0.88
0.71
0.13
0.58
0.00
0.00
0.00

24

0.88
0.75
0.75
0.33
0.54
0.00
0.00
0.00

24

0.90
0.81
0.52
0.50
0.31
0.00
0.00
0.00

48

0.80
0.90
0.72
0.50
0.30
0.10
0.00
0.00

60

Population groupings are as follows, using population names from Table B.4. Africa: African American Panel of
50; Africans North of the Sahara; African South of the Sahara; Luhya from Webuye; Pygmy; Yoruba in Ibadan,
Nigeria. Europe: Adygei; Basque; HVP-Ashkenazi Jewish; HVP-Greek; HVP-Hungarian; HVP-Northern European;
Iberians; Icelandic; IHP-Toscani in Italia (Tuscans in Italy); Russian. Central and Southern America: Amerindian,
Karitiana, Brazil; Amerindian, Mayan; Amerindian, Quechua, Peru; Mexican Indian. Eastern and Southeastern
Asia and Pacific: Ami; Atayal; Cambodian; Chinese; HVP-Pacific; HVP-Southeast Asians; Japanese; Melanesian.
Western and Southern Asia: Druze; Gujarati Indians in Houston; HVP-Indo Pakistani; HVP-Middle Eastern (Version
1).

Table B.6: hCONDELs in regions of the human genome under recent positive selection.

The nearest upstream and downstream genes within 1 Mb of the hCONDEL, as well as all genes to which the
hCONDEL is intronic, are listed. All genes are identified as human or chimpanzee RefSeq genes with a status of
Reviewed or Provisional. PanTro2 coordinates column: “*” indicates hCONDEL has been computationally identified
as polymorphic in humans (Figure B.6). Comp. Valid. column: “Y” indicates the deletion genotype has been
computationally validated. The only hCONDEL not validated has human size 1,239 bp and is thus biased against
validation (Section B.1.5).
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Table B.7: Summary of all exonic human conserved sequence deletions.

Comp. Valid. column: “Y” indicates the deletion genotype has been computationally validated (Section B.1.5).
Exp. Valid. column: “Y” indicates the hCONDEL has been experimentally validated [51], “N” indicates that PCR
attempts to detect the deletion genotype were unsuccessful (see Exonic hCONDEL validation attempts). “*”:
hCONDEL.228, of size 3,316 bp in chimpanzee, corresponds to a 268 bp region in human that is flanked by two
repeats rather than being entirely spanned by a single repeat in human.

Table B.8: Primers and results of PCR examination of unsupported exonic human con-
served sequence deletions.

hCONDEL

hCONDEL.231
hCONDEL.234
hCONDEL.285

CTCTTCCTGCCCTGCTATACA
AGAGGGACAAGGTAGTCCTAAATGG
TGCTGTAGGGTCATCATCAGGCAAA

TGACTGGTCCAAAGTAAGTTC
TACAAATAGTCTGTCTTCAGTGTGG
TTTGACTGCACCAACACTCTCAATG

Primers used to verify ancestral sequence
Forward                                                                Reverse # Showing ancestral genotype

94 of 94
96 of 96
96 of 96

Table B.9: Gene Ontology Molecular Function annotation enrichments of computation-
ally validated hCONDELs.

Term Exp Obs Fold Binomial Obs
dels dels enrich P-value [154] genes

Steroid hormone receptor activity 4.7 14 2.96 3.7× 10−4 10
Ligand-dependent nuclear receptor activity 5.1 14 2.74 7.8× 10−4 10

Showing uncorrected p-values of all terms annotated to at least 25 genes enriched when expecting a single term to
be significant by chance after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing and clustering of conserved elements near
particular gene classes. P-value cutoff for significance: 8.0× 10−4. Exp, expected; Obs, observed; dels, hCONDELs.
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Table B.10: InterPro annotation enrichments of computationally validated hCONDELs.

Term Exp Obs Fold Binomial Obs
dels dels enrich P-value [154] genes

Fibronectin, type III 16.7 34 2.03 1.0× 10−4 27
Zinc finger, nuclear hormone receptor-type 4.4 14 3.19 1.8× 10−4 10
Nuclear hormone receptor, ligand-binding 4.4 14 3.15 2.1× 10−4 10
Nuclear hormone receptor, ligand-binding, core 4.4 14 3.15 2.1× 10−4 10
Fibronectin, type III-like fold 17.6 34 1.94 2.4× 10−4 28
Zinc finger, NHR/GATA-type 5.2 15 2.89 3.0× 10−4 11
Steroid hormone receptor 3.8 12 3.15 5.8× 10−4 8
CD80-like, immunoglobulin C2-set 2.1 8 3.84 1.4× 10−3 5

Showing uncorrected p-values of all terms annotated to at least 25 genes enriched when expecting a single term to
be significant by chance after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing and clustering of conserved elements near
particular gene classes. P-value cutoff for significance: 2.1× 10−3. Exp, expected; Obs, observed; dels, hCONDELs.

Table B.11: All annotation enrichments of computationally validated cCONDELs.

Ontology: Term Exp Obs Fold Binomial Obs
dels dels enrich P-value [154] genes

GO Cellular Component:
Synapse 15.6 31 1.98 2.7× 10−4 27
Postsynaptic membrane 7.6 19 2.51 2.8× 10−4 19

PANTHER pathway:
Ionotropic glutamate receptor pathway 2.6 10 3.80 3.9× 10−4 8
Metabotropic glutamate receptor group III pathway 3.5 11 3.15 9.4× 10−4 9
Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 1 and 3

signaling pathway 2.4 8 3.33 3.2× 10−3 5
Heterotrimeric G-protein signaling pathway-Gq

alpha and Go alpha mediated pathway 4.8 11 2.29 1.0× 10−2 11

Showing uncorrected p-values of all terms annotated to at least 25 genes enriched when expecting a single term to
be significant by chance after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing and clustering of conserved elements near
particular gene classes. P-value cutoffs for significance: GO Cellular Component: 1.9 × 10−3, PANTHER pathway:
1.4× 10−2. Exp, expected; Obs, observed; dels, cCONDELs.
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Table B.12: All annotation enrichments of computationally validated mCONDELs.

Ontology: Term Exp Obs Fold Binomial Obs
dels dels enrich P-value [154] genes

GO Molecular Function:
Metal ion binding 116.8 149 1.28 2.1× 10−4 162
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity 0.5 5 9.50 2.1× 10−4 3
Cis-trans isomerase activity 0.6 5 8.65 3.3× 10−4 3
Ion binding 119.5 150 1.25 4.4× 10−4 165
Transition metal ion binding 75.5 101 1.34 8.1× 10−4 107

InterPro:
ATPase, P-type, K/Mg/Cd/Cu/Zn/Na/ 1.7 8 4.62 4.2× 10−4 7

Ca/Na/H-transporter
ATPase, AAA+ type, core 4.6 13 2.83 8.8× 10−4 13

Showing uncorrected p-values of all terms annotated to at least 25 genes enriched when expecting a single term to
be significant by chance after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing and clustering of conserved elements near
particular gene classes. P-value cutoffs for significance: GO Molecular Function: 9.3 × 10−4, InterPro: 1.7 × 10−3.
Exp, expected; Obs, observed; dels, mCONDELs.
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